
  COOK COUNTY HEALTH  

REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS (RFQ) # H22-0054  

TITLE:  John H. Stroger, Jr. Hospital – Main Loading Dock Evaluation & Design 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION:  CCH Seeks vendors for provision of Architectural and Engineering Services for 
the evaluation and design for the renovation of the Main Loading Dock at John H. Stroger Jr. Hospital 
located at 1969 Ogden Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60612 for Cook County. 

DATE ISSUED:                                     August 10, 2022 
VENDOR QUESTIONS DUE DATE:   August 31, 2022,  by 2:00 P.M CT 
RESPONSE/PROPOSAL DUE DATE: September 21, 2022, by 2:00 P.M. CT 

Responses to this proposal shall be delivered after 8:00 A.M. (CT) but no later than 2:00 P.M. (CT) to: 

Cook County Health  
C/O John H. Stroger, Jr. Hospital of Cook County 
1969 West Ogden Ave., Lower-Level Room # 250A 
Chicago, IL 60612  
Attention: Supply Chain Management Department 

Please note that it takes approximately 20 minutes to pass security and walk to room 250A.    
Delivery of proposals must include the Proposal Acknowledgement Form included at the end of this 
document.  

All questions regarding this RFQ should be directed to purchasing@cookcountyhhs.org.  where the 
subject of the email should reference the RFQ # and Title.   

The RFQ and related Addenda will be posted under the “Doing Business with CCH” tab 
at:  https://cookcountyhealth.org/about/doing-business-with-cook-county-health/   

mailto:purchasing@cookcountyhhs.org
https://cookcountyhealth.org/about/doing-business-with-cook-county-health/
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1 INTRODUCTION. 

Objectives. 
The purpose of this Request for Qualifications (RFQ) is to procure Professional A/E Services to Cook 
County Health (CCH) for the Cook County Department of Public Health Evaluation, Programming & 
Design. 

 A/E Term of Services. 
CCH intends to award one (1) thirty-six (36) month Agreement with two (2) twelve-month extension 
options pursuant to this RFQ solicitation for a base contract where the basis of payment is a lump sum 
fee based on the total cost of construction. 

1.3    Overview 

1.3.1 Cook County Health. 
Cook County Health (CCH) delivers integrated health services with dignity and respect regardless of a 
patient’s ability to pay; fosters partnerships with other health providers and communities to enhance 
the health of the public; and advocates for policies that promote and protect the physical, mental and 
social well-being of the people of Cook County and surrounding communities.  CCH services are offered 
without regard to a patient’s economic status or ability to pay.    

CCH is a unit within Cook County government, governed by an independent Board of Directors pursuant 
to Cook County Code of Ordinance 08-O-35 Chapter 38, Section 3870 adopted 05/20/2008. CCH 
provides a full continuum of health care services through its seven operating entities, referred to as 
System Affiliates. System Affiliates provide a broad range of services from specialty and primary care to 
emergency, acute, outpatient, rehabilitation and preventative care. Additional information regarding 
CCH can be found at: http://www.cookcountyhhs.org/ 

1.3.2 Cook County Bureau of Asset Management. 
The Cook County Bureau of Asset Management (Bureau) develops and implements the County’s strategic 
asset management, preserving the value of capital inventory paid for by the citizens of Cook County, 
optimizing facility inventory, and leveraging available assets to spur economic development.  The Bureau 
oversees the Department of Capital Planning and Policy (Department), Facilities Management and Real 
Estate Management Division (REM), with 575 employees and an annual operating budget of approximately 
$46.7 million.  The Bureau coordinates capital construction projects, routine maintenance programs, and the 
use of all real estate assets owned and leased by the County.  The County’s real estate portfolio includes 201 
unique properties in over 19 million square feet including over 16 million square feet owned by Cook County 
and 3 million square feet in leased facilities. 

1.3.3. Department of Capital Planning and Policy. 
Within the Bureau, the Department of Capital Planning and Policy (Department) provides safe, secure and 
accessible facilities through capital construction projects, for all County, Departments and Elected Officials so 
that they may serve the public and perform their duties in an environment that fosters efficient, convenient, 
and cost-effective delivery of public services.  
Additional information regarding DCPP can be found at: https://www.cookcountyil.gov/agency/capital-
planning 

http://www.cookcountyhhs.org/
https://www.cookcountyil.gov/agency/capital-planning
https://www.cookcountyil.gov/agency/capital-planning
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2 Cook County Health 
Cook County Health is one of the largest public health systems in the United States, providing a range of 
health services that services over 500,000 individually annually. The system operates John H. Stroger Jr. 
Hospital, Provident Hospital, over a dozen clinics, the Ruth M. Rothstein CORE Center (the largest 
provider of HIV care in the Midwest), Cook County Department of Public Health, Correctional Health 
Services and CountyCare (the largest Medicare managed care plan in Cook County). 

3 Schedule. 

The County anticipates the following Schedule: 
RFQ posted to the CCH website 08/10/ 2022 
Respondent Inquiry Deadline 08/31/2022 by 2:00 pm  
CCH Response to Inquiries 09/02/2022 
Submittal Due Date 09/21/2022 by 2:00 pm  
Contract Award October 2022 
CCH/Cook County Board Approval November 2022 
Issuance of Purchase Order December 2022 
Complete Assessment & Estimates February 2023 
Design - Completed June 2023 
Bid & Award to Contractor June 2023 – December 2023 
Commence Construction January 2024 

4 Definitions. 
Agreement is the Cook County Professional Services Agreement for Professional Architectural and 
Engineering Services (Attachment F – Sample Cook County Professional Services Agreement) where the basis 
of payment is a Lump Sum Fee.  
 
A/E or AOR is the Architect & Engineer / Architect of Record. 
 
Bureau is the Cook County Bureau of Asset Management. 
 
Campus is the John H. Stroger, Jr. Campus. 
 
CCH or County is the Cook County Health.  CCH is the safety net for health care in Chicago and suburban 
Cook County, serving as the primary public provider of comprehensive medical services for the people of 
metropolitan Chicago.  
 
CCD is the Cook County Contract Compliance Director. 
 
CIP is the Capital Improvement Plan developed and managed by the Department of Capital Planning & 
Policy the Campus.   
 
County is the County of Cook. 
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CON means Certificate of Need, which is a permit, issued by the Illinois Health Facilities and Services 
Review Board for construction or modification projects proposed by or on behalf of healthcare facilities, 
and for the acquisition of major medical equipment. 
 
Construction Contractors are Construction Contractors that are procured by the County and awarded 
agreements to provide construction services related to the Project. 
 
Contract Documents are the drawings and specifications setting forth in detail the requirements for the 
construction of the Project, and all other Contract Documents issued for construction. 
 
Department is the Cook County Department of Capital Planning and Policy. The Department develops 
and provides cost-effective, day to day management of the County’s Capital Improvement Program, 
which sets forth the plan for the design, construction and renovation of County buildings and building 
systems.   The Department operates within the Cook County Bureau of Asset Management. The 
department manages the contract on behalf of CCH and all payments will be through Cook County. 
 
Department Portfolio Project Director reports directly to the Department Director and Deputy Director 
and will oversee the A/E. 
 
Design Team includes the architect, engineer of Record and specialty consultants who will design the 
project and interact with CCH, the Department, and the Construction Contractors throughout the 
process to ensure that the Project meets CCH requirements. 
 
EC or Evaluation Committee is the RFQ Review and Evaluation Committee, which may include 
representatives of CCH, the Bureau, the Department, and other County Departments and which will 
review and evaluate responsive Submittal(s). 
 
GMP is Guaranteed Maximum Price. 
 
OSCM is CCH Office of Supply Chain Management. 
 
Professional Service Firms are the Professional Service Firms, including architects, engineers, 
consultants and vendors that are procured by the County and awarded agreements to provide 
professional services related to the Project. 
 
Project is the Renovation of the Ruth M. Rothstein CORE Center 
 
Project Documents are prepared by the Design team including data, studies, drawings, specifications, 
CADD files, meeting minutes, schedules, notices, logs, electronic files, videos, supplemental information 
and reports, and any revisions or additions to any of the foregoing pursuant to this Agreement. 
 
Project Team includes the Owner and its Consultants, A/E, Sub consultants and the Contractors 
associated with the project.    
 
RFI is Requests for Information. 
 
RFQ is this Request for Qualifications  
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Respondent or Respondents means the individuals or business entities submitting a Submittal in 
response to this RFQ. 
 
Services are the design services by the A/E as set forth in this RFQ. 
 
Substantial Completion means the work or designated portion of the work is sufficiently complete, in 
accordance with the Contract Documents. 
 
Work means the design activities of the Project. 

5 Architect of Record Scope of Services. 
 
 See Attachment T – Scope of Work and Existing Documents 
 
The “Attachments” included with this RFQ detail information that must be included within the scope of 
services.  

6 Instructions to Respondents. 

 Adherence to Instructions. 
This RFQ provides potential Respondents with sufficient information to enable them to prepare and 
submit submittals. This RFQ also contains the instructions governing the submittal of a response and the 
materials to be included therein, including the County requirements, which must be met to be eligible for 
consideration. All submittals must be complete as to the information requested in this RFQ in order to be 
considered responsive and eligible for award. Respondents providing insufficient details will be deemed 
non-responsive. The County is not obligated, either to purchase the full services or the products proposed 
by the Respondent, nor to enter into an agreement with any one Respondent. 

 Availability of Documents. 
The CCH will publish the RFQ, and other procurement notices, as well as award information, at: 
https://cookcountyhealth.org/about/doing-business-with-cook-county-health/ 
Interested respondents should note that, unless otherwise stated in the RFQ documents, there is no 
charge or fee to obtain a copy of the documents and respond to documents posted for qualifications. 
Respondents intending to respond to any posted solicitation are encouraged to visit the web site above 
to ensure that they have received a complete and current set of documents. Some procurement notices 
may provide a downloadable version of the pertinent documents and any amendments to them that will 
be available to suppliers after they have completed a simple registration process. Additionally, some 
notices may permit a supplier to submit a response to a posted requirement in an electronic format.   
 
Any Respondent receiving a copy of procurement documents from a referral service and/or other third 
party are solely responsible for ensuring that they have received all necessary procurement 
documentation, including amendments and schedules. The County is not responsible for ensuring that all 
or any procurement documentation is received by any Respondent that is not appropriately registered 
with CCH. 
 
 
 

https://cookcountyhealth.org/about/doing-business-with-cook-county-health/
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 Clarifications. 
Questions regarding this RFQ may be submitted in writing to the contact person listed on the cover page 
of this RFQ.  Questions may be submitted at any time after publication until the Respondent Inquiry 
Deadline of 08/31/2022 at 2:00 PM. 

 Delivery of Submittal Package. 
The Submittal will be either delivered by hand or sent to the Cook County Health, Office of Supply Chain 
Management through U.S. Mail or other available courier services to the address shown on the cover page 
of this RFQ. Include the RFQ number on any package delivered or sent to the County Office of the Director 
of the Office of Supply Chain Management and on any correspondence related to this RFQ or the 
Submittal. The Respondent remains responsible for ensuring that its Submittal is received at the time, 
date, place, and office specified. CCH assumes no responsibility for any Submittal not so received, 
regardless of whether the delay is caused by the U.S. Postal Service, any other carrier, or some other act 
or circumstance. Submittals received after the time specified will not be considered.  
If using an express delivery service, the package must be delivered to the designated building and office 
and not to the County Central Receiving facilities. 
 

 Uniformity. 
To provide uniformity and to facilitate comparison of Submittals, all information submitted must clearly 
refer to the page number, section or other identifying reference in this RFQ. All information submitted 
must be noted in the same sequence as its appearance in this RFQ.  The County reserves the right to 
waive minor variances or irregularities. 
 

 Submittal Material. 
The Submittal material submitted in response to the RFQ becomes the property of the County upon 
delivery to the Office of Supply Chain Management and will be part of any contract formal document for 
the goods or services which are the subject of this RFQ. 
 

 Addenda. 
Should any respondent have questions concerning conditions and specifications, or find discrepancies in 
or omissions in the specifications, or be in doubt as to their meaning, they should notify the Office of 
Supply Chain Management no later than 08/31/2022 by 2:00 PM to obtain clarification prior to submitting 
a Submittal. Such inquires must reference the submittal due date and the County RFQ number. 

Any clarification addenda issued to Respondent prior to the Submittal due date shall be made available 
to all Respondents. Since all addenda become a part of the Submittal, all addenda must be signed by an 
authorized Respondent representative and returned with the Submittal on or before the Submittal 
opening date. Failure to sign and return any addenda acknowledgements shall be grounds for rejection 
of the Submittal. 

Interpretations that change the terms, conditions, or specifications will be made in the form of an 
addendum to the solicitation by the County. If issued, the County will post the addenda on the County 
website: https://cookcountyhealth.org/about/doing-business-with-cook-county-health/   
In the event there are any conflicts between the general terms and conditions and any special terms and 
conditions, the special terms and conditions shall take precedence.  
  

 Respondent Responsibility for Services Proposed. 
The Respondent must thoroughly examine and will be held to have thoroughly examined and read the 
entire RFQ document. Failure of Respondents to fully acquaint themselves with existing conditions or the 

https://cookcountyhealth.org/about/doing-business-with-cook-county-health/
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amount of work involved will not be a basis for requesting extra compensation after the award of a 
Contract. 

 Errors and Omissions. 
The Respondent is expected to comply with the true intent of this RFQ taken as a whole and shall not avail 
itself of any error or omission to the detriment of the services or the County. Should the Respondent 
suspect any error, omission, or discrepancy in the specifications or instructions, the Respondent shall 
immediately notify the County in writing, and the County will issue written corrections or clarifications. 
The Respondent is responsible for the contents of its Submittals and for satisfying the requirements set 
forth in the RFQ.  Respondent will not be allowed to benefit from errors in the document that could have 
been reasonably discovered by the Respondent in the process of putting the Submittal together. 

 Cancellation of RFQ; Request for New or Updated Materials. 
The County, in its sole discretion, may cancel this RFQ at any time and may elect to reissue the RFQ at a 
later date. Owner may also issue an Addendum modifying the RFQ and may request supplemental 
information or updated or new or Submittals. 

 County’s Right to Revise RFQ. 
At any time during the RFQ process, the County may modify the terms of the RFQ, including narrowing 
or modifying the Requirements, and modifying the properties which are the subject of this RFQ. The 
County may issue an Addendum to this RFQ, which describes such modifications and may, in its 
discretion, permit Respondents to submit supplemental or new Submittals, as the case may be, in 
response to these modified Requirements. The County shall evaluate any requested supplemental or 
new Submissions. 

 RFQ Interpretation. 
Interpretation of the wording of this document shall be the responsibility of the County and that 
interpretation shall be final. 

 Ownership of Submittal Material. 
All material submitted by Respondents shall become the sole property of the County upon delivery to the 
Office of Supply Chain Management and will be part of any contract document entered into pursuant to 
this RFQ. The County shall be under no obligation to return any Submittals, submissions or materials 
submitted by Respondents in response to this RFQ. IF A RESPONDENT DEEMS SPECIFIC MATERIALS 
OR INFORMATION TO BE PROPRIETARY AND CONFIDENTIAL TRADE SECRETS, THE 
RESPONDENT SHALL SO IDENTIFY SUCH AS OUTLINED IN SECTION 6.15. BY DELIVERING A 
SUBMITTAL, RESPONDENTS WILL BE DEEMED TO HAVE AGREED TO THE PROVISIONS OF THIS 
PARAGRAPH.  SUBMITTALS MARKED PROPRIETARY OR CONFIDENTIAL THAT FAIL TO FOLLOW 
THE GUIDELINES OUTLINED IN SECTION 6.15 WILL BE FOUND UNRESPONSIVE AND REMOVED 
FROM CONSIDERATION. 

 Cost of Respondent Response. 
All costs and expenses in responding to this RFQ shall be borne solely by the Respondent regardless of 
whether the Respondent’s Submittal is eliminated or whether Owner selects to cancel the RFQ or 
declines to pursue a contract for any reason. 

 Confidentiality and Freedom of Information Act. 
From the date of issuance of the RFQ until the due date, the Respondent must not make available or 
discuss its Submittal, or any part thereof, with any employee or agent of the County except in accordance 
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with the procedures set forth in this RFQ.   All information submitted in response to this RFQ shall be 
treated as confidential by all parties until the selected A/E has executed a contract pursuant to this RFQ, 
which the EC will recommend to the Cook County Board of Commissioners or until the County has 
terminated the RFQ process and determined that it will not reissue the RFQ in the near future. Following 
such actions, the contents of Submittals submitted in response to this RFQ may be utilized by the County 
in any manner and may be disclosed in response to requests made pursuant to the provisions of the Illinois 
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), except for such specific information as is established to be proprietary 
or trade secrets as follows.    
 
If a Respondent wishes to preserve the confidentiality of specific proprietary information set forth in its 
Submittal, it must request that the information be withheld by specifically identifying such information as 
trade secrets or commercial or financial information that are proprietary, privileged or confidential, and 
that disclosure would cause competitive harm or the appropriate exemption under FOIA, in its Submittal, 
respectively. The Respondent is hereby warned that any part of its Submittal or any other material marked 
as confidential, proprietary, or trade secret, can only be protected to the extent permitted by Illinois law. 
The County shall have the right to determine whether it shall withhold information upon receipt of a FOIA 
request, and if it does so pursuant to a Respondent request, the Respondent requesting confidential 
treatment of the information shall bear the costs of asserting that there is a proper exemption justifying 
the withholding of such information as proprietary in any court proceeding which may result. This 
notwithstanding, Respondent is on notice that the County is subject to the FOIA and that any documents 
submitted to the County by the Respondent may be released pursuant to a request under the FOIA. 

 Use of Sub consultants. 
The Respondent’s response must include a description of which portion(s) of the work will be 
subcontracted out, the names and addresses of potential Sub consultants and the expected amount of 
money each will receive under the contract.  The County reserves the right to accept or reject any sub 
consultant if in the County’s sole opinion, it is in the best interest of the County. 

 MBE/WBE Participation.   
Cook County Health has a strong commitment to the economic benefit of minority- and women-owned 
businesses (M/WBE firms), as well as to minority and female construction workers and/or material 
suppliers. CCH has established contracting goals for certified M/WBE participation. The office of Contract 
compliance is recommending that the MBE/WBE goal for the above-referenced project be set at 35% 
overall MWBE Participation.  Architects and engineers apply these goals to all subcontracting tiers, 
suppliers, and consultants hired or retained in performance of work for CCH. A/E’s are directed to achieve 
the levels of participation throughout the life of, and for the full value of, every contract, including any 
additional services, allowances, or change orders. Respondents are to include with their Proposals a fully 
executed and notarized Attachment A identifying their proposed M/WBE sub consultants and/or 
material suppliers. Attachment A can be found as part of the full proposal Package. Please, provide 
current letters of certification for your proposed M/WBE sub consultant and/or material supplier 

 Respondent’s Disclosure and Conflict of Interest. 
The Respondent will be bound to the County’s best interests during the term of the Agreement. The 
Respondent will notify the County of any possible or potential conflict of interest, which may result from 
the Respondent’s other activities and shall commence such other activities only after written approval 
of the County, which may not be unreasonably withheld. 
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 Cook County Rights. 
The County reserves the right to reject any and all Submittals, to waive any informality in the process and, 
unless otherwise specified by the Respondent, to accept any item in the Submittal. The County also 
reserves the right to accept or reject all or part of a Submittal, in any combination that is economically 
advantageous to the County. 

 Alteration/Modification of Original Documents. 
The Respondent certifies that no alterations or modifications have been made to the original content of 
this RFQ or other procurement documents (either text or graphics and whether transmitted electronically 
or hard copy in preparing this Submittal). Any alternates or exceptions (whether to products, services, 
terms, conditions, or other procurement document subject matter) are apparent and clearly noted in the 
offered Submittal.  Respondent understands that failure to comply with this requirement may result in 
the Submittal being disqualified and, if determined to be a deliberate attempt to misrepresent the 
Submittal, may be considered as sufficient basis to suspend or debar the submitting Respondent from 
future County Bid and RFQ procurement opportunities.   

 Recycling. 
Packaging, which is readily recyclable, made with recyclable materials, and designed to minimize potential 
adverse effects on the environment when disposed of by incineration or in a landfill is desired to the 
extent possible. Product(s) offered which contain recycled materials may be acceptable provided they 
meet all pertinent specifications and performance criteria outlined in this RFQ. If the product(s) offered 
are manufactured utilizing recycled materials, identify the percentage composition and nature of the 
recycled content within. 

7. Evaluation and Selection Process. 
7.1 Overview 
County personnel will review all Submittals to ascertain that they are responsive to all submission 
requirements. OSCM reserves the right to reject any or all Submittals or any part thereof, to waive 
informalities, and to accept the Submittal deemed most favorable to the County. An Evaluation 
Committee (EC) comprised of the County personnel will evaluate all responsive submittals in accordance 
with the evaluation criteria detailed below.  This evaluation process may result in a short-list of 
Submittals.  The EC, at its option, may request that all or short-listed Respondents make a presentation, 
other customer testimonials, submit clarifications, schedule a site visit of their premises (as 
appropriate), provide a best and final offer, provide additional references, respond to questions, or 
consider alternative approaches.  The EC may, but is not required to, conduct one or more formal 
presentations, team interviews, or clarification sessions with any or all Respondents, in order to fully 
understand and evaluate the Submittals.  
 
7.1.1 Responsiveness of Submittal and Project Specific Evaluation. 
The OSCM will review proposals to ensure Respondents are compliant with all the submission 
requirements of the RFQ.  Responsive submittals will be reviewed and scored by the EC based on the 
completeness of the submittal and qualifications of the Respondent to successfully perform A/E Services 
for the County throughout the course of the project.  This RFQ provides requirements and data, which 
will be used as a basis for a written presentation of qualifications of the firm(s) and proposed staff, 
project approach, systems and methodologies for delivery of the Project. CCH will evaluate written 
proposals as evidenced by the following selection criteria that will include but not be limited to the 
following weighted categories: 
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 Relevant Experience – 20%  
 Project staffing plan and qualifications - 20% 
 Project Approach – 20% 
 Assessment & Design Schedule - 20% 
 Qualifications of Sub consultants – 20% 

 
EC members will individually review and score responsive proposals based on the above weighted criteria.  
Initial scores will be submitted to the OSCM for tabulation before the EC meets to review and discuss the 
RFQ responses together.  CCH and the EC may establish a short-list of qualified participants based on initial 
scores, and request clarifications or additional information from Respondents in writing, or request 
Respondents to provide formal presentations.  The County reserves the right to request Respondents to 
provide formal presentations to the EC as outlined below in Section 7.1.2. 

7.1.2 A/E Services Proposal Interview. 
Selected Respondents (A/E Teams) may be invited to participate in an interview, to present their scope 
of services, introduce the key team members, further elaborate on the details included in the submittal 
and respond to any questions posed by the Owner.  The A/E interview will be expected to present their 
scope of services from assessment phase through the completion of the Project. 
 
At the formal interview, the Teams will be expected to focus on project specific issues associated with 
their approach to the Project. It is expected that the individuals with the primary presentation role at 
the interview will be those individuals proposed to be involved on this project on a day-to-day basis. 
 
The top ranked firm or firms will be invited to review their proposal with CCH to negotiate cost based on 
specifically developed scope. If CCH and the top ranked firm are unable to reach agreement, CCH 
reserves the right to begin negotiations with the next highest ranked firm or firms. 

7.2  Right to Inspect. 
The County reserves the right to inspect and investigate thoroughly the establishment, facilities, 
equipment, business reputation, and other qualification of the Respondent and any proposed sub 
consultants and to reject any Submittal regardless of price if it shall be administratively determined that 
in the County’s sole discretion the Respondent is deficient in any of the essentials necessary to assure 
acceptable standards of performance. The County reserves the right to continue this inspection 
procedure throughout the life of the contract that may arise from this RFQ. 

7.3 Selection Process. 
Upon review of all information provided by shortlisted Respondents, the evaluation committee will make 
a recommendation for selection to Supply Chain Management for concurrence and submission to the 
County elected officials. The County reserves the right to check references on any projects performed by 
the Respondent whether provided by the Respondent or known by the County.  The selected Submittal 
will be submitted for approval to the Cook County Hospital Board.  CCH intends to select a Submittal that 
best meets the needs of the County and provides the best overall value. Upon approval of the selected 
Respondent, a contract will be prepared by the County and presented to the Selected Respondent for 
signature. 

7.4 Selected Respondent’s Presentation to County Leadership. 
The County reserves the right to require the Selected Respondent to present its Submittal to County 
employees that are non-EC members. In such event, if requested by either the Selected Respondent or 
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the County’s Representative, the parties involved in such presentation will sign the Confidentiality 
Agreement to prevent disclosure of information prior to approval by the County Board. 

8. Format and Content of Submittal. 

8.1 Format. 
All Respondents will use this Submittal format described in this Section for submitting their Submittal. 
Submittals must be prepared in an 8.5 X 11 format, with any drawings or graphics not exceeding 11 X 17 
format. Submittals should be left-bound and not exceed 100 pages in length.  
 
Variations or exceptions from the requirements of this RFQ shall be attached and entitled Exceptions to 
RFQ. Such variations or exceptions may be considered in evaluating Submittals. Failure to comply with 
this requirement may cause a Submittal to be considered nonresponsive.  Expensive paper and bindings 
are discouraged since no materials will be returned.   

8.1.1 Uniformity. 
To provide uniformity and to facilitate comparison of Submittals, all information submitted must clearly 
refer to the page number, section or other identifying reference in this RFQ. All information submitted 
must be noted in the same sequence as it appears in this RFQ.  The County reserves the right to waive 
minor variances or irregularities. 

8.1.2 Number of Copies. 
Respondents are required to submit one (1) bound original copy and one (1) electronic copy no later 
than the time and date indicated in the RFQ Schedule, Section 3.5.  The original should be clearly 
marked Original.  The electronic version shall be emailed to purchasing@cookcountyhhs.org.  

8.1.3 Complete Submission. 
Respondents are advised to carefully review all the requirements and submit all documents and 
information as indicated in this RFQ.  Incomplete Submittals may lead to a Submittal being deemed 
nonresponsive.  Nonresponsive Submittals will not be considered. 

8.1.4 Packaging and Labeling. 
The outside wrapping/envelope shall clearly indicate the RFQ Title and date and time for submission.  It 
shall also indicate the name of the Respondent.  

8.2 Content. 
The Respondent should be organized in the following order and numbered sections separated by tabs. 
All responses should include, but are not limited to the following:  

8.2.1 Table of Contents. 
The Table of Contents will identify, at a minimum, all sections below and page numbers. The Table of 
Contents should help in navigating the Submittal by providing associated page numbers and direct links 
to various headings available on those pages.  

8.2.2 Cover Letter. 
The Cover Letter should not exceed two pages in length.  The letter should be signed by an officer of the 
firm.  The letter should indicate the Respondent understands of the Scope of Services and the 
Respondent’s experience and unique expertise to complete the Project for the County.  The letter 

mailto:purchasing@cookcountyhhs.org
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should confirm the Respondent’s commitment of the firm and proposed project team to execute this 
project at the price and schedule proposed if selected.  

8.2.3 Executive Summary. 
The Executive Summary should be limited to two pages and include a brief overview of the 
Respondent’s qualifications, team, experience and proposed project approach that demonstrates the 
responder’s understanding of the requirements of the RFQ. 

8.2.4 Qualifications of the Respondent. 
Provide an overview of the company detailing the organization’s ownership structure, skills and 
qualifications, the total number of professional staff, the history of the company, percentage of work 
completed as Architect and Engineer, and the office responsible for this Project. Submit any information 
the Respondent deems pertinent to demonstrate its qualifications to perform the Services being requested 
such as memberships in any professional associations. 

8.2.5 Respondent’s Team.  
The Respondent may be comprised of one (1) or more firms as to assure the overall success of the 
Project and delivery of the Services.  In alphabetical order by firm, please provide a list of firms that will 
provide Services and key individuals from each firm that will provide the Services set forth in the 
Submittal.    
The Chief Procurement Officer, Office of Supply Chain Management reserves the right to accept or reject 
any of the team members; if in the OSCM’s sole opinion replacement of the team member, based on 
skills and knowledge, is in the best interest of the County. 

8.2.6 Previous Experience. 
Provide a minimum of five examples of similar project types completed or in progress over the last seven 
years which you feel best represent your firm’s abilities relative to the Project Scope. Provide 
representative examples from the Chicago Metropolitan, and Cook County Areas, if possible.  A maximum 
of ten (10) project examples will be allowed.  For each project, list the project size and a brief description, 
type of construction delivery method, design phase involvement and all other pertinent project facts. 
Provide each listed project with the original construction budget and final/actual cost, and original 
completion date and actual completion date. Also include the client’s name and contact number 
associated with each of these projects as a reference. CCH will be particularly interested in projects 
exhibiting the following: 
 
a) Experience relating to clinics on a site contiguous to the existing active hospital.  Describe major 

site challenges, adjusted traffic flows and logistics to ensure safety and minimize operational 
activities. 
 

b) Experience relating to system designs and activities at existing hospitals. Describe methods used 
to adequately determine the Basis of Design / meeting Owners Project requirements and 
developing / finalizing the design in a timely manner accounting for the multiple stakeholder 
requirements usually associated with healthcare construction. 

 
c) Similar projects completed in the last 5 years in an urban environment. 
 
d) Healthcare projects completed requiring full coordination with multiple systems. 
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e) Additional project challenges and lessons learned on previous projects similar in scope and size. 
 

f) Summary of meeting schedule targets for the projects listed above. 
 
g) Provide the company’s philosophy and experience utilizing Minority and Woman owned firms as 

part of the assessment & design team 
 

8.2.7 Specific Project Experience. 
Please provide a listing and description of at least Three projects completed in the previous 5 years that 
demonstrate the Respondent’s experience with assessment, design and renovations of complex, public 
sector healthcare projects and their relevance to this RFQ. Please note any experience in areas including: 
planning, design and construction of capital projects; city, county, state, or other government public works 
projects; and health care and hospital systems. 

List the projects in order of priority with the most relevant project listed first indicating: (1) project 
name, location, year completed and description, (2) project period, size (gross SF) and final total cost, (3) 
names of all affiliate firms that comprised the Respondent’s project team, (4) references and current 
contact information for the owner’s representatives for each of the projects listed.  

8.2.8 References. 
Provide a list of at least three (3) references where relevant projects were implemented.  Include the name 
of the contact person, name of the organization, project period and dollar value, address, telephone 
number and email address.  References in the following are preferred though not required:  planning, 
design and construction of capital projects; city, county, state, or other government public works projects; 
planning and programming; and health care and hospital systems.  In addition, for each firm included in the 
Submittal provide at least three (3) references with relevancy to the Project Scope of Services. 

8.2.9 Key Personnel.  
Provide an organization chart, description of roles and responsibilities, resumes including a list of 
projects and the assigned roles on those projects, and two references (include contact information) for 
all project staff that you are proposing to be assigned to this Project. Projects should include 
representative examples from the Chicago Metropolitan Area. 
 
The Director of the Office of Supply Chain Management reserves the right to reject any key personnel 
proposed if it is determined in the County’s best interest.  All key personnel must be committed to the 
project without competing priorities.  The evaluation of Submittals includes the qualifications of the 
personnel proposed; therefore, Respondents will name key personnel as part of their Submittal.  Key 
Personnel must not be replaced during the term of the Agreement without the written approval of the 
OSCM.    

 
In alphabetical order by last name, provide a list of the key individuals who will deliver the Services.  As 
an attachment, include their bios and current resumes, their pertinent skills and qualifications to 
provide the Services, their years of experience, and experience on managing projects of similar scale to 
the Provident Project. 
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With respect to each item listed under Scope of Services and identify the key individual (and firm) who 
will be assigned to perform that service.   Please note that an individual may be assigned to more than 
one specific item. 
 
Each key personnel shall have three (3) references.  Please indicate experience in the following which is 
preferred but not required:  References in the following are preferred though not required:  assessment, 
design, and construction of healthcare and hospital projects. 

8.2.10 Organization Chart. 
Include an organization chart outlining the Service(s) that each of the Respondent’s team members will 
be responsible for and, to the extent feasible, individuals constituting key personnel.  Indicate the 
organizational relationship of the team members. 

8.2.11 Key Contact Person. 
Indicate the key contact person for communications, including communicating with County, 
stakeholders and the public.  

8.2.12 Proposed Project Approach, Management Plan, Implementation and Solution. 
Describe your management approach for each of the components listed below. Examples of systems 
used successfully on other projects are welcomed. CCH is interested in proposed plans and delivery 
methodologies that promote an environment of intense teamwork and partnering across all disciplines; 
design, building and activation.  
 
8.2.13 Schedule - Schedule and speed to market is paramount-describe how your proposed methods 
lead to increased speed of execution. Describe how your proposed methodology will incorporate the 
necessary design features and elements needed that will provide a comprehensive design and 
specification package, in a timely manner for the owner. Describe methodology, systems and software 
platforms.  
 
8.2.14   Communications Management, Document Management, and Reporting – Include any systems 
and protocols used. Describe approaches that would increase speed of communication, reduce non-
value-added waste, and lead to improved speed and reliability in decision-making. Provide information 
on methods and systems, your firm uses to organize and track project documentation. 
 
8.2.15  Cost Estimating/Value Engineering –Describe your approach to cost estimating, cost control and 
early ideas for value-based design that limit the act of late scope removal for cost reduction. Describe 
how your participation will lead to the best answer early. 
 
8.2.16  Quality Control– Describe your structure / Quality Management Plan for quality control of the 
design including KPI’s, providing concrete examples of successful achievement.  
Close-Out/Warranty Approach- Describe your approach to project completion. Describe your 
participation and approach to commissioning/start-up, verifying the work has met substantial 
completion and final completion and your integration with the owner activities. 
 
8.2.17  MBE / WBE Participation and Diversity 
Describe your firm’s philosophy and approach to the utilization of diverse firms.  The Respondent must 
complete and provide the forms as set forth in this RFQ. 
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8.2.18  Legal Actions. 
Provide information related to any currently pending or completed legal actions against your firm that 
have occurred within the last three (3) years. 
 
8.2.19  Conflict of Interest. 
Provide information regarding any real or potential conflict of interest.  Failure to address any potential 
conflict of interest upon submission of the Submittal may be cause for rejection of the Submittal.  
  
8.2.20  Economic Disclosure Statement. 
Execute and submit the Economic Disclosure Statement (EDS) attached as Attachment A.  In the event 
any further clarification is required on any of the information provided, the County reserves the right to 
make any necessary communication with the Respondent for such purpose.  Such communication, if 
made, may include a deadline by which time any necessary clarifying information must be submitted. 

8.2.21  Design Services Agreement. 
A sample of the Cook County Professional Services Agreement Attachment F, with companion CCH 
General Conditions by CCH has been attached. This has been provided for information only and 
execution of the Agreement is not required at the time the Response is submitted.   In the event you 
disagree with the Agreement provisions, in this section, submit any exceptions to the contract and 
include the rationale for taking the exception. If you are proposing alternate language, please include 
the language for consideration.  
 

8.2.22  RFQ Addenda Acknowledgement (if any). 
Respondents should acknowledge any Addenda issued by the Owner by signing and including them as 
part of their Submittal. 
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9.  Proposal Receipt Acknowledgement Form. 
This acknowledgment of receipt should be signed by a representative of Supply Chain Management 
located at Stroger Hospital, 1969 W. Ogden Avenue, lower level (LL) Room 250A, Chicago IL, 60612.  
The outside wrapping shall indicate the RFQ Number and Title, Proposer’s Name, Proposers Address, 
and Point of Contact information. Prefill the first two lines before submission.   
 

Solicitation Number and Title:  
Vendor Name:  
Accepted By:  
Date:  
Time (if time machine is not 
available, hand write the time): 

                                A.M                             P.M  

 
Proposals shall be submitted no later than the date and time indicated on the cover page of the RFQ. 
Late submittals will not be considered.   
Proposers must cut this sheet in two. SMC will time-stamp top and bottom sections. SCM will keep 
one section, and the proposer will keep the other section.  
 
  
 
Proposal Receipt Acknowledgement Form  
This acknowledgment of receipt should be signed by a representative of Supply Chain Management 
located at Stroger Hospital, 1969 W. Ogden Avenue, lower level (LL) Room 250A, Chicago IL, 60612.  
The outside wrapping shall indicate the RFQ Number and Title, Proposer’s Name, Proposers Address, 
and Point of Contact information. Prefill the first two lines before submission.   

Solicitation Number and Title:  
Vendor Name:  
Accepted By:  
Date:  
Time (if time machine is not 
available, hand write the time): 

                                A.M                             P.M  

 
Proposals shall be submitted no later than the date and time indicated on the cover page of the RFQ. 
Late submittals will not be considered.   
Proposers must cut this sheet in two. SMC will time-stamp top and bottom sections. SCM will keep 
one section, and the proposer will keep the other section.  
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Step 1:
Using the following table, identify  the Type  of Construction Project Activity (Type A - D)


Inspection and Non-Invasive Activities.


Includes, but is not limited to:


• removal of ceiling tiles for visual inspection only, e.g., limited to I tile per 50 square feet


• painting (but not sanding)


• wallcovering, electrical trim work, minor plumbing, and activities which do not


   generate dust or require cutting of walls or access to ceilings other than for


   visual inspection.


Small scale, short duration activities which create minimal dust


Includes, but is not limited to:


• installation of telephone and computer cabling


• access to chase spaces


• cutting of walls or ceiling where dust migration can be controlled.


Work that generates a moderate to high level of dust or requires demolition or


removal of any fixed building components or assemblies


Includes, but is not limited to:


• sanding of walls for painting or wall covering


• removal of floor coverings, ceiling tiles and casework


• new wall construction


• minor duct work or electrical work above ceilings


• major cabling activities


• any activity which cannot be completed within a single workshift.


Major demolition and construction projects


Includes, but is not limited to:


• activities which require consecutive work shifts


• requires heavy demolition or removal of a complete cabling system


• new construction.


Step 2:
Using the following table, identify the Patient Risk Groups that will be affected.


If more than one risk group will be affected, select the higher risk group:


Low Risk


• Office Areas • Cardiology • CCU • Any area caring for


 • Echocardiography • Emergency Room    immunocompromised


• Endoscopy • Labor & Delivery    patients


• Nuclear Medicine • Laboratories • Burn Unit


• Physical Therapy     (specimen) • Cardiac Cath Lab


• Radiology / MRI • Medical Units • Central Sterile Supply


• Respiratory • Newborn Nursery • Intensive Care Units


• Therapy • Outpatient Surgery • Negative pressure


• Pediatrics     isolation rooms


• Pharmacy • Oncology


• Post Anesthesia • Operating rooms


   Care Unit     including C-section


• Surgical Units     rooms


High Risk Highest RiskMedium Risk


TYPE D


Infection Control Risk Assessment


Matrix of Precautions for Construction & Renovation


TYPE A


TYPE B


TYPE C
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Step 3:  Match  the following:


Patient Risk Group (Low, Medium, High, Highest) with the planned…


Construction Project Type (A, B, C, D) on the following matrix, to find the ...


Class of Precautions (I, II, III or IV) or level of infection control activities required.


Class I-IV or Color-Coded Precautions are delineated on the following page.


Type A Type B Type C Type D


I II II III / IV


I II III IV


I II III / IV IV


II III / IV III / IV IV


1. Clean work area upon completion of task.


Low Risk Group


Medium Risk group


IC Matrix - Class of Precautions: Construction Project by Patient Risk


High Risk Group


Highest Risk Group


C
LA


S
S


 I
C


LA
S


S
 I


I


2. Contain construction waste before transport in 


tightly covered containers.


2. Immediately replace a ceiling tile 


for visual inspection


During Construction Project Upon Completion of Project


2. Water mist work surfaces to control 


dust while cutting.


6. Remove or isolate HV AC system in 


areas where work is being performed.


3. Seal unused doors with duct tape.


4. Block off and seal air vents.


Description of Required Infection Control Precautions by Class


Note: Infection control approval will be required when the Construction Activity and Risk Level indicate that Class III 


or Class IV control procedures are necessary.


4. Upon completion, restore HV AC system where work 


was performed.


1. execute work by methods to 


minimize dust from construction 


operations


C
LA


S
S


 I
II


5. Upon completion, restore HV AC system where work 


was performed.


3. Vacuum work area with HEP A filtered vacuums.


2. Complete all critical barriers i.e. 


sheetrock, plywood, plastic, to seal 


area from non work area or 


implement control cube method (cart 


with plastic covering and sealed 


connection to work site with HEPA 


vacuum for vacuuming prior to exit) 


before construction begins.
4. Wet mop area with cleaner/disinfectant.


1. Provide active means to prevent 


airborne dust from dispersing into 


atmosphere.


5. Block off and seal air vents.


1.  Wipe work surfaces with cleaner/disinfectant.


3. Wet mop and/or vacuum with HEP A filtered 


vacuum before leaving work area.


2. Remove barrier materials carefully to minimize 


spreading of dirt and debris associated with 


construction.


1. Remove or Isolate HV AC system in 


area where work is being done to 


prevent contamination of duct 


system.


1. Do not remove barriers from work area until 


completed project is inspected by the owner's Safety 


Department and Infection Prevention & Control 


Department and thoroughly cleaned by the owner's 


Environmental Services Department.


3. Maintain negative air pressure 


within work site utilizing HEP A 


equipped air filtration units.


4. Contain construction waste before 


transport in tightly covered 


containers.


5. Cover transport receptacles or 


carts. Tape covering unless solid lid.
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Step 4: Identify the areas surrounding the project area, assessing potential impact


Unit Below Unit Above Lateral Lateral Behind Front


 


Risk Group Risk Group Risk Group Risk Group Risk Group Risk Group


Step 5: Identify specific site of activity e.g., patient rooms, medication room, etc.


Step 6:


Step 7:


Step 8:


Step 9: Work hours: Can or will the work be done during non-patient care hours?


Step 10: Do plans allow for adequate number ofisolation/negative airflow rooms?


Step 11: Do the plans allow for the required number & type of handwashing sinks?


Step 12:


C
LA


S
S


 I
V


Identify issues related to: ventilation, plumbing, electrical in terms of the occurrence of 


probable outages.


Identify containment measures, using prior assessment. What types of barriers? (E.g., solids 


wall barriers); Will HEPA filtration be required?


2. Remove barrier material carefully to minimize 


spreading of dirt and debris associated with 


construction.
3. Contain construction waste before transport in 


tightly covered containers.


4. Cover transport receptacles or carts. Tape covering 


unless solid lid.


3. Maintain negative air pressure 


within work site utilizing HEP A 


equipped air filtration units.


2. Complete all critical barriers i.e. 


sheetrock, plywood, plastic, to seal 


area from non work area or 


implement control cube method (cart 


with plastic covering and sealed 


connection to work site with HEPA 


vacuum for vacuuming prior to exit) 


before construction begins.


5. Vacuum work area with HEP A filtered vacuums.


6. All personnel entering work site are 


required to wear shoe covers. Shoe 


covers must be changed each time the 


worker exits the work area.


Consider potential risk of water damage. Is there a risk due to compromising


structural integrity? (e.g., wall, ceiling, root)


(Note: Renovation/construction area shall be isolated from the occupied areas during construction and shall be


negative with respect to surrounding areas)


Does the infection prevention & control staff agree with the minimum number of sinks for


this project?


1. Isolate HV AC system in area where 


work is being done to prevent 


contamination of duct system.


4. Seal holes, pipes, conduits, and 


punctures. 


7. Upon completion, restore HV AC system where work 


was performed.


1. Do not remove barriers from work area until 


completed project is inspected by the owner's Safety 


Department and Infection Prevention & Control 


Department and thoroughly cleaned by the owner's 


Environmental Services Dept.


5. Construct anteroom and require all 


personnel to pass through this room 


so they can be vacuumed using a HEP 


A vacuum cleaner before leaving work 


site or they can wear cloth or paper 


coveralls that are removed each time 


they leave work site.


6. Wet mop area with cleaner/disinfectant.
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Step 13:


Step 14:


Does the infection prevention & control staff agree with the plans relative to clean


and soiled utility rooms?


Plan to discuss the following containment issues with the project team.


E.g., traffic flow, housekeeping, debris removal (how and when),
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Projected Start Date: 


Projected End Date: 


Project Number / Name:


Project Location:


Brief Scope of Work:


Assessed By:


Rating Summary: (Refer to IC Matrix below)


Class of Precautions: __ Construction Activity: A, B, C, D Risk Level: Low, Medium, High, Highest


Type A Type B Type C Type D


Low Risk Group I II II III / IV


Medium Risk group I II III IV


High Risk Group I II III / IV IV


Highest Risk Group II III / IV III / IV IV


Project Duration:


[   ]  Short-term Project: Project Duration of a single work shift or less than 24 hours


[   ] Long-term Project: Project duration greater than 24 hours


[   ] Large Scale Project: Project which may result in significant interruption


Infection Control Precautions by Class


Class I


[   ] Immediate area is to be unoccupied.


[   ] Close doors to adjacent areas and patient care rooms prior to activity


[   ] Immediately replace any ceiling tile removed for visual inspection


[   ]


[   ] Seal unused doors with duct tape and / or plastic sheeting.


[   ] Debris and dust are promptly cleaned up and disposed of.


[   ] Mist or vacuum work surfaces while cutting to minimize dust.


Hospital Name


Infection Control Risk Assessment


Construction and Facility Maintenance


Initial Risk Assessment Checklist


Coordination of activities in these areas is to occur before the project is started. The project manager is 


responsible to coordinate area activities with the area/unit manager and infection control. Items not 


checked are determined to be not applicable.


Local plastic non-rigid containment barrier tightly sealed at ceiling, walls, and floor. A single slit entrance 


w/closed flap or zippered opening may be used for access. .


IC Matrix-Class of Precautions
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Class II


[   ] Class I requirements plus


[   ] If hard barrier is required, complete barrier before construction/facility maintenance activity.


[   ] Block off or seal air vents.


[   ] Negative airflow with REP A filter, filter exhaust directly to outside or tied into return air system.


[   ] Contain construction debris in tightly covered containers. Establish routes and times for disposal.


[   ] Adhesive walk-off mats to be placed immediately inside & outside of containment areas.


[   ] Wet mop and/or vacuum (HEPA-filtered) surfaces at the end of the shift.


Class III


[   ] Class I and II requirements plus


[   ] Rigid floor to ceiling barriers required w/sealed joints.


[   ] Isolate HVAC system.


[   ] Negative airflow with REP A filter, filter exhaust directly to outside or tied into return air system.


[   ] All personnel entering work site must wear jump suit and shoe covers.


[   ] Seal holes, pipes, conduits and punctures.


[   ]


Class IV


[   ] Class I, II, and III plus


[   ] Construct ante-room.


[   ]


[   ]


[   ] Additional Infection Control related training required.


[   ] Risk Assessment posted outside activity area.


[   ]


Special Notes:


All personnel must wear jump suit, shoe covers, mask, and hair cover to enter or travel through the 


clean/sterile area. (Items are removed, left in the anteroom and put on again when the worker leaves the 


work area)


If sterile/invasive procedure area is entered, tools must be damp-wiped or bagged prior to entering and 


exiting work area. Debris cart must be damp-wiped prior to entering and exiting work area.


Additional Infection Control measures required for specific circumstances. Refer to System Policy; Infection 


Control Measures for Use During Facilities Maintenance & Construction.


At the end of project, hang temporary plastic non-rigid barrier to remove construction materials and rigid 


barriers, to minimize dispersion of dust.
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Infection Control Practitioner Project Manager


Date Date


[  ] Infection Control [   ] Facilities [   ] Project Site [   ] Unit/Department Manager


print


sign


print


sign
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Project : _________________________________ Floor ____________


Inspector ________________________________ Title: __________   Time ____________


Items to Check YES NO N/A COMMENTS FOLLOW-UP


ICRA completed and filed on-site


ICRA permit for Class III or higher construction 


activity displayed at entrance to work


ICRA permit returned to safety following completion 


of work


 


Contractor's infection control measures report on 


file with safety department


Contractor has submitted product data for job site 


materials


 


Construction creating dust is conducted within 


ventilation controlled areas to minimize flow of 


airborne particles.


Contractors on site management team have 


attended infection control training.


Air flows from clean to dirty areas.


All air vents (return, and exhaust) are covered


The air within the construction area is negative with 


respect to surrounding areas.


Contractor is maintaining equipment and replacing 


high efficiency air filters


Construction work complies with all


 requirements of Class III & IV infection


control procedures.


Work has been stopped on the project for a 


hazardous infection control deficiency


The contractor has taken immediate action to 


correct all deficiencies.


Corrective action has been taken on the contractor. 


No work has proceeded until the corrective action is 


in place.


Airtight plastic extends from floor to ceiling.


Drywall barriers erected with joints covered or 


sealed to prevent dust from escaping.


All penetrations in existing barriers are sealed air 


tight at ceiling envelopes etc.


Anterooms are in place that allows workers to 


remove protective clothing.


Building/Location _______________________________ 


Infection Control Risk Assessment SITE INSPECTION
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Date: _________________
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Items to Check YES NO N/A COMMENTS FOLLOW-UP


Air quality is monitored and recorded


Infection control violations are being recorded


Any Hospital's Project Manager and infection Control Department will perform any testing requirements.


ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:


E
N


F
O


R
C


E
M


E
N


T


Site inspection is monitored, evaluated and logged twice a month by the  Project Manager or Infection Control together with Public 


Safety and the General Contractor
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Date of assessment / survey: Assessment completed by:


Area assessed / surveyed: Date distributed to Safety / Infection Control:


Project Name Project #:


Yes No N/A List time, documentation or action/follow-up as needed


A. EXITS
1. Exits provide free and unobstructed egress through construction.


2. Alternative exits are clearly identified.


3. Means of egress in construction area inspected daily.


4. Free & unobstructed access to ED/Services and for emergency forces.


B. FIRE EQUIPMENT AND SAFETY
5. .Fire alarms, detection, and suppression systems are in an operational function


6. Fire alarms, detection, and suppression systems are not impaired.


7. Temporary fire alarm, detection, and suppression systems been inspected and tested 


monthly.


Date:


8. Training and additional fire equipment been provided for personnel.


9. Power has been properly secured at the end of each workday.


10. No smoking policy been implemented in and' adjacent to the construction areas.


11. Construction areas are free of storage and housekeeping materials, food waste, and 


debris for daily operations to reduce flammable and combustible fire load of the building; 


floor area leading to/from construction site cleaned daily.


Date or Time:


Daily Monitoring: ILSM - ICRA Precautions
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Yes No N/A List time, documentation or action/follow-up as needed


12. There has been a minimum of two fire drills conducted per shift per quarter.


13. Number of hazard surveillance inspections in construction area has increased. Last Date or Time:


14. Safety education programs have been conducted to ensure awareness of any ILS Safety 


Code deficiencies and construction hazards.


Date:


C. HAZARD SURVEILLANCE and INFECTION PREVENTION SAFETY
15. Power is properly secured at the end of each workday.


16. Hand and safety rails are in place and in good condition.


17. Extension cords are grounded and in good condition.


18. Power tools are in good condition.


19. Workers wearing required identification and hard hats are used as required.


20. Cutting and welding operations are properly and safely conducted and have 


appropriate hot work permits.


21. Documentation of worker instruction in Right-To-Know, Infection Control and Fall 


hazards is available if requested.


Date of request:


22. All scaffolding complies with OSHA requirements (1926.451).


23. Construction site secure and properly isolated from fresh air intakes.


24. Lock out / tag out procedures are used as appropriate


25. Materials used (ie., fire retardants) comply with necessary safety regulations.


26. Construction barriers maintain negative pressure relationships.


27. Workers demonstrate compliance with traffic patterns.


28. Workers comply with use of PPE (Hard hats, eye protection etc) as needed.
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Yes No N/A List time, documentation or action/follow-up as needed


29. HEPA filtration units, HEPA vacuum equipment, and / or continuous use of exhaust fans 


demonstrate they are functioning appropriately .


30. Exhaust ducts sealed/capped as agreed by ICRA.


31. Construction area doors are closed and gaskets & hardware are intact.


32. Construction carts transporting debris are covered and consistent with agreement 


designed to minimize airborne particulate matter from debris.


33. All windows and doors remain closed to prevent circulation of dust/debris.


34. Walk-off mats, adhesive strips are clean and changed sufficiently, or construction exit 


cleaned sufficiently to maintain clean entry/exits.


35. No signs of water leakage or pests.


36. Ceiling tiles replaced when space not being accessed.


Additional comments:


Project Manager (print) Date:


Project Manager (sign)


Contractor (print) Date:


Contractor (sign)


Sent to Safety and / or IC committee Date:
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Activity Name Original
Duration


Start Finish Critical


Stroger.C.S  Cook County Stroger Hospital Clean SStroger.C.S  Cook County Stroger Hospital Clean Steam ReStroger.C.S  Cook County Stroger Hospital Clean Steam ReplacementStroger.C.S  Cook County Stroger Hospital Clean Steam ReplacementStroger.C.S  Cook County Stroger Hospital Clean Steam Replacement
Stroger.C.S.0  Pre ConstructionStroger.C.S.0  Pre ConstructionStroger.C.S.0  Pre ConstructionStroger.C.S.0  Pre ConstructionStroger.C.S.0  Pre Construction


Stroger.C.S.0.1  Mech. Engineering DesignStroger.C.S.0.1  Mech. Engineering DesignStroger.C.S.0.1  Mech. Engineering DesignStroger.C.S.0.1  Mech. Engineering DesignStroger.C.S.0.1  Mech. Engineering Design
Mech. Engineering Design 1d 02-Jan-12 A 19-Jul-13
Mech Room Soil Boring & Geotech Report 6d 01-Jul-13 A 12-Jul-13 A


Stroger.C.S.0.2  Risk, Logistic, SchedulingStroger.C.S.0.2  Risk, Logistic, SchedulingStroger.C.S.0.2  Risk, Logistic, SchedulingStroger.C.S.0.2  Risk, Logistic, SchedulingStroger.C.S.0.2  Risk, Logistic, Scheduling
Scheduling Meetings with Stroger & CC 30d 06-Jun-13 A 19-Jul-13


Stroger.C.S.0.3  Developmment Front End DocsStroger.C.S.0.3  Developmment Front End DocsStroger.C.S.0.3  Developmment Front End DocsStroger.C.S.0.3  Developmment Front End DocsStroger.C.S.0.3  Developmment Front End Docs
Development Of Front End Docments 6d 08-Jul-13 A 19-Jul-13


Stroger.C.S.0.4  Advertisement of ProjectStroger.C.S.0.4  Advertisement of ProjectStroger.C.S.0.4  Advertisement of ProjectStroger.C.S.0.4  Advertisement of ProjectStroger.C.S.0.4  Advertisement of Project
Review of Documents 7d 22-Jul-13* 30-Jul-13


Stroger.C.S.0.5  Bidding/Scope/Interview/Sign OffStroger.C.S.0.5  Bidding/Scope/Interview/Sign OffStroger.C.S.0.5  Bidding/Scope/Interview/Sign OffStroger.C.S.0.5  Bidding/Scope/Interview/Sign OffStroger.C.S.0.5  Bidding/Scope/Interview/Sign Off
Bid General Contracting Services 15d 31-Jul-13 20-Aug-13
Project out to Bid 0d 31-Jul-13*
General Contractor Scope Review & Negotiations 7d 21-Aug-13 29-Aug-13
Elections Committee Sign-Off 3d 30-Aug-13 03-Sep-13
Letter of Recommendation to Procurement Dept 1d 04-Sep-13 04-Sep-13
Procuremnet Issuance Letter of intent & Contract ot G.C 5d 05-Sep-13 11-Sep-13
G.C Contract Terms & Negotiations 5d 12-Sep-13 18-Sep-13
Hospital Board of Finance Approval 1d 19-Sep-13 19-Sep-13
Document Routing to CC Dept. & Procurement for Budg 1d 20-Sep-13 20-Sep-13
Cook County to Submit Docs for Board Approval (7 Days
Prior to Meeting)


1d 23-Sep-13 23-Sep-13


Cook County Board Approval 0d 02-Oct-13
Notice of Award & Preconstuction/Kick Off Meeting 10d 03-Oct-13 16-Oct-13
Stroger.C.S.0.5.7  SecurityStroger.C.S.0.5.7  SecurityStroger.C.S.0.5.7  SecurityStroger.C.S.0.5.7  SecurityStroger.C.S.0.5.7  Security


G.C. Personnel Security Clearance, Immunizations & 40d 03-Oct-13 27-Nov-13
Stroger.C.S.0.6  PermitsStroger.C.S.0.6  PermitsStroger.C.S.0.6  PermitsStroger.C.S.0.6  PermitsStroger.C.S.0.6  Permits


Permits 40d 03-Oct-13 27-Nov-13


Stroger.C.S.1  ConstructionStroger.C.S.1  ConstructionStroger.C.S.1  ConstructionStroger.C.S.1  ConstructionStroger.C.S.1  Construction
Contractor Notice to Proceed 0d 03-Oct-13 03-Oct-13
Stroger.C.S.1.1  Phase 1Stroger.C.S.1.1  Phase 1Stroger.C.S.1.1  Phase 1Stroger.C.S.1.1  Phase 1Stroger.C.S.1.1  Phase 1


Construction 35d 28-Nov-13 15-Jan-14
Stroger.C.S.1.2  Phase 2Stroger.C.S.1.2  Phase 2Stroger.C.S.1.2  Phase 2Stroger.C.S.1.2  Phase 2Stroger.C.S.1.2  Phase 2


Construction 35d 16-Jan-14 05-Mar-14
Stroger.C.S.1.3  Phase 3Stroger.C.S.1.3  Phase 3Stroger.C.S.1.3  Phase 3Stroger.C.S.1.3  Phase 3Stroger.C.S.1.3  Phase 3


Construction 35d 06-Mar-14 23-Apr-14
Stroger.C.S.1.4  Phase 4Stroger.C.S.1.4  Phase 4Stroger.C.S.1.4  Phase 4Stroger.C.S.1.4  Phase 4Stroger.C.S.1.4  Phase 4


Construction 35d 24-Apr-14 11-Jun-14
Stroger.C.S.1.5  Phase 5Stroger.C.S.1.5  Phase 5Stroger.C.S.1.5  Phase 5Stroger.C.S.1.5  Phase 5Stroger.C.S.1.5  Phase 5


Construction 35d 12-Jun-14 30-Jul-14
Stroger.C.S.1.6  Phase 6Stroger.C.S.1.6  Phase 6Stroger.C.S.1.6  Phase 6Stroger.C.S.1.6  Phase 6Stroger.C.S.1.6  Phase 6


Construction 35d 31-Jul-14 17-Sep-14
Stroger.C.S.1.7  Phase 7Stroger.C.S.1.7  Phase 7Stroger.C.S.1.7  Phase 7Stroger.C.S.1.7  Phase 7Stroger.C.S.1.7  Phase 7


Construction 35d 18-Sep-14 05-Nov-14
Stroger.C.S.1.8  Punchlist ItemsStroger.C.S.1.8  Punchlist ItemsStroger.C.S.1.8  Punchlist ItemsStroger.C.S.1.8  Punchlist ItemsStroger.C.S.1.8  Punchlist Items


Punchlist Activities 10d 06-Nov-14 19-Nov-14
Stroger.C.S.1.9  Final CommissioningStroger.C.S.1.9  Final CommissioningStroger.C.S.1.9  Final CommissioningStroger.C.S.1.9  Final CommissioningStroger.C.S.1.9  Final Commissioning


Conduct Final Commissioning 15d 20-Nov-14 10-Dec-14
Finish 0d 10-Dec-14*


Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
2014


Cook County, Illinois
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JOHN H. STROGER JR. HOSPITAL 


Main Loading Dock 


Evaluation & Design  
 


NARRATIVE 


 


November 8, 2021 
 


General Information 


The John. H Stroger Jr. Hospital of Cook County (JHS) is a 1.2 million SF, 9 Story Hospital that includes 


a 423,000 SF parking garage. Many of its systems are original to the facility and date back to its 


completion in 2001. This project will focus on the evaluation and design for the renovation of the 


hospital’s main loading dock. 


Project Overview 


The Hospital’s main loading dock has not been renovated nor updated over the past 20 years. There 


are several systems that have exceeded their normal lifespan that require repair and/or 


replacement. This area has also experienced multiple leaks that are primarily attributed to water 


infiltration from the above executive parking lot. The scope of this project is to review the overall 


condition of the dock area and design for its appropriate renovation, based upon an assessment of 


the dock and executive parking lot. 


 


The County seeks professional architectural and engineering services for the assessment, design and 


engineering for the renovation of the existing dock area, along with the subsequent construction 


administration and close-out services during the construction period.  


 


The renovation will need to be constructed over multiple phases to minimize hospital and patient 


service disruptions and will require a high degree of coordination with CCH departments.  The dock 


area operates on a continuous 24/7/365 basis. All work associated with this RFQ is required to meet 


current codes and IDPH requirements. 


Scope of Work 


The A/E will visit the hospital and perform a complete examination of the entire dock and 


executive parking area, along with all associated MEP systems.  The examinations shall comply 


with all regulations required to complete the work at the hospital including those described in the 


hospital’s infection control risk assessment (ICRA) document (to be completed and issued by the 


hospital’s infection control department). ICRA documents will also need to be prepared and issued 


prior to any investigation work at the hospital. 
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The project will include but is not limited to the following items identified by the End User: 


1. The dock floor concrete has spalled in several areas revealing its reinforcement.  


2. Drains in the dock area are often plugged and must be reviewed for their repair or 


replacement. Replacement of concrete ramp/curbs (full length of ramp), barrier wall and dock 


floor concrete. 


3. The overhead drainage system from the Executive Parking area allows water to leak into the 


dock and must be repaired or replaced.  


4. The electrical conduit east of the dock door is often struck by delivery trucks and must be 


relocated to a protected area.  


5. Replacement of the existing dock ramp glycol heating system that is not working properly and 


contains no redundancy.  


6. The following items are original to the facility and have exceeded their useful life: 


• Condensate pumps and sump pumps (east of the dock door) 


• Track lighting at the loading dock bays 


• Air handling system, including valves and controls 


• Carbon monoxide detectors 


• Dock levelers, bumpers, restraints, master control and communication system 


• 20’ x 24’ overhead door, including electric controls and eye sensors. The new overhead 


door must be raised by approximately 6 to 12 inches, as trucks often hit the top of the 


door when entering and exiting the garage. 


Assessment Requirements: 


1. Visual assessment and documentation of all related areas. A/E to provide photographic 


documentation along with location identification on plans. Locations of the survey must be 


coordinated with the Owner. 


2. Identify locations to perform Non-Destructive testing if required.  


3. Engage the services of a Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) company to provide testing. A/E to 


supervise the NDT company throughout the process. Locations of NDT testing to be 


coordinated with the Owner. 


4. Summarize findings in a preliminary report to include: 


a. Executive summary 


b. Plans of locations of the survey with attached photographic documentation. 


c. Measurements, locations, and results of the NDT testing. 


d. Proposed scope of the dock area and parking areas above. 


5. Review preliminary report with DCPP & CCH to establish the renovation scope. 


6. Prepare an opinion of probable cost for the agreed upon renovation work. Cost estimate 
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must be comprehensive to include removal & replacement, including costs for ICRA, ILSM 


and PCRA related items, and after hours/premium time construction labor costs. 


7. Prepare a preliminary construction schedule to include phasing of the work. 


8. Submit a final report for review that will summarize the investigation activities, along with 


a cost estimate and schedule for the project. 


Existing Documents  


Only two partial plans of the existing dock and executive parking area have been located and are 


included with this RFQ. The A/E will be responsible for the development of all design documents 


required for the project. 


 


Document Date Author 


JHS-Lower Level Plan Area H (as-built) 6/23/2003 Walsh/Riteway 


Existing Executive Parking Lot 11/5/2021 FG|G 


JHS Dock Modernization – Project Limits 11/8/2021 FG|G 


 


General Requirements for All John H. Stroger Jr. Hospital Projects 


The assessment and design of this project may include the use of containment(s) to ensure safety and 


protection of the patients, employees, and visitors of the hospital. Some or all the following may need 


to be considered, such as mobile containment units, temporary partitions, negative air machines and 


filtering systems, etc. All work will comply with select guidelines for work at Cook County facilities.  


 


Based on Owner’s acceptance of the A/E’s report recommendations, the A/E will prepare design 


documents for procurement of construction services through Cook County.  


 


Drawings and specifications shall be subject to Owner review and approval at designated design 


phases (100% SD & DD, 50% CD & 95% CD). The approved final set(s) will also be provided for plan 


check by the various Authorities Having Jurisdiction (AHJ).  The A/E will respond to inquiries from the 


AHJ’s during the permit process and by Department of Capitol Planning and Policy (DCPP) and CCH.  


 


The design phases shall be developed and submitted for DCPP and CCH’s review as outlined in the 


professional services agreement and shall include a cost estimate and schedule.  


The design will consider the need for phasing the work to minimize disruption to the hospital’s 


services. 


 


Procurement of construction will be provided through CCH Procurement. In addition to the services 


detailed in the Professional Services Agreement, the A/E shall attend three on-site pre-proposal 


meetings and provide minutes of same.   


 


The A/E will be required to obtain a CCH security badge prior to conducting investigative work in the 


hospital, assist with populating the hospital’s infection control risk assessment (ICRA), interim life 


safety measures document (ILSM) and the preconstruction risk assessment document (PCRA) as 


necessary for any of their work. Information and instructions related to these items have been 


included as Attachments to this RFQ. Submittal and approval of this information must be completed 


PRIOR to any testing, investigation, or construction work at the hospital.   
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The A/E will closely coordinate their work and meet frequently with the County’s internal teams 


during the ongoing development of the assessment and design. Internal teams will include but are 


not limited to: 


• Cook County Dept. of Capital Planning & Policy 


• Building + Grounds 


• Infection Control  


• Life Safety 


• Senior CCH Management 


• Select members of affected User Groups 


John H. Stroger Jr. Hospital operates 24/7/365, so there will be many operational restrictions and 


coordination necessary for this project. ILSM’s will be necessary for every phase of the project that 


have the potential of interfering with the Life Safety within the hospital. 


Access to the areas of the hospital will be critical. Scheduling access for both design and 


construction must occur with DCPP, JHS Buildings & Grounds and the various department heads. 1-


week advanced notice is required for Design personnel and 3-weeks advanced notice for 


Construction personnel before the work occurs. Working hours and phasing will be dependent 


upon the location of work within the hospital and the hours of operation of the respective 


department. 


Areas of the hospital that have physical restrictions include: Detainees’ Area, Pharmacy, Security, 


Labs, Operating Rooms, and the Emergency Department.   


 


Schedule 


In addition to the basic schedule requirements as set forth in the attachment, the A/E will be expected 


to identify within their schedule the following key milestones: 


• Notice to Proceed 


• Obtain CCH Security Badge (estimate 6 weeks) 


• Project Evaluation  


• Report (Start and Finish) 


• Design Stages 


• Construction Drawings 


• Contractor Procurement 


• Construction 


• Substantial Completion  


• Final acceptance 


 


Schedules must follow the requirements noted in Attachment O. 


DCPP requires that a monthly schedule update be provided during the design phase and 


accompanied with a schedule narrative inclusive of the information outlined in the Basic Schedule 


Requirements document. 
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All schedules will be submitted to DCPP and / or its designated representative for review.  
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Substantial Completion Package 
(To be submitted by the contractor to the architect/engineer) 
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SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION 
I. GENERAL 


 


A. Substantial Completion occurs when Department of Capital Planning & 
Policy (DCPP) accepts the certification of the architect/engineer that 
construction is sufficiently complete in accordance with the contract 
documents that the project or a designated portion thereof may be 
occupied or   utilized for the use for which it is intended. 


 
B. Builder’s risk insurance shall be maintained until the entire project is 


substantially complete. 


II. SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION INSPECTION 
 


A. The contractor notifies the architect/engineer in writing that the work or 
a designated portion thereof is substantially complete and submits to the 
architect/engineer a list of incomplete items. 


 
B. The architect/engineer will make a preliminary inspection and, if in 


agreement with the contractor, notify the DCPP  Project Director. 
 


C. The substantial inspection date will be scheduled by the 
architect/engineer or the DCPP Project Director after agreement that the 
project appears to be substantially complete. Notice for the inspection will 
be issued by the architect/engineer. 
 


D. Attending the inspection will be: 


1. Coordinating Contractor 
2. All Assigned Contractors 
3. Architect/Engineer 
4. Architect/Engineer’s Construction Observer 
5. Using Agency Representative 
6. DCPP Project Director 


 
E.   The architect/engineer will prepare a preliminary punch list prior to the 


scheduled inspection. The final punch list will be developed from the 
preliminary list submitted by the contractor and from the A/E’s list with 
input from the using agency representative and the DCPP Project Director. 


 
F.   After the inspection, participants: 


 
1. Discuss the punch list items and determine the final completion dates. 
2. Discuss the date and time the using agency will take occupancy. 
3. Review the using agency or contractor responsibilities for: 


a. Insurance 
b. Utilities 
c. Operation of mechanical, electrical and other systems 


d. Maintenance and Cleaning 
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e. Security 
4. A/E and contractor sign agreed upon punch list. 
5. All participants complete and sign the Substantial Completion Form. 


 
III. SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION SUBMITTAL 


 
A. Each contractor will submit a Substantial Completion package consisting 


of the following: 


 
1. Completed Guaranties, Warranties, Bonds Form (GWB) and all 


applicable warranties. 
a. Contractor will submit a one year warranty for all labor 


and material in addition to any specified warranties. 
b. Warranties begin on the date of Substantial Completion. 
c. Warranties for items on the punch list begin on the date of 


Final Acceptance. 
2. One complete set of approved shop drawings. 
3. Operating and maintenance manuals and parts lists for equipment 


installed in the project. 
 


B. The architect/engineer reviews the submittals for accuracy and 
compliance with the contract documents, attaches the Certificates of 
Substantial Completion and punch list and forwards the package to the 
DCPP Project Director. 
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Cook County 


DEPARTMENT OF CAPITAL PLANNING & POLICY Name:


 


FOR DCPP USE ONLY 


CERTIFICATE OF SUBSTANTIAL 
COMPLETION 


 
DCPP Project #: - - Phase 


Project Name: 


Location: 
 
 


 
SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION: DATE: 


 
 
 


 
Contractor: 


 
Address: 


 
 


 
Contract No.: 
Contract Work: 


 


Project No.: 
 


Contract No.:    


C.F. Locale:    


 


 


Partial - List Areas Accepted 
 


Substantial Completion and warranty time periods affected are defined in the General Conditions of the Contract. All parties listed 
below have reviewed the work under this Contract and recommend issuance of the substantial completion. The Using Agency 
concurs with DCPP’s acceptance of the A/E's certification, will assume full possession and responsibility for the project or 
designated area, less punch list items, on the above listed Date. All warranties will start the day of substantial completion, with the 
exception of those items on the punch list, which will start on the date of Final Acceptance. The responsibility of the Contractor 
for heat, light, other utilities and Builders' Risk Insurance required by the Contract ceases at Substantial Completion. Other 
required insurance remains the Contractor's responsibility until the Certificate of Final Acceptance is issued. 


 


PUNCH LIST: 
 


A list of items to be completed or corrected, prepared by the Architect/Engineer, checked and augmented as required by the 
Coordinating Contractor or Construction Manager is appended hereto. The failure to include any item on such list does not relieve 
the Contractor of the responsibility to complete all work in accordance with the Contract documents. 


 


The Contractor shall complete or correct the work on the punch list appended hereto by      /   /            . The punch list consists        
of  items. Mo. Day Year 


 
 


 
  


Representative Date 


 
 


   


Coordinating Contractor or Construction Manager 


 
 


 


Architect/Engineer 


 
 


 


APM (Asbestos Projects Only) 


 
 


 


Using Agency 
 
 
 


 


Attachments: -- 


Punch List 


G.W.B. 


Representative 
 


 
Representative 


Representative 


Representative 
 


 
Representative 


 


 
DCPP Project Director 


Date 


 
 


 


Date 


 
 


 


Date 


 
 


 


Date 


 
 


 


Date 
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DCPP Rev. 04/24/19  Appendix 09  


 


 


PUNCH LIST 


Cook County 


DEPARTMENT OF CAPITAL PLANNING & POLICY 


 
 
 


 
Name: 


 
 


 
FOR DCPP USE ONLY 


Project No.:  -  


 
Date of Inspection  Page  of   


 
 


Project No:    


Contract No.:     


C.F. Locale:       


 


Attachment to Certificate of Substantial Completion 


 


CONTRACTOR: 
 
 
 


 


Contract No.: 


Contract Work: 


PROJECT: 


 


The following is a list of items to be completed or corrected by the contractor. The failure to include any item on this list does not relieve 


the contractor of his responsibility to complete all work in accordance with the contract documents. 


Item No.: Location Item Name/Description of Completion or Correction 


    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
  


Reviewed by: 
 


Contractor 


Prepared by: 
 


Architect-Engineer 


Construction Manager 
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Cook County 
DEPARTMENT OF CAPITAL PLANNING AND POLICY 


 


CERTIFICATE OF OPERATING Name: 
FOR DCPP USE ONLY 


AND TRAINING INSTRUCTION 


PROJECT NO.:   


 
 


Project No: 
 


 


Contract No.:    


C.F. Locale:    


 


 


CONTRACTOR: (Name, Address) 
 
 
 


 
CONTRACTWORK: 


Date: 
PROJECT: (Name, Description) 


 
 


 
USING AGENCY: 


CONTRACT NO.:  


The Contractor/Supplier on the above date did instruct the Using Agency on the operation of the following named 
equipment as per the relevant sections of the project specifications: 


1.  


2.  


3.  


4.  


5.  


6.   
 


Attendees 


Signature Representing Phone No. 


 


       1. 
   


       2. 
   


       3. 
   


       4. 
   


       5. 
   


       6. 
   


       7. 
   


       8. 
   


       9. 
   


     10. 
   


     11. 
   


     12. 
   


 
This Certification Sheet  must  accompany the  Substantial  Completion  package. The  A/E or A/E  representative  must 
participate in this training. 


 
 
 
 
 


E-Mail THIS FORM: This form may be submitted to DCPP electronically. Attach a completed form to an e-maiI addressed to the DCPP Project 
Director. 


 


NOTE- Form may be submitted electronically only for review purposes. To meet contractual requirements, form submitted to DCPP must have 
original signatures from all attendees. 
 
DCPP Rev. 04/24/19         Appendix 09 
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JOHN H. STROGER, JR. HOSPITAL OF COOK COUNTY MANUAL 
 


DISASTER, FIRE, AND SAFETY MANUAL 
 
POLICY    


TITLE:                   CONSTRUCTION SAFETY STANDARDS 


 
POLICY 


NUMBER: 04-04-14 
 
DATE OF ORIGIN: 5/89 


REVIEWED & REVISED : 3/97, 2/00, 1/03, 12/05, 


11/08, 10/11, 7/12, 7/15 


 


I XI  CORE POLICY 


I   I  AREA SPECIFIC POLICY 


 
 


PAGE 1 OF 10 
 
POLICY: 


To ensure the safety of all patients, staff, and visitors of Stroger Hospital, the following safety standards 


are maintained in all areas of construction/renovation.  These standards will not vary between jobs to be 


performed by in-house tradesmen or external contractors. They are based on the City of Chicago, HCFA, 


NFPA, IDPH, and Joint Commission standards. 


 


AREAS AFFECTED: All Hospital staff. 


 


I. PROCEDURE 


All construction projects at John H. Stroger, Jr. Hospital of Cook County are administered through 


the assigned Project Representative or the Supervisor of Mechanics II.  The assigned Project 


Representative coordinates all projects dealing with outside Architectural/Engineering (A/E) firms 


or construction contractors with user department.  The Supervisor of Mechanics II coordinates all 


in-house trades with user departments on in-house projects. 


 


TABLE OF CONTENTS 


I.     PROCEDURE      Page 1 


II.    STANDARDS      Page 2 


Safety       Page 2     


Work Area Preparation    Page 4 


III.   INTERIM LIFE SAFETY MEASURES               Page 5 


IV.   INFECTION CONTROL    Page 5 


V.    RESPONSIBILITIES     Page 8 


FORM OF INSPECTION CHECK LIST   Page 10 


 


 


 


 


 
 
                          Signed copy in   


APPROVED:   Safety Office          CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER                 77/31/15 


   pf-237                     SIGNATURE                                TITLE                          DATE 
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Construction Safety Standards 


Page 2 of 10 


Policy #04-04-14 


 


The design phase of projects is coordinated by the assigned Project Representative.  The 


design for projects conforms to the standards set by the following: 


1. Illinois Department of Public Health 


2. City of Chicago 


3. Health Care Finance Administration 


4. The Joint Commission  


 


It is the responsibility of the A/E firm selected for each project to assure that the 


applicable standards are met.  Firm responsibility is set by contract.  The A/E will obtain 


all necessary reviews and approvals prior to construction documents being issued for 


building.   


 


The Project Representative coordinates with all user departments for necessary approvals 


that are related to project documents.  The Project Representative also coordinates 


obtaining the approval of the Director of Buildings and Grounds and other administrators 


as appropriate. 


 


II. STANDARDS 


During construction at John H. Stroger, Jr. Hospital of Cook County, the following 


standards are followed: 


SAFETY 


1. Fire exit pathways must be kept clear and fire doors must be operational at all 


times. 


2. All combustible debris is removed from construction areas at the end of each day. 


3. General Contractor to present a list of materials and tools to be brought to the site. 


 If use of any of the following, as listed below, is anticipated by any subcontractor, 


it must be approved in advance.  If it is not, any such materials must be removed 


from the site immediately.    


a. Compressed gas (acetylene, liquid petroleum gas, etc.) 


b. Flammable Liquids (painter thinners, acetone, solvents, etc.) 


4. Use of compressed gas cylinders must be approved by the Hospital before 


bringing them to site.  Storage and/or use of LPG in Stroger Hospital are 


strictly prohibited by the Chicago Fire Code. 


5. Compressed gas cylinders are chained to the wall or stored in an approved cart.  


Not to exceed one set per site and limited to a one day supply. 


6. LPG tanks are never to be stored in any Stroger Hospital building. 


7. Gasoline storage and/or use is not allowed in any Stroger Hospital building. 


8. Fueling machinery and or storage of is not allowed inside any Stroger Hospital 


building. 


9. The use of internal combustion engine driven machinery inside a Stroger Hospital 
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building, must be approved and equipment must be tagged by the Buildings and  


Construction Safety Standards 


Page 3 of 10 


Policy #04-04-14 


 


  Grounds Project Representative prior to use. 


10. Use of flammable liquids must have advance approval by the Safety Officer 


and the Buildings and Grounds Project Representative, and canisters must 


be inspected and tagged as inspected.  If tag is not apparent, such liquids will be 


removed. 


11. Flammable liquids are limited to a one day supply.  All excess must be stored 


in an ANSI/NFPA approved container inside an approved cabinet. 


12. All temporary construction partitions shall be constructed with non-combustible 


material with a minimum one hour fire rating. 


13. All construction areas, where corridor separations or vertical separations are 


breached and where dust or smoke may be generated, require temporary 


construction barriers that will be maintained smoke tight and constructed of non-


combustible material with a minimal one-hour fire rating. Minor repairs will not 


be considered as construction.  All perimeter doors will consist of a minimum 


Class “C” door in a metal frame with approved self closing device and latching.  


All fire rated drywall partitions shall have tight butt joints.  All major construction 


shall be separated from patients, visitors, and employees by a proper construction 


partition.  Only authorized Safety Department and Buildings and Grounds 


personnel are allowed into a construction area.  (Patients, visitors, and other 


staff are not permitted to occupy or have access to these areas.) Appropriate 


department heads will be notified to take corrective action if unauthorized staff is 


found in these areas.  Inspection and enforcement of this requirement is the joint 


responsibility of the Buildings and Grounds Department and the Safety 


Department. 


14. Where practical, all holes through fire or smoke barriers shall be properly sealed 


at the end of each work day.  Temporary fire stops shall be used where necessary 


(drywall placed over holes, etc.).  Noncombustible fire stops shall be used when 


necessary for covering penetrations temporarily to prevent fire spread.  (Drywall 


placed over holes overnight, etc.). No wood shall be used.  All penetrations in 


completed fire, corridor, electrical/communication closet walls, and floors must be 


sealed with U.L. rated fire safing materials. 


15. Where practical, tiles in suspended ceilings shall be replaced at the end of each 


work day. 


16. Adequate fire extinguisher must be present, visible, and accessible for use at 


all times.  All fire extinguishers shall have a current inspection tag and intact 


seal.  Proof of monthly inspection must be presented (NFPA10) to Safety 


Officer. 


17. Smoking is prohibited in all construction/renovation areas. 


18. The Buildings and Grounds Project Representative, Electrician Foreman, and 


Safety Officer must be notified before any work is initiated on any fire alarm or 
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electrical system. 


Construction Safety Standards 
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19. Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) must be maintained at work site and 


submitted to the Safety Officer before any chemical is used or stored on hospital 


premises.  Certain chemicals may not be allowed on the complex. 


20. UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHALL ANY UTILITY BE SHUTDOWN 


WITHOUT PRIOR AUTHORIZATION FROM THE BUILDINGS AND 


GROUNDS PROJECT REPRESENTATIVE.  REQUESTS FOR UTILITY 


SHUTDOWNS MUST BE MADE TEN (10) WORKDAYS IN ADVANCE.  


For further information, refer to Buildings and Grounds policy #02.03.07.1. 


21. Work near any component of the fire alarm system must be done with caution. 


22. Smoke detectors shall be covered with paper bags or covers provided by the 


Electric Shop to keep out dust.  The bags or covers shall be removed at the end of 


each work day. 


23. Operations that produce large amounts of airborne dust (drilling, sanding) must be 


reported to the Buildings and Grounds Project Representative and Safety Officer 


before beginning such operations. 


24. No cutting, welding, or use of open flame is permitted when any component of the 


fire protection system (sprinklers, standpipes, or fire pump) has been shut down in 


the area or building. 


25. Operations which produce smoke and/or fumes inside a Stroger Hospital building 


will require proper ventilation by means of smoke ejectors.  Any such operations 


must be approved by the Project Representative before work begins, to ensure that 


all workmen are aware of proper procedures to be followed. This shall apply on 


each and every occurrence on any project. 


26. All welding or use of open flame equipment shall require a burn permit from 


Buildings and Grounds.  Yellow copy of permit must be displayed near area 


of work. 


 


WORK AREA PREPARATION 


A. Remove combustible materials for a minimum radius of 20 feet.  


Where impractical, combustibles shall be protected with flameproof 


covers or shielded with metal or drywall and tagged as inspected. 


B. Openings or cracks in walls, floors, or ducts within 20 feet of the work 


site shall be tightly covered to prevent the passage of sparks and 


smoke to adjacent areas. 


C. Fully charged and operable fire extinguisher, pressurized water, or 


water pump type, shall be provided and within reach. 


D. Special precautions shall be taken to avoid accidental operation of 


automatic fire detection systems. 


 


For permit approval, or additional information contact the Buildings and  
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27. No construction will be permitted which will compromise existing smoke/fire 


compartmentation, building construction, room separation, and/or vertical fire 


separations. 


28. Proper evidence of insurance and coverage by acceptable carrier(s), as required by 


the County of Cook, shall be provided by all contractors and subcontractors, to the 


Department of Risk Management. 


28. Responsibility for the monitoring of the construction site will be that of the 


Buildings and Grounds Project Representative and Safety Officer.  Reporting of 


any unsafe conditions shall be made to the Director of Buildings and Grounds and 


the Safety Officer.  Appropriate follow-up shall be made and reported to ensure 


correction of all unsafe conditions. 


30. Electrical Tools or Equipment 


a. All electrical equipment (saws, drills, etc) must have been approved by an 


electrical safety testing laboratory recognized by the City of Chicago. 


b. Electrical tools or equipment with damaged plugs or cords shall not be 


allowed in the hospital.  No spliced cords will be allowed. 


c. Use of red (Emergency) outlets for construction activities is strictly 


prohibited. 


 


III. INTERIM LIFE SAFETY MEASURES 


All contractor personnel engaged in minor construction, renovation, demolition, or 


modifications to a health care facility shall comply with the Interim Life Safety Measures 


as described in the NFPA 101 Life Safety Code (current edition) and NFPA 241 standard 


for “Safeguarding Construction, Alteration, and Demolition Operations” (current edition) 


and John H. Stroger, Jr. Hospital of Cook County Policy—Interim Life Safety Measures 


#04-04-12. 


 


IV. INFECTION CONTROL 


A. Infection Control issues shall be addressed early in the predesign and 


programming phase of the project.  Construction workers shall be trained as 


to the infection control requirements.  The construction activity shall be 


monitored for compliance with these guidelines. 


B. Dust and Debris Control 


1. Sharps containers shall be removed by Nursing before the start of the 


project.  Infectious Waste Containers shall be removed by Environmental 


Services prior to the start of the project. 


2. Barrier systems: The construction area shall be isolated with 


appropriate barriers by the contractor, as the project specifications 


require.  Small, short duration projects generating minimal dust may use 


plastic sheeting, but shall be sealed at full ceiling height with at least 2-
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foot overlapping flaps for access to entry.  An alternative to the overlap is  
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   a zippered opening fully adhered to the plastic sheeting.  Any project that  


   produces moderate to high levels of dust shall require rigid, dust-proof,  


   and 1 hour fire-related barrier walls with caulked joints for a tight seal.   


   Large, dusty projects shall have an entry vestibule for clothing changes and 


   tool storage.  The entry area should have gasketed door frames; tight seals  


   should be maintained at the full perimeter of wall and wall penetrations.   


   An interim plastic dust barrier may be required to protect the area while  


   the rigid impervious barrier is being constructed.  Cleaning is required at  


   completion of the barrier construction. 


3. Traffic control: Designated entry and exit procedures shall be defined 


in the project specifications.  Egress paths shall be free of debris; 


designated elevators shall be used during scheduled times; and only 


authorized personnel shall be allowed to enter the construction zone.  


Signage shall be provided to direct pedestrian traffic away from the 


construction area. 


4. Demolition: Debris shall be removed daily in carts with tightly fitted 


covers, using preapproved designated traffic routes.  Use of elevators shall 


be preapproved and shall be limited to periods of the lowest patient 


activities.   


5. Exterior windows: Windows shall be covered and sealed to minimize 


infiltration from excavation debris.  Exterior construction shall be 


evaluated and monitored to assure that dust does not infiltrate patient 


areas. 


C. Ventilation and Environmental Control 


1. Air system flow: Contractor shall determine, prior to construction, whether 


the construction area uses fresh/outside or re-circulated air; filters shall be 


added and/or return vents covered as needed with filter material or plastic. 


 Air must flow from clean to dirty areas. 


2. Negative air pressure: The air within the construction area must be 


negative with respect to surrounding areas and with no disruption of 


ventilation system of adjacent areas.  Constant negative pressure within 


the zone shall be maintained and monitored by the contractor.  Exhaust 


from construction air shall be directed outside with no re-circulation if 


possible.  If the exhaust must tie into a re-circulation air system, a 75% 


pre-filter and high efficiency filter (95%) shall be used before exhaust to 


prevent contamination of the ducts.  Fans shall be turned off before 


opening ductwork, and necessary interruptions (e.g. fire drills) shall be 


planned to minimize risk.  The contractor shall provide weekly reports of 


air pressure monitoring. 


3. Adjacent areas: The status of sealed penetrations and intact ceilings shall 
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be verified by the contractor’s project manager prior to start of work. 
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4. Air exchange rates and pressure relationships: Contractor shall verify prior 


to start of work that the facility can: 


a. Maintain proper rates in critical areas near construction activity. 


b. Ensure air is not being re-circulated without filtration from the 


construction area elsewhere. 


c. Project specifications shall specify the contractor as responsible for 


the testing of air pressure throughout the project duration at a 


frequency specified by the Department of Infection Control. 


5. Vibration or disturbances: Drilling and other sources of vibration have 


potential to dislodge dust collected above suspended or 


false ceilings; vibrations loosen corrosion within water 


pipes as well.  Project specifications shall require 


vacuuming of affected areas (such as above ceilings) and 


flushing debris from water systems by the contractor before 


reoccupancy.  


6. Planning must consider risks of disruption or complete loss of utilities 


in such areas as isolation rooms.  Both visual cues and particulate air 


monitoring shall be implemented by the Infection Control Department.  


The type and frequency of monitoring, evaluation of results, and follow-up 


action by designated parties are essential to planning.  Temporary exhaust 


fans and/or fans which provide negative pressure to the construction site 


shall be connected to emergency power. 


7. Air intakes shall be monitored for the effects of dust from exterior 


construction.  Air filters shall be checked and changed more regularly to 


assure cleanliness of fresh air.   


D. Contamination of patient rooms, supplies, equipment, and related areas 


1. Worksite garb: Contractor personnel’s clothing shall be free of loose soil 


and debris before leaving the construction area.  If protective apparel is not 


worn, a HEPA-filtered vacuum shall be used to remove dust from clothing 


before leaving the barricade.  Personal protective equipment (e.g. face 


shields, gloves, respirators) is to be worn as appropriate.  Contractors 


entering invasive procedure areas shall be provided with disposable jump 


suits and head covering provided by hospital.  Protective clothing shall be 


removed before exiting the work area.  Tools and equipment should be 


damp wiped before entry and exit from the work areas. 


2. Barriers around construction shall be monitored to maintain continuous 


protection of in-use patient care areas.  Patient doors adjacent to 


construction area should be kept closed, with appropriate traffic control. 


3. Use only designated areas for storage of construction materials. 
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4. Contractor cleaning: The construction zones shall be maintained in a neat 


and clean manner by contractors and swept or HEPA-vacuumed daily, or 


more frequently as needed to minimize dust.  Adjacent areas shall be damp 


mopped daily or more frequently as needed.  Walk-off mats shall be in 


place to minimize tracking of heavy dirt and dust from construction area.   


5. All water damage, ceiling tile, drywall or other material shall not be reused 


and must be removed from the construction site immediately. 


6. Prior to start of construction, the Infection Control Department shall  


 evaluate each planned construction site to determine the need for  


 relocation of patients or the restriction of high risk admissions and/or  


 procedures during construction.   


 


V. RESPONSIBILITIES  


 


BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS 


PROJECT REPRESENTATIVE 


AND SAFETY OFFICER:   Will present and discuss a summary of the 


Hospital’s safety concerns to a 


preconstruction meeting with contractor’s 


Project Manager and Superintendent prior to 


the start of any construction/renovation. 


 


SAFETY OFFICER:    Each day every construction/renovation area 


will be surveyed to ensure that a safe 


environment has been established and 


maintained.  A copy of the inspection form 


is attached to this policy. 


 


BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS 


SUPERVISOR OF MECHANICS II/ 


SHOP FOREMEN:    Will ensure that these safety standards are 


adhered for in-house project construction 


sites. 


 


Will provide a copy of the safety standards 


with signature of each employee attesting 


that he/she has received and read the 


document.  No badge is given to any 


employee who has not been trained on the 


document. 
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ALL HOSPITAL DEPARTMENT 


HEADS:     Will ensure that Buildings and Grounds and 


the Safety Department are notified of all 


proposed and pending equipment 


installations, communication/data 


installations, and modifications to any space 


within the Hospital Buildings. 


 


Will ensure that no work will start by 


outside contractor without prior written 


approval from Buildings and Grounds and 


the Safety Department. 
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John H. Stroger, Jr. Hospital of Cook County Safety Officer’s Construction Site Inspection Check List 


Project Title:________________________  Starting Date:_______________ Projected Completion Date:_____________ 


Location:___________________________  General Contractor:________________________________ 


Contact Name and Numbers:_________________________________________________________   


 
 
DATE INSPECTED: Month              Year                         Date: 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
Exits free and unobstructed for non construction personnel? 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
Means of egress in construction areas are free and unobstructed? 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
Fire alarm, detection and suppression systems are 


unimpaired/unblocked? 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
Above temporary & equivalent systems in place?  If yes, tested 


and inspected monthly? 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
Temporary partitions are smoke and dust tight and of 


noncombustible material? 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
No smoking or evidence of smoking? 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
Good housekeeping and debris removal? 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
Proper fire extinguishers?   Accessible? 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
Proper signage, (no smoking, emergency numbers, construction 


area, etc.,)? 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
Flammable liquids and gas cylinders properly stored? 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
Electrical outlets, boxes, extension cords in proper condition? 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
Penetrations are sealed in walls and floor. 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
Construction site under negative air flow. 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
HVAC vents sealed or filtered. 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
Fire/Safety Violation issued?         YES/NO 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
Initials of person completing inspection: 
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I. Contract Information: 


Contract Number  


County Using Agency (requesting procurement) 


II. Person/Owner information:


Person (Corporate Entity Name)


FEIN#


Email Address


Street Address:


City        State: Zip: 


Phone Number:


III. Compliance


A. Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel fuel for diesel motor vehicles, non‐road vehicles, and stationary 


generators will be used in the performance of the contract.  


B. All heavy‐duty diesel vehicles or diesel non‐road vehicles used in the performance of 


this Public Works Contract for more three days over the life of the project, by either the 


Prime Contractor or Subcontractor, have level 3 Controls installed and such controls are 


properly maintained and operating (as may be provided by regulations promulgated 


pursuant to this act).  


If the response to the above is NO, will 


All heavy‐duty diesel vehicles or diesel non‐road vehicles used in the performance of this Public 


Works Contract for more than three days over the life of the project, by either the Prime 


Public Works Contract for purposes of this Affidavit means a contract, budgeted at $2,000,000.00 or more, 
with a County agency for a construction program or project bid by Cook County involving the construction, 
demolition, restoration, rehabilitation, repair, renovation, or abatement of any building, structure, tunnel, 
excavation, roadway, park or bridge; a contract with a County agency for the preparation for any construction 
program or project involving the construction, demolition, restoration, rehabilitation, repair, renovation, or 
abatement of any building, structure, tunnel, excavation, roadway, park or bridge; or a contract with a County 
agency for any final work involved in the completion of any construction program or project involving the 
construction, demolition, restoration, rehabilitation, repair, renovation, or abatement of any building, 
structure, tunnel, excavation, roadway, park or bridge.  


Prime Contractor means any person or business entity that enters into a Public Works Contract with Cook County. 
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ATTACHMENT I


COOK COUNTY AFFIDAVIT FOR GREEN CONSTRUCTION ORDINANCE


Effective April 12, 2017, every Prime Contractor seeking a Public Works Contract for which their bid price is $2 million 
or more, including pricing for Subcontractors, with Cook County must comply with the Cook County Green 
Construction Ordinance set forth in Chapter 30, Article III, Division II, Subdivision V. Alternatively, a Prime Contractor 
may submit, as a part of the bid package, substantial evidence, as set out in Chapter 30 Sec. 443, as to why they are 
not able to comply with the Green Construction Ordinance.


All Prime Contractors are required to complete this affidavit and comply with the Cook County Green Construction 
Ordinance before any Contract is awarded. Signature of this form constitutes a certification of the information 
provided below is correct and complete, and that the individual(s) signing this form has/have personal knowledge of 
such information.







Contractor or Subcontractor, which the contractor has certified cannot be retrofit with Level 3 


Controls have Level 2 Controls installed that are available and appropriate for such vehicles.  


If the response to the above is NO, will 


All diesel non‐road vehicles used in the performance of this Public Works Contract for more 


three days over the life of the project, by either the Prime Contractor or Subcontractor, which 


the contractor has certified cannot be retrofit with Level 2 controls have Level 1 Controls 


installed that are available and appropriate for such vehicles.  


IV. Affirmation


The Prime Contractor affirms that all elements, including those elements pertaining to


Subcontractors, contained in the Affidavit, are true, accurate and complete.


Signature  Date: 


Name of Person Signing (print)  Title: 


Subscribed and sworn before me this ___ Day of_______________20____________ 


X


Notary Public Signature           Notary Seal 


Note: The above information is subject to verification prior to the award of the Contract. If a Contract is 
awarded, Cook County reserves the right to independently monitor compliance with the Green 
Construction Ordinance.  Any false statements may subject the Prime Contractor to penalties, cost 
recovery and remedies set forth in Section 30‐131. 
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		Contract Number: 

		County Using Agency requesting procurement: 

		Person Corporate Entity Name: 

		FEIN: 

		Email Address: 

		Street Address: 

		City: 

		State: 

		Zip: 

		Phone Number: 

		Name of Person Signing print: 

		Title: 

		Notary Seal: 

		List Box4: [ ]

		List Box5: [ ]

		List Box6: [ ]

		List Box7: [ ]

		Year: 

		Date: 
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1.Certifications 

		COOK COUNTY HEALTH DOCUMENT NO:																						H21-XXXX

		PART 1
CERTIFICATIONS
PROPOSER TO COMPLETE SECTIONS BELOW

		John H. Stroger Jr. Hospital - Main Loading Dock Evaluation and Design

		Proposer

		Proposer:

		CONTACT:

		Individual who will be the contact with Cook County Health and be authorized to make decisions on behalf of the Proposer during the RFQ process.

		Name:														Title:

		Email:														Telephone No:

		CONTRACTOR(S) POINT OF CONTACT

		INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING INDIVIDUALS ON THE KEY PERSONNEL SHEET

		Proposer's Project Manager and Point of Contact:

																NAME OF INDIVIDUAL										TITLE.

		SCHEDULE SUMMARY (Calendar Days)																		APPROXIMATELY:								Months

																						FILL IN MONTHS SHOWN ON SCHEDULE SUMMARY

		EXCEPTIONS (Carefully review the following paragraph regarding exceptions before answering the questions below)

		The Proposer understands that this RFQ and Scope of Services has been structured to enable Cook County Health to obtain complete services it requires for this Project. Any items that contain content that serves to modify the Cook County Health's requirements or are in conflict with them will be considered an exception.

		Does the Proposer's submittal include:

		Exceptions to the scope of Services?(Please attach)												YES				NO

		CERTIFICATION: CONFLICTING PRIORITIES

		The Proposer covenants that should it obtain an agreement with Cook County Health as a result of an RFQ, all key personnel and any other personnel identified in the proposal will be totally committed to providing Services for the project it has contracted for without or competing or conflicting priorities.

																										INITIALS OF AUTH. SIGN.

		CERTIFICATION

		The Proposer represents and warrants that it is a financial solvent company, authorized to do business in the State of Illinois and by all necessary governmental and public and quasi-public authorities having jurisdiction over the Services required hereunder. The signature of the Principal will be legally binding as to the accuracy of all information presented in the Summary and within the Submittal itself.

																AUTHORIZED SIGNATORY ON COVER LETTER										DATE
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2.Executive Summary & Approach

		COOK COUNTY HEALTH DOCUMENT NO:																H21-XXXX

		PART 2
PROPOSER'S EXECUTIVE SUMMARY & APPROACH TO PROJECT

		John H. Stroger Jr. Hospital - Main Loading Dock Evaluation and Design

		Proposer:

		The Proposer must insert in this section:
1)  A summary of its own understanding of the project (do not copy Cook County Health's scope)
2) Its proposed work plan for accomplishing the services
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3. Price Proposal Itemization

						COOK COUNTY HEALTH DOCUMENT NO:				H21-XXXX

		PART 3
Price Proposal Itemization

		CONTRACT

		DOCUMENT NO:

		PROJECT:				John H. Stroger Jr. Hospital - Main Loading Dock Evaluation and Design

		PROPOSER:

		The Proposer shall provide an itemization of the costs per the following categories:

		SECTION A:				PRICE PROPOSAL BREAKDOWN

		LINE				DESCRIPTION				COST

		1				Evaluation & Assessment Report - Prime Consultant		$

		2				Evaluation & Assessment & Report - Subconsultant		$

		3						$

		4						$

		5						$

						TOTAL PRICE PROPOSAL SECTION A:						$		0

		SECTION B:				ALLOWANCES - Reimbursible Expenses

						(Allowances shall be pre-approved in writing by the Owner prior to use. All unused allowance funds will be transferred back to the owner at the conclusion of the project.

		LINE				DESCRIPTION				COST

		1				Reproductions / Copies		$

		2				Travel Expenses		$

		3				Shipping		$

		4				Testing		$

		5						$

		6						$

						TOTAL ALLOWANCES SECTION B:						$		- 0

		BASE PRICE PROPOSAL TOTAL (SECTIONS A+B)										$		- 0

		SECTION C:				HOURLY RATES OF PERSONNEL

						(to include all applicable benefits, taxes, overhead and profit)

		LINE				DESCRIPTION of TITLE				HOURLY RATE

		1				Principle		$

		2				Project Manager		$

		3						$

		4						$

		5						$

		6						$

		7				Add as Appropriate		$

		8				Add as Appropriate		$

		SECTION D:				DESIGN FEE PERCENTAGE

		LINE				DESCRIPTION				FEE %

		1				Base Fee % - based on construction value of $9,000,000

		2				Alternate Fee % - based on construction value of $6,000,000

		3				Alternate Fee % - based on construction value of $12,000,000

						Signature of Authorized Representative of Prime Consultant

						Printed Name of Authorized Representative of Prime Consultant

						Date





4.Subconsultant Price Propsal 

				SUBCONSULTANT PRICE PROPOSAL

				RFQ # H21-XXXX

						Title of Project:

				Subconsultant: _____________________________________________		John H. Stroger Jr. Hospital - Main Loading Dock Evaluation and Design

				Detail Description

				1.  Direct Labor Personnel (Professional or Technical)		Estimated Hours		Rate Per Hour		Estimated Cost

								$   - 0		$   - 0

								$   - 0		$   - 0

								$   - 0		$   - 0

								$   - 0		$   - 0

								$   - 0		$   - 0

				TOTAL LINE 1						$   - 0

				2.  Direct Labor Personnel (Clerical)		Estimated Hours		Rate Per Hour		Estimated Cost

								$   - 0		$   - 0

								$   - 0		$   - 0

								$   - 0		$   - 0

				TOTAL LINE 2						$   - 0

				3.  Burden (Overhead)		Burden Rate		X Base =		Burden ($)

						%				$   - 0

						%				$   - 0

						%				$   - 0

				TOTAL LINE 3						$   - 0

				4.  "In-House" Cost		ADD TOTAL LINES 1+2+3				$   - 0

				5.  Profit  (          %) of Line 4						$   - 0

				6.  Other Direct Costs						Estimated Cost

										$   - 0

										$   - 0

										$   - 0

										$   - 0

								TOTAL LINE 6		$   - 0

				7.  Total Project Cost		ADD TOTAL LINES 4 + 6				$   - 0

				8. Total Project Profit				ADD TOTAL LINE 5		$   - 0

				9. Total "Not-to-Exceed" Contract		TOTAL LINES 7 + 8				$   - 0

				_______________________________________		Signature of Authorized Representative of Subconsultant

				Date

						Printed Name of Authorized Representative of Subconsultant





5. Proposed Schedule

		COOK COUNTY HEALTH DOCUMENT NO:																								H21-XXXX

		PART 5
 PROPOSED SCHEDULE FOR THE WORK

		John H. Stroger Jr. Hospital - Main Loading Dock Evaluation and Design

		Proposer:

		SCHEDULE SUMMARY (Calendar Days)

		1. The Proposer will include a Gantt chart in this section detailing the project by phase. Durations will be calculated in calendar days (7-day work weeks).

		2.  The Proposer will summarize its Gantt chart below. Below are some general guidelines for internal Cook County Health activities:

		a. Cook County Health reviews all milestone submittals. A review can take between 7 to 10 working days depending on the complexity of the project.

		b. A project to be bid out for work can take up to 60 days from the time the bid documents are complete to the time a contract is executed.

		3. The Proposer will include an estimated time for permitting, if any is required, based on its experience for this type of project.

		4. Any Notice to Proceed (NTP) dates shown in the Gantt chart by the Proposer will be considered a reference only for the purposes of electronic
   scheduling and will not obligate Cook County Health to meet the date shown.

		5.  In the event of a conflict between the information shown below and on the Gantt chart, the information below will govern.

		6. Activities summarized below and on the Proposer's Gantt chart will not serve to reduce, limit or cause exceptions to the successful Proposer's obligations to provide all services required. Cook County Health will not be responsible for additional fees or costs incurred by the successful Proposer during the project due to under-estimation of durations.

		7. If Cook County Health's RFP includes a proposed project duration and the Proposer considers that changes in Cook County Health’s schedule are required; the Proposer must submit an explanation for the variance in time with its Gantt chart schedule for Cook County Health’s review. Cook County Health is under no obligation to accept revised schedules.

		8. The successful Proposer will provide an itemized schedule in Primavera or Microsoft Project for Cook County Health review and approval for inclusion in the Agreement. Minimally, the agreed upon schedule will include task IDs, task descriptions, estimated durations, actual durations, remaining durations, actual start dates, actual finish dates, milestone activities and a bar chart.

		SUMMARY OF Proposer'S PROPOSED SCHEDULE

		LINE				DESCRIPTION OF TASK OR MILESTONE																				CAL.
DAYS

		ESTIMATED CALENDAR DAYS (MUST MATCH TOTAL ON GANTT CHART):

		APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF MONTHS:
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6. Organization Chart

		COOK COUNTY HEALTH DOCUMENT NO:																H21-XXXX

		PART 6
 ORGANIZATION CHART

		John H. Stroger Jr. Hospital - Main Loading Dock Evaluation and Design

		Proposer:

		The Proposer will provide the following organizational chart in the order shown:

		The Proposer must provide this information in flow chart format. The chart must be organized to show a) the specific role of the firm in the project; b) the percentage of overall work to be performed by the firm and; c) the percentage of WBE/MBE participation (if applicable).
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7. Key Personnel

		COOK COUNTY HEALTH DOCUMENT NO:																								H21-XXXX

		Proposer

		PART 7 KEY PERSONNEL

				List names  and requested information for both Proposer and Subconsultant(s).  If an individual was not noted in the Proposer's RFQ Submittal due to their being a subcontractor or new to the Proposer's firm:  a) In Column II, include the word (NEW) in capital letters and parenthesis before their name.b) Include their resume for review and approval by Cook County Health.

		John H. Stroger Jr. Hospital - Main Loading Dock Evaluation and Design

		I				II				III				IV				V				VI				VII				VII

		FIRM				INDIVIDUAL'S
NAME (ONLY)		part		CURRENT
TITLE				RESPONSIBILITY MATRIX
ASSIGNED POSITION & SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF RESPONSIBILITIES FOR THIS PROJECT				POSITION				APPLICABLE LICENSES AND CERTIFICATIONS				EST. % OF TOTAL TIME COMMITMENT				HOURLY
RATE

																						SIGNATURE

																						DATE
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8. Subconsultant's Profiles

		COOK COUNTY HEALTH DOCUMENT NO:																												H21-XXXX

		PART 8
SUBCONSULTANT'S PROFILES

		SUBMITTAL FOR: John H. Stroger Jr. Hospital - Main Loading Dock Evaluation and Design

		Section 1

		Subcontractor:

		Street Address:

		Town / City:																State:				Zip Code:

		Year Established:										Business Structure (Corporation, LLC, etc.):

		Below, list the top three executives in your firm:

		Firm Executive:						Name:										Title:												Years with firm:

		Firm Executive:						Name:										Title:												Years with firm:

		Firm Executive:						Name:										Title:												Years with firm:

		PART 2

		PROFILE: In 240 words or less, briefly introduce your firm and the services it provides

		CLIENT BASE: In 120 words or less, list your firm's client base and industries served:

		SHOWCASING YOUR PROJECTS

		SUBCONSULTANT: Provide evidence of capacity to accomplish the goals and objectives of the project by showing TWO (2)-relevant projects for which the Subcontractor was awarded a contract.
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9. Proposer's Projects

																		COOK COUNTY HEALTH DOCUMENT NO:												H21-XXXX

																								PROJECT NO.								OF		2

		PART 9
PROPOSER'S  SAMPLE PROJECTS

		SUBMITTAL FOR:
John H. Stroger Jr. Hospital - Main Loading Dock Evaluation and Design

		GENERAL CONTRACTOR:

				INSTRUCTIONS: Using this form, provide TWO (2) -projects that your firm or Subconsultant's firm has completed within the last 7-years for consideration. The projects should be relevant to the role this firm will play in the services to be provided by Proposer. All information must be verifiable and all references must include up-to-date contact information. Incomplete information may cause the submittal to be rejected. Contracts for projects presented must have been awarded directly to your firm as a Prime or a subcontractor.

				DO NOT INCLUDE PROJECTS AWARDED TO INDIVIDUALS IN YOUR FIRM WHILE THEY WERE AT ANOTHER FIRM

				DO NOT INCLUDE PROJECTS FOR WHICH INFORMATION IS "CONFIDENTIAL" AND CANNOT BE PROVIDED AND VERIFIED

				DO NOT INCLUDE PROJECTS FOR WHICH BUDGETS AND SCHEDULES CANNOT BE BROKEN OUT INDIVIDUALLY

		GENERAL PROJECT INFORMATION:

		Project Name:

		Location:

		Project Size:				Square Footage								Acres

		CLIENT

		Client Name:

		Address:

		Reference:

						CONTACT NAME:								FIRM OR CLIENT DEPT.										TITLE								TELEPHONE

		PROJECT TYPE (check all that apply tom the qualification project)

		New Construction								Renovation						Restoration						Building System						Landscaping

		Other (state)

		PROJECT DETAILS: In 120 words or less, provide a summary of the details of the qualification project.

		RESPONSIBILITIES (Check all responsibilities your firm had for this project)

		Architectural

		Civil/Site						HVAC						MEP						Fire Systems						Telecommunication Systems

		Environmental						Demolition						Landscaping						Surveying						Electronic Security Systems

		Other (state):

		SERVICES (Check all services your firm provided for this project)

		Evaluation / Assesment						Bridging Documents						Design Documents						Construction Administration

		Other (state):

		OTHER RELEVANT INFORMATION: In 240 words or less, summarize additional relevant information.

		CONTRACT

		1.		Was this contract awarded to your firm as the A/E or Subconsultant?																								Prime				Sub

		2.		Were you the sole Architect / Engineer or part of a Joint Venture (JV) for this project?																								Sole				JV

		3.		If this was a Joint Venture, what percentage of the services did the JV as a whole self-perform?																								Yes

																														0%

		4.		As a prime or part of a JV, what percentage of the services did your firm self-perform?

																														0%

		5.		Are  there any liens, actions, or judgments against your firm or JV in connection with this project?																												No

		6.		(If the answer to number 5 above is 'Yes" attach an explanation)

				If your firm was part of a Joint Venture, list below the other partners to the Joint Venture:

		7.

		8.		or if your firm was a subcontractor, list the prime contracting firm and contact information below:

				FIRM										NAME										TITLE								TELEPHONE

		SCHEDULE

		1.		Assessment schedule (preconstruction) in months:																Original				Actual

		2.		Construction schedule in months (do not include permit time):																Original				Actual

		3.		State project completion date including construction (if applicable):																Month				Year

		4.		If the project is not complete state what phase it is currently in:

		5.		Target completion date (month & year)																Month				Year
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10. PROJECT SHOWCASE

										COOK COUNTY HEALTH DOCUMENT NO:								H21-XXXX

		PART 10
PROJECT SHOWCASE

		SUBMITTAL FOR: 
John H. Stroger Jr. Hospital - Main Loading Dock Evaluation and Design

		Proposer:

				NOTICE: The Project Showcase provides an opportunity for the firms to share photographs and additional details for its Sample Projects in the previous section and must clearly cross reference those sample projects. Providing information for the Project Showcase is optional.
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11. Notarized Statement

										COOK COUNTY HEALTH DOCUMENT NO:								H21-XXXX

		PART 11
NOTARIZED STATEMENT

		SUBMITTAL FOR: 
John H. Stroger Jr. Hospital - Main Loading Dock Evaluation and Design

		Proposer:

				The Proposer to this RFQ has carefully inspected each site, submitted any Questions and clarifications in writing and received responses from Cook County Health. The Proposer is satisfied that it can provide an informed proposal based on its inspections, all information received in the RFP, and Cook County Health responses .

				The following named individual(s) have inspected the properties on behalf of the Proposer:

				NAME						FIRM						DATE(S) OF INSPECTION

				NAME						FIRM						DATE(S) OF INSPECTION

				NAME						FIRM						DATE(S) OF INSPECTION

				NAME						FIRM						DATE(S) OF INSPECTION

				NAME						FIRM						DATE(S) OF INSPECTION

				NAME						FIRM						DATE(S) OF INSPECTION

				The Undersigned warrants that the above is a true and accurate statement.

														SIGNATURE OF PRINCIPLE

														DATE
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12. Economic Disclosure

										COOK COUNTY HEALTH DOCUMENT NO:								H21-XXXX

		PART 12
Economic Disclosure Statement and Execution Documents

		SUBMITTAL FOR:
John H. Stroger Jr. Hospital - Main Loading Dock Evaluation and Design

		Proposer:

				Provide an original EDS if last submittal has been over one (1) year ago. If an EDS was submitted recently, please submit a copy. In either case, however, the signature pages must still be original and in triplicate.
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This document is intended to provide guidelines for submitting construction schedules for the  


contractors performing work in Cook County Health (CCH) Capital Construction Program. It is intended 


to provide guidelines for the construction scheduler to create a professional, useable baseline critical 


path method (CPM) project schedule by making him/her aware of the criteria by which the schedule is 


to be reviewed. 


The accepted initial schedule is often referred to as the baseline schedule. The baseline schedule 


establishes the activity dates that forms the basis of the original project execution plan. It will be used to 


compare the original planned dates, durations, and logic sequence, against the actual as‐built progress. 


The baseline schedule is a model of the contractor’s project execution plan, and is the standard by which 


project performance is measured. The schedule should be a reflection of the contractor’s intent to 


achieve project completion while integrating all contractual scope and requirements. 


 


The focus of a baseline review is on the overall quality and completeness of the original project schedule 


and overall plan; it is not an assessment of current progress or subsequent project schedule changes. A 


baseline schedule review focuses on the following issues that are not normally considered in a schedule 


update review: 


• Inclusion of the entire project scope 


• Sequence and work flow 


• Constructability 


• Timing and phasing 


• Adherence to legal and contractual requirements 


• Unambiguous and clear descriptions of the work 


• Level of detail 


• Coding of activities and project organization [i.e. work breakdown structure (WBS)] 


• Highlighting key or critical areas of risk 


At a minimum, the baseline schedule submittal consists of a schedule narrative and the schedule’s 


native electronic backup file.  The schedule submittal package consists of the following components: 


• A written narrative describing the general work plan for the project. The schedule narrative 


adds and supports understanding of the basis and assumptions in the schedule.  The 


narrative should include an overview of the contractor’s work plan.  


• A complete electronic copy of the baseline schedule, inclusive of PDF format and XER 


format. (An XER file is a P6 format file)  


The initial schedule submittal is considered a baseline schedule file.  The baseline schedule is the 


schedule which all future schedule submissions will be measured against.  The baseline schedule and all 


schedule updates must include a narrative. 


 


A baseline schedule review will be performed on every schedule by evaluating the entire schedule to 


determine if it reflects a realistic, complete, and workable plan in accordance with the contract 


requirements. The schedule should adhere to CPM network development principles that will allow it to 


be used to track progress and forecast updated project completion. The baseline schedule will be 


evaluated using the following criteria: 


 


• Scope of the project as defined by the contract plans and specifications. 


• The contractor’s execution plan or work plan. 


• Scheduling practices and guidelines generally accepted for use by professional scheduling 


practitioners. 
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Important items that should be considered when developing the baseline schedule are: 


• Critical procurement and long lead time activities 


• Activity durations that account for utility or permit restrictions 


• Predecessor activities unrelated to successor activities 


• Project milestones that establish the contract performance period 


• Area access restrictions 


• Coordination with other projects and third parties 


• An identifiable and reasonable critical path 


• Compliance with contract requirements 


 


Capturing All Activities 


The schedule should reflect all activities as defined in the project’s work breakdown structure (WBS), 


which defines in detail the work necessary to accomplish a project’s objectives.  The contractor 


preparing the schedule should ensure that the schedule reflects the contractual scope of work, that the 


activity descriptions are clear, and that the schedule is complete with all scope elements of the project. 


Procurement items, submittal items, submittal review activities, and permit activities (if applicable) 


should also be included in the schedule.  The contractor should ensure that the work flows from the 


start to the end of the schedule in a logical manner and that there are no discontinuities in the work. 


 


Contract Performance Period  


The schedule’s final activities should represent substantial completion and project completion. Other 


activities that logically fall after substantial completion should not be constrained by this date; schedules 


cannot accommodate this condition if a project must finish date is imposed. 


 


Establishing the Duration of All Activities  


The schedule should realistically reflect how long each activity will take. When the duration of each 


activity is determined, the same rationale, historical data, and assumptions used for cost estimating 


should be used. Durations should be reasonably short and allow for progress measurement. With the 


exception of procurement activities, activity durations should not exceed 20 days in duration. The 


contractor must ensure that the entire schedule duration is within the contract time. 


 


Sequencing All Activities 


The schedule should be planned so that critical project dates can be met. To do this, activities need to 


be logically sequenced—that is, listed in the order in which they are to be carried out. In particular, 


activities that must be completed before other activities can begin (predecessor activities), as well as 


activities that cannot begin until other activities are completed (successor activities), should be 


identified. All activities need to be logically linked. Only the first and last schedule activities should be 


open‐ended.  Date constraints and leads/lags should be minimized and justified. If a lead/lag or date 


constraint is used for any reason, then this must be identified in the schedule narrative and the reason 


for use must be justified in words.  This helps ensure that the interdependence of activities that 


collectively lead to the completion of events or milestones can be established and used to guide work 


and measure progress. 


 


Calendars 


All schedule calendars should be defined at the project level, not the global level.  Calendars should, at a 


minimum, reflect a 5‐day work week with standard holidays defined within the calendars.  If the project 


contract requires it, alternative calendars may be added the schedule, as long as they are defined at the 
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project level. Care should be taken by the scheduler to thoroughly review all calendars before reviewing 


calculated dates. Errors in establishing project calendars will cause discrepancies in dates that are 


difficult to later troubleshoot. The scheduler should identify potential problems in the schedule such as: 


 


• Weekend definitions (non‐work periods) that do not match the work plan 


• 7‐days per week, 24‐hours per day calendar (7/24 Calendar) used for appropriate activities 


such as the curing of concrete. This is the only type of calendar that should not have 


holidays assigned. 


• Inconsistency in the number of hours per working day in a calendar 


• Calendars without assigned holidays (except for 7/24 Calendars) 


• Calendars that do not extend beyond the expected project completion date to 


accommodate potential delays 


• Non‐work periods in the contract specifications that have not been included 


• Specialty calendars for activities affected by weather, access restrictions, shift work or other 


nonstandard circumstances, as appropriate 


• Activities that are not assigned to their appropriate calendars 


• Defined calendars that are not utilized by any activity in the schedule. 


 


Critical Path 


The schedule should identify the critical path—the path of longest duration through the sequence of 


activities. Establishing a valid critical path is necessary for examining the effects of any activity’s slipping 


along this path. The project’s critical path determines the project’s earliest completion date and focuses 


the team’s energy and management’s attention on the activities that will lead to the project’s success. 


The critical path needs to be identified in the schedule narrative.  With every schedule update, changes 


in the critical path should be identified in the schedule narrative. 


 


Ensuring Reasonable Total Float  


The schedule should identify reasonable total float; the amount of time by which a predecessor activity 


can slip before the delay affects the project’s estimated finish date.  Large total float on an activity or 


path indicates that the activity or path can be delayed without jeopardizing the finish date. As a general 


rule, activities along the critical path have the least float. Negative float should not be shown on the 


baseline schedule. 


 


Out‐of‐Sequence CPM Calculations  


It is required that the scheduling method to identify out‐of‐sequence progress be set to retained logic. 


Retained logic will best ensure that correct total project length is maintained in the situation where out‐


of‐sequence progress occurs. Progress override should not be used. 


 


Actual Dates in Baseline Schedule 


Because baseline schedules are a depiction of the contractor’s plan at the time of their bid, they should 


not contain actual dates. The only possible exception to this rule is for activities which precede NTP and 


are not part of the contract performance period. Even baseline schedules that are approved months 


after the start of the project should not include actual dates; the actual dates should be submitted as 


part of the first schedule update. 
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Initial Logic Should Be Used 


The CPM logic presented in the baseline schedule should represent the initial work plan and not reflect 


any changes resulting from events that occurred after the notice to proceed. Any changes based on 


events after the notice to proceed will invalidate any later delay analysis. 


 


Negative Float 


Baseline schedules should not have any activities that show negative float. Negative float indicates that 


the schedule does not meet contractual requirements. This condition will cause rejection the baseline 


schedule submittal. 


 


Activities Missing Descriptions 


All activities should have unique, descriptive titles. Typically, descriptions follow a verb‐noun‐location 


format.  The scheduler should ensure that all activities have unique descriptions. Activities with 


descriptions exactly matching those of other activities are confusing to track and may lead to errors 


during the progress updates. 


 


Notice to Proceed 


The notice to proceed activity or multiple notice to proceed activities should be clearly identified.  


 


Field Mobilization  


Identify mobilization or an unusual number of mobilization activities.  


 


Substantial Completion/Project Completion  


The schedule should confirm that the substantial completion / project completion dates conform to the 


contract documents. Substantial Completion/Project Completion activities should be coded as 


milestones and not as task activities with a duration, otherwise confusion between the start and finish 


of the event can result. 


 


Submittal Activities  


The scheduler should confirm that activities reflecting all submittals are included in the schedule or at 


the very least, the significant ones. The submittal‐review‐deliver process can frequently impact the 


critical path of projects with major long lead procurement items. Every submittal activity should 


normally be logically followed by a review/approval activity. This ensures that sufficient time is allotted 


between the submittal and the need for the submitted items. The review/approval activity should have 


a fabrication/delivery successor followed by the actual installation successors. 


 


Review and Approval Activities  


The scheduler should ensure that the appropriate review/approval activities are included in the 


schedule.  They should be distinct from the contractor’s submittal preparation and internal review 


activities. Sufficient time should be allowed for the owner to review, evaluate, and respond to 


submittals. The scheduler should ensure that the review activity durations comply with contractually 


established durations. 


 


Major Materials Purchase and Delivery 


The baseline schedule should contain activities depicting all major material fabrication and deliveries. 


Each such activity should logically precede the initial appropriate activity in the schedule where the 


material is first required.  
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Inspection Activities  


Major inspection activities, especially those involving critical or near‐critical path work, should be 


included. It is not necessary to include minor or on‐going inspection services performed by full‐time site 


personnel. The scheduler should check to ensure that these activities are scheduled based on the 


appropriate workday calendars. 


 


Startup, Testing, and Commissioning Activities  


In facilities‐type projects, the schedule should include activities depicting startup and testing of the 


facility at the end of the project.  The schedule should show the time required for the preparation and 


review of procedures, permits, training, and other relevant information. 


 


Zero‐Duration Activities 


Ensure that there are no zero duration task activities; such activities should be coded as milestones. 


 


Activity Codes  


Activity codes are data fields used to associate various activities into their functional groups. They are 


very useful for organizing schedules and preparing reports. The schedule should contain, at a minimum, 


activity code fields designating location and responsibility. The responsibility code should allow for 


entries for owner‐related issues as well as third parties such as vendor representation for the 


installation of major equipment. Activity codes help manage a schedule containing a large number of 


activities. Schedulers can group, sort, and/or select activities by area, responsibility, phase, or any other 


user defined heading.  Codes to be considered include: Phase, Area, Location, Subcontractor, and Trade. 


 


Start‐to‐Finish Relationships  


P6 recognizes at least four types of logic relationships between activities. Finish‐to‐start (FS) is the most 


common, followed by start‐to‐start (SS) and finish‐to‐finish (FF.) A start‐to‐finish (SF) relationship would 


indicate that the succeeding activity could not finish until the preceding activity started. It is highly 


unusual to use start‐to‐finish (SF) relationships in a schedule and their use will be scrutinized. 


 


Missing Finish Relationship  


It is recommended that that all activities have a finish relationship that defines the requirements for 


completing that activity. This means that all activities should have a finish‐to‐start (FS) or finish‐to‐finish 


(FF) relationship with another successor activity. If not, there will be no CPM requirement for activity 


completion once it starts (other than project completion). 


 


Leads and Lags 


Fixed time durations for relationships between activities are commonly called lags or leads. The 


difference between these two terms is frequently confused.  Lags are legitimately used to prevent 


having to ‘break‐up’ discrete activities into smaller ones in order to properly time other work performed 


in parallel. The following rules should be followed unless a valid reason exists on a case‐by‐case basis to 


not follow them: 


• Large lags or FS relationships with positive lags can create gaps in the schedule; the scheduler 


should consider converting these as separate activities because lags cannot be statused for 


progress in a schedule update. 


• For lags of long duration (such as the delivery of a major piece of equipment,) it is better to 


create an activity that will show up on reports and can be statused with every update. Generally, 


lag values in excess of 15 work days (greater than one or two monthly update periods) should be 
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changed to schedule activities for better visibility, justification and statusing. Lags are 


legitimately used to describe linked activities that are staggered. Lags that do not overlap either 


the predecessor or successor activity should be eliminated; lags typically are used to allow 


related activities to overlap in time. When the lag factor is larger than the activity duration, this 


overlap condition no longer exists and the reason for using the SS or FF relationship disappears. 


All relationships that use a lag factor other than zero should be reviewed to determine that the 


reason and justified in the schedule narrative. 


 


Constraints 


As constraints can override the pure‐logical relationships between activities, their use is discouraged in 


schedules unless specifically required by contract. A bar chart schedule may be thought of as a fully 


constrained CPM schedule. Some schedulers incorrectly use constraints to make activities fall into pre‐


determined time periods as if they were preparing a bar chart schedule. Constraints should only be used 


to reflect contractual requirements and should not be used to force the early start date of an activity. 


The scheduler should list all assigned schedule constraints in the narrative. A succinct listing of all 


constrained activities with the type of constraint and dates as well as the reason for use serves as an 


important reference point in the schedule review process. Baseline schedules should be free of 


constraints that are not required by the contract. Schedule updates are more flexible in the use of 


schedule constraints than in the baseline schedule.  If the contractor wishes to demonstrate a 


scheduling intention or plan, then they should state this in the narrative and not through the use of 


constraints. 


 


****Prepared by Jacqueline Doyle, P.E., PMP, CCM, PSP, LEED AP, AVS, updated May 2019**** 


 


 


A sample schedule narrative depicting the level of detail expected is attached to this document. 












Cook County Health Contractor Visitation Guidelines 


At Cook County Health (CCH), we stand on the front-line to help protect our patients, employees, and 


their families to assist in reducing the spread of and exposure to COVID-19. As the state proceed 


forward in each phase of the "Restore Illinois" initiative, or gradually opening businesses and 


reconvening activities, CCH is allowing contractors to resume projects on-site. All contractors are 


required to adhere to the organizations facility guidelines. 


Definitions: 


 Contractor- is any individual unaffiliated with Cook County that is contracted to perform


construction, repairs, renovations and/or remodeling projects at a CCH Facility.


 Project Sponsor - is a Cook County employee who is responsible for the design and execution


of construction, renovations and/or remodeling projects within the organization. The Project


Sponsor will be responsible for distributing, receiving and assessing completed copies of the


CCH Contractor On-site questionnaire.


 Face Masks- is a facial covering that provides security to the head, using ties or straps, which


will cover both the nose and mouth to prevent others from the exposure to bacteria in liquid


droplets and aerosols.


 Personal Protective Equipment- is gear that is worn to minimize exposure to hazards


that cause serious workplace injuries or illnesses.


Meetings: 


Contractors are encouraged to conduct CCH business by use of virtual resources to minimize face to 


face meetings. When possible, the following shall apply: 


 Virtual meetings will be conducted using Microsoft Teams or Webex. In the event that


face-to-face meetings are required, there will be a limit of six attendees per room. All


contractors are required to wear facial mask and adhere to social distancing guidelines.


 According to the Centers of Disease Control (CDC) recommendations, proper PPE should


be worn at all times in CCH facilities. In the event that facial masks or coverings are


removed, it is recommended to do so outside of CCH premises and remain at least 6 feet


away from others. It is strongly advised that contractors wash their hands frequently, avoid


touching their face, and sanitize work surfaces to reduce the spread of COVID-19.


 If attending an on-site meeting, all attendees must register with CCH Buildings & Grounds
(B&G).







Contractor On-Site Questionnaire 


 All contractors are required to complete the CCH Contractor Questionnaire prior to conducting
business on-site. It is mandatory to indicate your assigned locations on the questionnaire.
Contractors are not allowed to conduct business or visit areas not indicated on the form. Project
Sponsors must ensure that all contractors adhere to these guidelines. Failure to comply will result
in immediate action.


 If contractors are delivering equipment or supplies to a CCH building, they are not required to
complete the CCH Contractor Questionnaire. However, in the event that they must enter the
facility to deliver items, a questionnaire must be completed.


 The Director of Facilities or Project Sponsor is responsible for facilitating the distribution
of and receiving completed copies of the CCH Contractor Questionnaire.


 Contractors that respond "Yes" to any questions on the form are not allowed on-site.


Work Stoppage: 


It is with utmost importance that the health and safety of our patients, guests, and employees are not 


compromised. Therefore, if for any reason an assignment cannot be performed in a safe and efficient 


manner, the project will be suspended or ceased. The Director of Facilities or Safety Officer will be 


responsible for making final project decisions. 


General Information: 


Contractors assigned to essential projects must arrive to the Stroger Hospital garage entrance and will be 


escorted through the facility by a Project Sponsor. Contractors are prohibited on-site if they present signs 


of the following symptoms: 


o Fever above 100ْ F


o A new cough, or worsening chronic cough
o Sore throat
o Runny nose
o Headache
o A new onset of fatigue
o A new onset of muscle pain
o Diarrhea
o Loss of sense of taste
o Loss of sense of smell


o Difficulty breathing


o Pneumonia


To obtain the latest information on Cook County Health, please visit our website at: 


www.cookcountyhealth.org 



http://www.cookcountyhealth.org/





Things to Know: 


1) On the first day, the Project Sponsor(s) are required to meet all contractors at CCH garage entrance 
to escort them to Buildings & Grounds for check in. If contractors are assigned to a CCH clinic, a 
meeting location will be disclosed by the Project Sponsor prior to the on-site visit.


A. Only fifteen (15) contractors are allowed on-site daily. If this number is exceeded, the 
Project Sponsor will be contacted to assess project plan timelines to ensure the 
continuity of business.


2) Contractors are required to wear a CCH badge and have it visible at all times. If contractors do not 
have a CCH badge, they must obtain a one day visitor pass from Human Resources  prior to arriving 


on-site. A valid Driver's License or State ID is required to obtain a CCH Visitor Pass.


*Note: Only five (5) visitor passes will be assigned within a year per person.*


        CCH Human Resource Department address:
1950 S. Polk St. Floor 8


Chicago, IL 60612
Hours: Monday -Friday 8am to 11am


3) Contractors must be aware of and follow the designated path, as indicated in the ICRA or PCRA 
form, to approved work areas. Contractors are not allowed visit other hospital areas that are not 
related to their project(s).


4) All contractors must check in with CCH B&G. If you are not required to be on-site, notification will 
be provided at least five (5) business days in advance.


5) CCH will provide facial masks to ensure the safety of all contractors.


All projects must be completed Monday through Friday, from 7am to 4pm. Exceptions can be made for 


emergency projects only. 







Contractor On-site Questionnaire 


Personal Information: 


First Name:


Phone Number:  


Last Name: 


Company Name: Company Contact Number: 


Reason For Visit  


Project Supporting: 


COVID-19 Health Questionnaire 


Yes No Do you have a fever above 100ْF? 


Yes No Do you have a new cough, or worsening chronic cough? 


Yes No Do you have diarrhea? 


Yes No Do you currently has a loss in sense of taste? 


Yes No Do you currently have a loss in sense of smell? 


Yes No Do you have difficulty breathing? 


Yes No Have you been exposed to anyone that tested positive for COVID in the last 14 days? 


Contractor Signature: Date Signed: 


Signature: Role: Date Signed: 


Email Address: 


CCH Project Sponsor: Project Contact Number: 


Project Location: 


Stroger Hospital
Provident Hospital
Professional Building
ACHN Clinic Building 


Floors:
Floors:
Floors:
Floors: Location: 
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DCPP CIP PROJECTS (TEMPORARY MEASURES DUE TO COVID-19 VIRUS PRECAUTIONS) 


Revision: 1.01 Date: 5/6/20 


 


These precautionary measures are to remain in effect until such notification provided by Cook County 


Department of Capital Planning and Policy (DCPP). 


 


Purpose: 


Pursuant to Cook County Executive Order 2020-5 dated March 20, 2020 to address the COVID-19 
virus, or as subsequently amended, the intent of this document is to provide the Vendor(s) with 
supplemental guidelines to ensure Vendors are able to proceed/continue with project work (projects 
authorized to proceed to be determined by the County), in a safe manner in accordance with the safety 
measures provided by the Authorities Having Jurisdiction. 
 
These measures are subject to change / revision at the discretion of Cook County. Parties need to 
ensure that they are adhering to the most current requirements. 


 


Contents 
Definitions ..................................................................................................................................................................2 


Scope Development/Joint Scope Meetings (JSM) ......................................................................................................3 


Project Meetings (Kick-Off/Weekly) ...........................................................................................................................4 


Design/Assessment ....................................................................................................................................................4 
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Definitions 
a. “Authorities Having Jurisdiction (AHJ)” means an organization, office, or individual 


responsible for enforcing the requirements, or a procedure established as a response 
measure to address the COVID 19 Virus. An example of an AHJ for this Temporary 
measure would be, Presidential Office of the United states, the Illinois State Governor, 
the Office of Cook County, The Mayor's Office of a city within the County of Cook, The 
Center of Disease Control (CDC), The Illinois Department of Public Health (IDPH) etc. 


 
b. “Key Personnel” means a person or persons responsible, in a managerial position or in 


an assigned position of project leadership that would be necessary to provide input for 
the successful execution of the Project(s). Key Personnel would typically include, DCPP 
Project Director, DCPP Consultant, Representative from DFM and / or B&G, End User 
Representative, Project manager assigned to the project from Vendor.  


 
c. “Project Director (PD)” means a representative designated by the Director of Department 


of Capital Planning and Policy.   
 


d. “DCPP Consultant” means the entity retained by the County to provide comprehensive 
oversight of the entire construction process and other responsibilities.   
 


e. “End User” means the County employee(s) / occupier(s) of the existing space of 
intended finished space at the conclusion of construction 


 
f. “Vendors” means the contractors, consultants, professional services providers retained 


by the County for the  work / activities of the Project. The term also refers to providers 
and installers of medical equipment and furniture, fixtures, equipment or other 
items/services independent of a  Contract for Construction.   


 
g. “Cook County Department of Capital Planning and Policy (DCPP)” - means the County 


of Cook, a body politic and corporate of the State of Illinois.   
 


h. “Department of Facilities Management (DFM)” means a County of Cook Department 
charged with maintaining the County’s physical plant. Facilities include: the Cook County 
Jail complex, Cook County Criminal Courts & Administration Building, Cook County 
Building, five suburban courthouses (Bridgeview, Markham, Maywood, Skokie, and 
Rolling Meadows), Juvenile Temporary Detention Center, Domestic Violence 
Courthouse, Forensic Institute, Hawthorne Warehouse, and Rockwell Warehouse. 


 
i. “Building & Grounds (B&G)” means the County department responsible for the general 


“day to day” maintenance of County facilities, particularly as it relates to Cook County 
Health facilities. 


 
j. “Capital Improvement Program (CIP)” means the County's capital projects and 


equipment purchases across DCPP portfolio, which includes the additions of permanent 
structural additions / changes, or the restoration of aspects of County properties that will 
either enhance the properties overall value, prolong its useful life or adapt it to new uses.  
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Scope Development/Joint Scope Meetings (JSM) 
a. Unless a physical meeting is absolutely required, meetings to be coordinated virtually 


using applications such as Microsoft Teams as a platform to hold conferences. 
b. Should a physical meeting be required, the count of key personnel will include End User, 


DCPP, Consultants and Vendors; 
i. 1 – 2 individuals from Building + Grounds (B+G) / Department of Facilities 


Management (DFM), as applicable. 
ii. 1 Individual representing End User’s Senior Leadership 
iii. DCPP Project Director 
iv. DCPP Project Consultants 
v. 1 – End User Department Representative, if applicable 
vi. Consider other Department engagement at this stage (Infection Control, Life 


Safety, HIS etc.) 
c. Utilize a file sharing system accessible to the County for obtaining necessary documents 


(e.g. existing floor plans). 
d. Utilize an electronic means of signature  
e. Should an on-site meeting be required, the following are to be followed: 


i. Identify the Key personnel required to conduct the walk through. 
ii. The count of key personnel should not exceed an occupancy limit per space that 


would encroach on the social distancing guidelines. 
iii. Facility staff to identify specific security & safety requirements  (specifically those 


that relate to COVID-19 safety precautions) and identify what PPE is required to 
access the space, noting what will and will not be provided by the County Facility 
staff. 


iv. Team to discuss how to approach social distancing requirements in “tight” areas 
e.g.  elevators. 


v. DCPP consultant to establish time and date with the DCPP PD and the 
appropriate team members identified for the walk through. 


vi. DCPP Consultant to obtain specific PPE requirements from End User and will 
distribute this information along with the agenda to the attendees. Vendors shall 
provide their own appropriate PPE to meet these requirements as a pre-condition 
to site access. 


vii. All individuals are responsible for reviewing the safety requirements prior to the 
walkthrough. Any individuals who are not prepared with the appropriate PPE at 
their arrival for the walkthrough will be denied access. 


viii. All individuals are responsible for their own protective equipment and 
enforcement of sanitary materials and application of such materials. 


ix. Any team member that experiences symptoms as described by AHJ in advance 
of, or on the day of the walk through, are not to attend the meeting and will notify 
the team via telephone and/or email. 


x. On the date and approximately 15 minutes before the time of the walk-through, 
Key personnel will meet on site at a pre-determined location. The host of the 
meeting shall be responsible for reviewing the PPE worn by the participants to 
verify all are wearing the appropriate PPE for the meeting. 


xi. Necessary PPE should be worn throughout the duration of the meeting. 
xii. Each participant must have access to hand sanitizer for their use. 
xiii. Participants will avoid touching surfaces unless necessary. 
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xiv. If touching surfaces is necessary, each participant must have sanitizer wipes with 
them for the use of wiping surfaces before/after touching (door handles, etc.). 


xv. Participants will ensure that safe distancing of at least 6 feet can be maintained.   
xvi. Participants to appropriately dispose of any used disposable PPE. 
xvii. Participants to avoid touching other individuals and avoid touching their own face 


until the end of the meeting after hands have been appropriately washed. 
xviii. Vendors are encouraged to frequently wipe down surfaces and personal items 


with sanitizer wipes (e.g. desks, cell phones, tablets, keys, laptops, etc.) 
 


 
Applicability:  
 
This procedure applies to all DCPP  Projects.   


 


These measures are presented with the understanding that the location of the project(s) is / are 


in areas that are not treating COVID-19 patients and/or operations are not physically resulting in 


a non-compliance in the distancing requirements in place to address the COVID-19 virus. 


 


Project Meetings (Kick-Off/Weekly) 
a. Unless a physical meeting is absolutely required, meetings to be coordinated virtually 


using applications such as Microsoft Teams as a platform to hold conferences. 
b. DCPP Consultant to schedule date and time for the project Kick-Off Meeting and 


subsequent weekly project update meetings. 
c. DCPP consultant to invite key individuals to the Kick-Off Meeting and subsequent 


weekly project update meetings. 
d. Project meetings may be recorded.  
e. Meeting agenda, minutes and any project related documents to be discussed in the 


meeting (RFI, Submittal Logs, etc.) to be issued electronically to all meeting members 48 
hours in advance of the meeting. 


f. Attendees to the project meetings are to locate themselves in a well-lit location with 
minimal “background” noise/activity so team members can be clearly heard and seen if 
utilizing a camera. Phones are to be muted when individual not talking. 


Design/Assessment 
a. Unless a physical meeting is absolutely required, meetings to be coordinated virtually 


using Microsoft Teams as a platform to hold conferences. 
b. (See Kick-Off and Weekly Meeting Requirements) 
c. Utilize and maintain a file sharing system accessible to the County for filing and 


obtaining necessary project documents (e.g. reports, floor plans, etc.) and provide the 
County with access to the project files at no cost to them. 


d. Utilize an electronic means of signature application accessible to the County as a 
method of obtaining necessary signatures for scope of work. 


e. Vendor to submit final pay applications in accordance with DCPP instructions (see 
document XXXXXX) 
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f. DCPP will provide direction for any physical copies of documents required to be 
submitted by the Vendor. 


g. Vendor to prepare an emergency contact list including name, position, email and 
telephone number. 


h. Vendor to develop and submit a policy to DCPP describing the methods and procedures 
the vendor and their subcontractors have in place to minimize the threat from the 
COVID-19 virus, including how the vendor will inform the team of a potentially infected 
employee. 


i. For onsite meetings the following are to be considered: 
Prior to site walk     


i. DCPP to coordinate a virtual meeting, such as Microsoft Teams meeting with 
the appropriate individuals to discuss upcoming site walk. 


ii. All participants to identify the key personnel required to attend the site walk-
through. 


iii. DCPP Consultant to obtain specific PPE requirements from End User and will 


distribute this information, along with the agenda, to the attendees. Vendors 


shall provide their own appropriate PPE to meet these requirements. 


iv. Vendors to identify the key locations they would like to view/inspect. 


v. Team members to review and discuss the work to be performed. 


vi. Identify the physical restrictions. 


vii. Identify the operational restrictions. 


viii. Identify specific security and safety restrictions (especially those that relate to 


the COVID-19 safety precautions). 


ix. Identify any environmental implications or sustainable requirements.  


x. Identify site specific rules and  procedures will be required. 


xi. Identify what interim life safety measures will be required. 


xii. DCPP consultant to establish time and date with the DCPP PD and the 
appropriate team members identified for the site walk. 


xiii. Any team member that experiences symptoms as described by AHJ in advance 
of, or on the day of, the walk through are not to attend the walk-through and are 
to notify the team via telephone and/or email. 


 
 


During Site Walk 
i. On the date and approximately 15 minutes before the time of the walk-through, 


the key personnel will meet on site at a pre-determined location. 
ii. Review the safety parameters for the upcoming walkthrough. 
iii. Vendor to prepare a sign-in sheet for all attendees and issue electronic copies 


of the sheets to all participants at the conclusion of the meeting. (note: 
participants to be encouraged to use their own stationary (e.g. not share 
pencils / pens)).   


iv. The host of the meeting shall be responsible for reviewing the PPE worn by the 
participants to verify all are wearing the appropriate PPE for the meeting. 


v. All individuals are responsible for reviewing the safety requirements prior to the 


walk-through. Any individuals who are not prepared with the appropriate PPE 


at their arrival for the walk-through will be denied access. 
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vi. All individuals are responsible for their own protective equipment and 
enforcement of sanitary materials and application of such materials. 


vii. Necessary PPE should be worn throughout the duration of the site walk. 
viii. Each participant must have access to hand sanitizer for participant use. 
ix. Participants will avoid touching surfaces unless necessary. 
x. If touching is necessary, each participant must have sanitizer wipes with them 


for the use of wiping surfaces before/after touching (door handles, etc.) 
xi. Participants will ensure that safe distancing of at least 6 feet can be 


maintained.   
xii. Participants to appropriately dispose of any used disposable PPE. 
xiii. Participants to avoid touching other individuals and avoid touching their own 


face until the end of the meeting after hands have been appropriately washed. 
xiv. Vendors are encouraged to frequently wipe down surfaces and personal items 


with sanitizer wipes (e.g. desks, cell phones, tablets, keys, laptops, etc.) 
xv. All follow-up documents to be issued to the parties electronically. 
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE COUNTY OF COOK, ILLINOIS 


AND THE ARCHITECT/ENGINEER/CONSULTANT 


This Agreement is made and entered into by and between the County of Cook, a public body corporate 


of the State of Illinois, on behalf of Office of the Chief Procurement Officer hereinafter referred to as 


“County” and _______ doing business as a(an) _______ of the State of ______hereinafter referred to as 


“Consultant”, pursuant to authorization by the Cook County Board of Commissioners on “Date», as 


evidenced by Board Authorization letter attached hereto as EXHIBIT “1”.  


 


BACKGROUND 


 


The County of Cook issued a Request for Qualifications “RFQ” for ________.  Submittals were evaluated 


in accordance with the evaluation criteria published in the RFQ. The Consultant was selected based on 


their submittal which was evaluated by the County representatives.  


 


Consultant represents that it has the professional experience and expertise to provide the necessary 


services and further warrants that it is ready, willing and able to perform in accordance with the terms 


and conditions as set forth in this Agreement. 


 


NOW, THEREFORE, the County and Consultant agree as follows: 


 


The Background information set forth above is incorporated by reference as if fully set forth here. 


 DEFINITIONS, TERM, GENERAL DUTIES, SCOPE OF SERVICES AND 


STANDARD OF CARE 


Capitalized terms used in this Agreement and not defined in context will have the meanings set forth 


below. 


 Definitions 


The following words and phrases have the following meanings for purposes of this Agreement: 


"Agreement" means this Professional Services Agreement between the County and the Consultant for 


architectural/engineering services as herein stated in connection with the Project, together with Exhibit 


_1_ Board Authorization Letter, Exhibit _2_Scope of Services; Exhibit _3_Key Personnel; Exhibit _4_  


Project Schedule; Exhibit _5_MBE/WBE Goals/Utilization Plan; Exhibit _6_Insurance Certificates; Exhibit 


_7_Cost Loaded Schedule; Exhibit _8_Identification of Subcontractors/Suppliers/Subconsultants; Exhibit 


_9_License or Certification of Consulting/Architectural/Engineering Services; Exhibit 10_Economic 


Disclosure Statement and Execution Forms; and Exhibit _11_Federal Clauses; including all other Exhibits, 


Appendices and Attachments attached to it and incorporated in it by reference, and all amendments, 


modifications or revisions made in accordance with its terms.  


“Architect of Record”, “AOR or “Consultant” means the licensed, legal or other qualified entity retained 


by the County for the purposes of designing the Project and providing any other duties normally provided 


by an AOR and as defined in their agreement with the County. 


"Budget" means the cost of the Project as approved by the County. 
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“BAM” is the Bureau of Asset Management. 


“Change Order” or “CO” means a document authorizing a change in the Scope, an increase/decrease in 


contract price, or an adjustment of contract time period. Change Orders include only previously approved 


Proposal Requests and/or Construction Change Directives. A single Change Order may include multiple 


PR’s and/or Construction Change Directives. All Change Orders will require an amendment to this 


Agreement.  


"Chief Procurement Officer" means the Chief Procurement Officer for the County of Cook and any 


representative duly authorized in writing to act on his behalf. 


“City” is the City of Chicago. 


“Construction Documents” means the drawings and specifications setting forth in detail the requirements 


for the construction of the Project, and all other Contract Documents issued for construction. 


“Construction Management Administrator” or “CMA” or “Owner’s Construction Representative” or 


“OCR,” if applicable to this project, means the entity retained by the County to provide comprehensive 


oversight of the entire construction process and other responsibilities as defined herein. 


"Contract Documents", with respect to any Contract for Construction, means the Contract for 


Construction, Conditions of the Contract (including General, Supplementary and other Conditions), 


Drawings, Specifications, Addenda issued prior to the entry into the Contract for Construction, all 


documents incorporated by reference as part of the Contract for Construction and any changes or 


modifications to the Contract for Construction. 


"Contract for Construction" means an agreement between the County and any Contractor for the 


construction activities of the Project. 


"Contractor" means the contractor retained by the County for the construction activities of the Project. 


In the event this Work includes more than one bid package, the term also includes, but is not limited to, 


providers and installers of medical equipment and furniture, fixtures, equipment or other items/services 


procured directly by the County. 


"Cost Loaded Schedule" means a schedule estimating the duration in months of the Consultant’s Services 


with its related fees from the Notice to Proceed Date through Final Completion which schedule will 


identify and itemize, and assign a dollar amount to each of the Consultant’s activities, the sum of which 


will aggregate the compensation for Services as set forth in Section 6.1 Compensation for Services. The 


Cost Loaded Schedule is for the County’s budget reporting only and is not the basis of compensation, 


which is subject to the requirements of Section 6.1 Compensation for Services. 


“County” or “Owner” means the County of Cook, a body politic and corporate of the State of Illinois. 


"Day(s)" will mean calendar day(s) unless otherwise specified herein.  


“Department” or “DCPP” or “Using Agency” means the Department of Capital Planning Policy. 


“Deliverables” or “Project Documents” are defined in Section 2.1 Deliverables; Project Documents. 


“Design Development Documents” is defined in Section 2.11.1. Design Development Documents. 
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“Design Development Phase” means the stage of Services during which the Schematic Design Documents 


are detailed and developed, as described in Section 2.11. Design Development Phase. 


"Final Completion" means all aspects of the Project are complete, including all punch list items and 


corrective work, any Warranty Materials allowed to be provided after Substantial Completion pursuant to 


the Contract for Construction have been delivered, all Project Closeout Items have been provided, and 


the Contractor’s final payment application has been reviewed and certified by the Consultant, verified by 


the CMA (if applicable) approved by the County. Final Completion will not be deemed to have occurred 


until the date upon which Consultant or CMA certifies in writing that all aspects of the Project are 


complete and delivered, including all punch list items and corrective work, all Warranty Materials have 


been delivered, and the Contractor’s final payment application has been approved by the County and the 


Consultant items defined above as “Construction Documents.”  In the event the Project includes more 


than one (1) bid package, Post Construction services to be provided by the Consultant and required by 


this Agreement will begin upon Final Completion of the last bid package included in the Project.  


“Milestone” or “Milestones” means an activity or task which is crucial to the timely completion of the 


Project, and which, if delayed, will delay performance of other activities of the Project. 


"Program" means the analysis of the County’s needs and requirements for the Project which is articulated 


as delineated objectives, space requirements and relationships, site requirements, equipment, budget 


and other related requirements. 


"Project" means the construction, furnishing and equipping of the facility and ancillary improvements as 


more fully defined and described in Exhibit 2 Scope of Services. 


“Project Closeout” means a certificate of Final Completion has been issued by the Consultant, or the CMA 


if applicable, and all documentation required of the Contractor or the Consultant has been provided to 


the County as required by their respective contracts. 


“Project Closeout Items” means, but is not limited to, all the following items, which are to be provided by 


the Contractor to the Consultant for delivery to the County: all construction photographs, including 


negatives or digital format, as applicable; a copy of the final approved Time Schedule; the as-built mark-


ups required under the Contract for Construction; any and all keys and tools required by the Contract for 


Construction; and any and all keys to County facilities which are in Contractor’s possession or in possession 


of its sub-contractors, and any of their employees.  


“Project Director” means a representative designated by the Director of the Department of Capital 


Planning and Policy. 


"Project Documents" or “Deliverables” are defined in Section 2.1. Deliverables; Project Documents. 


“Proposal Request”, “PR” or means a document used to obtain cost information from the Contractor for 


work items proposed to be added to or deducted from the project that were not included in the original 


Contract Documents but are required to complete the Work, add or delete items from the Work or change 


parts of the Work. 


"Responsibility Matrix" means a schedule prepared by the Consultant which addresses and identifies all 


active roles for key individuals involved in the Project.  
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"Schedule" means a Critical Path Method of scheduling of all Project activities and Milestones to be 


prepared by the Consultant pursuant to Section 2.8. The Schedule to be prepared by the Consultant 


pursuant to this Agreement is distinct from the schedule for construction activities, which will be prepared 


by the Contractor after selection and will be referred to as the “Construction Schedule.” 


“Schematic Design Documents” will have the meaning set forth in Section 2.10.1. Schematic Design 


Documents. 


“Schematic Design Phase” will be the stage of the Project during which Schematic Design Documents are 


developed, as described in Section 2.10. Schematic Design Phase. 


"Services" means, collectively, the services, duties and responsibilities described in Articles 2 and 3 of this 


Agreement and any and all work necessary to complete them or carry them out fully and to the standard 


of performance required in this Agreement. 


“Set” will have the meaning set forth in Section 2.13.1. Providing Bid Documents. 


“Standard of Care” will have the meaning set forth in Section 1.5. Standard of Care. 


"Statement of Construction Cost" means the total actual cost of construction, inclusive of all approved 


change orders, as updated from time to time and accepted by the County. 


"Statement of Probable Cost" means the aggregate and complete estimated costs based on up-to-date 


market rates in Chicago, adjusted to reasonably account for inflation, for labor, materials and equipment 


(inclusive of overhead, profit and escalation) to complete the Project. 


"Subcontractor" or “Subconsultant” means any person or entity with whom Consultant contracts to 


provide any part of the Services, of any tier, suppliers and materials providers, whether or not in privity 


with Consultant. 


"Substantial Completion" or “Substantially Complete” means the Work or designated portion of the 


Work is sufficiently complete, in accordance with the Contract Documents, such that the Owner can 


occupy or utilize the Work or designated portion thereof for the use for which it is intended, and 


Contractor has delivered the Warranty Materials to the extent required by the Contract for Construction. 


Substantial Completion will not be deemed to have occurred until (i) the Contractor has provided or 


supervised of all training, manuals, drawings and documents required for the Owner to start occupying, 


operating and maintaining the Work, (ii) approval for the Work to be occupied has been issued by the 


appropriate government authorities, and (iii) the Consultant, if applicable, in coordination with the 


Consultant issues a Certificate of Substantial Completion setting forth the Date of Substantial Completion, 


and signed by all parties indicated on the Certificate, including the County. 


 “Warranty Materials” means the documentation to be gathered, placed in binders and turned over to 


the Consultant by the Contractor for delivery to the County, which will include two (2) sets (or such greater 


number as may be required in the Technical Specifications) of all manufacturers' warranties, operating 


manuals, service manuals, instructions and schedules necessary for the Owner’s proper operation of all 


building systems, equipment and special materials requiring them. 


"Work" means the construction activities of the Project. 
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 Term of Performance. 


 Term of Performance. 


This Agreement takes effect when approved by the Cook County Board and its term shall begin on __ 


("Effective Date") and continue until ___ (“End Date”), with two one-year renewal options, or until this 


Agreement is terminated in accordance with its terms, whichever occurs first. Subsequent to the Effective 


Date, Consultant will begin the Services on the day the Notice to Proceed is issued to the Consultant by 


the Department of Capital Planning and Policy. 


 Timeliness of Performance. 


The Consultant acknowledges that it is familiar with the time limitations and requirements as they pertain 


to the Project. Consultant must provide the Services and Deliverables within the term and within the time 


limits required under this Agreement, pursuant to the provisions of Section 2.1 Deliverables; Project 


Documents and Exhibit 2.   The Consultant agrees to perform all of its services and obligations under this 


Agreement in a timely manner and in accordance with Section 2.8.3 Adherence to Schedule. Consultant 


will provide the Services and provide Deliverables within the term and within the time limits required 


under this Agreement. Further, Consultant acknowledges that TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE and that the 


failure of Consultant to comply with the time limits described in Section 2.1 Deliverables; Project 


Documents may result in economic or other losses to the County. Neither Consultant nor Consultant’s 


agents, employees or Subconsultants are entitled to any damages from the County, nor is any party 


entitled to be reimbursed by the County, for damages, charges or other losses or expenses incurred by 


Consultant by reason of delays or hindrances in the performance of the Services, whether or not caused 


by the County.  


 Scope of Services. 


Exhibit 2 sets forth a Project-specific scope of services with additional detail as to the Services. Exhibit 2 


is intended to describe additional specifics as to the Services and not to limit the Services in any way. 


The Services include all services and tasks described in the entire Agreement. Therefore, if a service or 


task is described in this Professional Services Agreement but not included in Exhibit 2, Consultant will be 


obligated to provide the service or task. If a service or task is described in Exhibit 2 and not in this 


Professional Services Agreement, Consultant will be obligated to perform the service or task. In the 


event of a conflict between the terms set forth in this Professional Services Agreement and specific tasks 


described in Exhibit 2, Consultant will perform the service or task in the manner most beneficial to the 


County, as determined by the Project Director. 


 General Duties. 


The Consultant is retained to provide all architectural and engineering services required to design and 


construct the Project and will perform the duties and obligations and provide Services described in this 


Agreement.  The Consultant agrees that it will undertake all duties and obligations necessary and incident 


to the performance of the Services in order to achieve the timely completion of the Project. 


 Standard of Care. 


 Architectural and Engineering Services Standard of Care. 


The Consultant represents, covenants and agrees that all of its services will conform to the standard of 


care and quality (the “Standard of Care”) which prevail among architects and engineers of knowledge and 


skill engaged in architectural and engineering practice throughout the United States under the same or 


similar circumstances involving projects of similar size and complexity to the Project, in conformity with 
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any and all professional standards applicable to such services for projects of comparable size and 


complexity and in strict compliance with all applicable laws, codes and industry standards. The Consultant 


will be responsible for all services performed by subcontractors, agents and employees hired, retained or 


engaged by the Consultant. Consultant represents, covenants and agrees that Consultant will require and 


enforce by contract all of its sub-consultants to conform to the Standard of Care. As to sub-consultants 


which are neither architects nor engineers, the “Standard of Care” will mean the standard of care and 


quality which prevail among professionals of knowledge and skill providing services of the nature being 


provided by such sub-consultant throughout the United States under the same or similar circumstances 


involving projects of similar size and complexity to the Project. 


 Standard of Care of a Fiduciary. 


Consultant acknowledges that it is entrusted with or has access to valuable and confidential information 


and records of the County and with respect to that information, Consultant agrees to be held to the 


standard of care of a fiduciary. 


 Licenses as Required by Law.   


Consultant must assure that all Services that require the exercise of professional skills or judgment are 


accomplished by professionals qualified and competent in the applicable discipline and appropriately 


licensed, if required by law.  Consultant must provide copies of any such licenses.   


 Failure to Meet Standard of Performance.   


If Consultant fails to comply with the foregoing standards, Consultant must perform again, at its own 


expense, all Services required to be re-performed as a direct or indirect result of that failure.  Any review, 


approval, acceptance or payment for any of the Services by the County does not relieve Consultant of its 


responsibility for the professional skill and care and technical accuracy of its Services and Deliverables.  


This provision in no way limits the County’s rights against Consultant either under this Agreement, at law 


or in equity.    


 Government and Other Standards.  


The Consultant will be responsible for designing the Project and conforming the Project Documents it 


prepares in accordance with the following government and other standards (the "Government and Other 


Standards"): applicable federal, state and local laws, statutes, codes, ordinances, rules, regulations, orders 


and other legal requirements which relate to the construction, use and occupancy of the Project, including 


but not limited to zoning, building, environmental and health codes and regulations, site and easement 


restrictions, permit, licensing, certification and accreditation guidelines. 


 Federal or State Funded Projects. 


If the Project is funded in whole or in part with funds from a federal or state grant, the Consultant must 


comply with all the terms and provisions of the federal or state grant award.  A copy of the federal or state 


grant award is incorporated herein and attached (Not Applicable). 


 Government and Other Standards, Conflicts.  


In the event of a conflict between any applicable Government   and Other Standards, the Consultant will 


notify the County and will utilize its best judgment in accordance with the Standard of Care to apply the 


appropriate standard. The provisions of this Section 1.5.7 do not limit the Standard of Care but are 


intended to specifically identify a requirement considered to be included within and required by the 


Standard of Care. Prior to the commencement of construction, the Consultant will certify to the County 


and to such other parties as the County may reasonably request, that on the basis of the Consultant’s best 
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professional judgment the Project Documents conform, and the Project when built in accordance 


therewith will conform, to Government and Other Standards. 


 County Green Building Ordinance. 


Without limiting the generality of the term “Government and Other Standards,” such term will be deemed 


to include the Cook County Green Buildings Ordinance (Cook County Code, Chapter 2, Section 2-6). The 


Consultant will be familiar with such ordinance and with the U.S. Green Building Council’s “LEED” Green 


Building Rating System and will consult with the Project Director to determine to what extent LEED 


principles will be applied in the case of retrofit and renovation projects. Consultant will comply with the 


Green Buildings Ordinance and will incorporate LEED principles into the design of the Project to the extent 


required by such ordinance or determined by the Project Director. 


 Cooperation with Other Consultants.  


The Consultant covenants and agrees to cooperate, and to cause its sub-consultants to cooperate, with 


other consultants who may be retained by the County in conjunction with this Project. 


 Personnel. 


 Qualified Staff; Sufficient Personnel.  


The Consultant will assign and maintain, at all times during the term of this Agreement, a staff of 


competent personnel who are fully qualified to perform the services required by this Agreement, and will 


provide a sufficient number of personnel as is necessary for the performance of services for the timely 


completion of the Project. 


 Adequate Staffing. 


Consultant must, upon receiving a fully executed copy of this Agreement, assign and maintain during the 


term of this Agreement and any extension of it an adequate staff of competent personnel that is fully 


equipped, licensed as appropriate, available as needed, qualified and assigned exclusively to perform the 


Services.  Consultant must include among its staff the Key Personnel and positions as identified below.   


The level of staffing may be revised from time to time by notice in writing from Consultant to the County 


and with written consent of the County, which consent the County will not withhold unreasonably. If the 


County fails to object to the revision within 14 days after receiving the notice, then the revision will be 


considered accepted by the County.    


 Key Personnel.  


The Consultant has provided to the County a list of individuals and their related resumes, including 


individuals affiliated with Subconsultants, whom it will use on the Project, a copy of which is attached as 


Exhibit 3 Key Personnel. The Consultant will set forth on Exhibit 3 a description, in reasonable detail, of 


the assignment, current hourly rate, qualifications, disciplines, areas of expertise and, as applicable, State 


of Illinois license or registration numbers of each of the Key Personnel. Exhibit 8 will also identify those 


Key Personnel who are employees or principals of sub-consultants, setting forth the same information as 


required of its own employees and identifying the sub-consultant with which such individual is affiliated.  


 Change or Reassignment in Staffing.  


The Consultant will not make any change or reassignment of Key Personnel and will not make any change 


to the hourly rates for such personnel, without prior written notice to and prior written acceptance by the 


County. If the County fails to object to the revision within 14 days after receiving the notice, then the 


revision will be considered accepted by the County.  In the case that any of the Key Personnel will not at 


any time be able to perform his or her assigned function as described in this Agreement, the Consultant 
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will promptly give written notice thereof to the County and furnish an alternate individual in replacement 


of any such Key Personnel which alternate individual will be acceptable to the County and will thereafter 


be subject, as one of the Key Personnel, to the provisions of this Section 1.6. Personnel. 


 County Request to Remove Key Personnel.   


The County may, at any time, give written notice to the Consultant requesting the removal of any of the 


Key Personnel or any of the Consultant's other assigned personnel from the Project. Upon receipt of such 


notice, the Consultant will forthwith remove such Key Personnel or other assigned personnel and furnish 


to the County other acceptable personnel, which personnel will thereafter be subject to the provisions of 


this Section 1.6 Personnel.  


 Payment of Salaries and Wages.  


Consultant and Subconsultants must pay all salaries and wages due all employees performing Services 


under this Agreement unconditionally and at least once a month without deduction or rebate on any 


account, except only for those payroll deductions that are mandatory by law or are permitted under 


applicable law and regulations.  If in the performance of this Agreement Consultant underpays any such 


salaries or wages, the Comptroller for the County may withhold, out of payments due to Consultant, an 


amount sufficient to pay to employees underpaid the difference between the salaries or wages required 


to be paid under this Agreement and the salaries or wages actually paid these employees for the total 


number of hours worked.  The amounts withheld may be disbursed by the Comptroller for and on account 


of Consultant to the respective employees to whom they are due.  The parties acknowledge that this 


Section 1.6.6 is solely for the benefit of the County and that it does not grant any third-party beneficiary 


rights. Whenever any such funds are withheld by the County, the Consultant will be entitled to have that 


decision reviewed pursuant to the provisions of Section 10.1 Presentation of Dispute.   


 Subcontracts or Assignment of Contract or Contract Funds. 


Once awarded, this Contract shall not be subcontracted or assigned, in whole or in part, without the 


advance written approval of the Chief Procurement Officer, which approval shall be granted or withheld 


at the sole discretion of the Chief Procurement Officer.  In no case, however, shall such approval relieve 


the Consultant from its obligations or change the terms of the Contract. The Consultant shall not transfer 


or assign any Contract funds or any interest therein due or to become due without the advance written 


approval of the Chief Procurement Officer. The unauthorized subcontracting or assignment of the 


Contract, in whole or in part, or the unauthorized transfer or assignment of any Contract funds, either in 


whole or in part, or any interest therein, which shall be due or are to become due the Consultant shall 


have no effect on the County and are null and void.  Prior to the commencement of the Contract, the 


Consultant shall identify in writing to the Chief Procurement Officer the names of any and all 


Subcontractors it intends to use in the performance of the Contract by completing the Identification of 


Subcontractor/Supplier/ Subconsultant Form (“ISF”).  The Chief Procurement Officer shall have the right 


to disapprove any Subcontractor.  All Subcontractors shall be subject to the terms of this Contract.  


Consultant shall incorporate into all subcontracts all of the provisions of the Contract which affect such 


subcontract. Copies of subcontracts shall be provided to the Chief Procurement Officer upon request.  The 


Consultant must disclose the name and business address of each Subcontractor, attorney, lobbyist, 


accountant, consultant and any other person or entity whom the Consultant has retained or expects to 


retain in connection with the Matter, as well as the nature of the relationship, and the total amount of 


the fees paid or estimated to be paid. The Consultant is required to disclose employees who have been 


identified as Key Personnel in Section 1.6.3 Key Personnel; and who are paid or estimated to be paid 
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through the Sub Consultant’s regular payroll.  The Consultant is not required to disclose other employees 


who are paid or estimated to be paid. The Consultant is not required to disclose other employees who are 


paid or estimated to be paid solely through the Subconsultant’s regular payroll.  “Lobbyist” means any 


person or entity who undertakes to influence any legislation or administrative action on behalf of any 


person or entity other than: (1) a not-for-profit entity, on an unpaid basis, or (2), himself.  “Lobbyist” also 


means any person or entity any part of whose duties as an employee of another includes undertaking to 


influence any legislative or administrative action.  If the Consultant is uncertain whether a disclosure is 


required under this Section 1.7, the Consultant must either ask the County whether disclosure is required 


or make the disclosure. The County reserves the right to prohibit any person from entering any County 


facility for any reason.  All Consultants and Subcontractor of the Consultant shall be accountable to the 


Chief Procurement Officer or his designee while on any County property and shall abide by all rules and 


regulations imposed by the County. 


 No Release by Acceptance of Work.  


Neither the County’s right to review the work of the Consultant, nor the County’s acceptance or 


approval of the Consultant's work, will (i) be construed as a release or waiver of the Consultant; or (ii) 


excuse the Consultant from the performance of its duties and obligations under this Agreement; or (iii) 


serve as the basis of a claim, defense or counterclaim by the Consultant in any judicial, administrative or 


other proceeding arising out of or in connection with this Agreement. 


 


 Defense of Claims. 


The Consultant will cooperate with the County and provide all such professional services of the 


Consultant as may be necessary or required by the County in defending any and all claims against the 


County which, as reasonably determined by the County, relate in any way to alleged errors or omissions 


of, or alleged failure to perform the services of this Agreement, by the Consultant. If it is determined 


that any such claim arose out of negligent errors or omissions of the Consultant or any of its sub-


consultants, such services will be without additional compensation to the Consultant, its employees, 


agents and subconsultants.  These provisions are in addition to the requirements from indemnification 


described in Article 5. 


 


 Conflict of Interest. 


The Consultant covenants that it, and to the best of its knowledge its Subconsultants, presently have no 


economic or financial interest and will not acquire any economic or financial interest, direct or indirect, in 


any project which would conflict in any manner or degree with the performance of its services hereunder. 


The Consultant further covenants that it, and to the best of its knowledge its Subconsultants in the 


performance of this Agreement no person having any such economic or financial interest will be employed. 


The Consultant agrees to inform the County on a timely basis of all of the Consultant 's economic or financial 


interests, if any, which are or which the Consultant reasonably believes may be incompatible with any 


interest of the County. The Consultant and its Subconsultants will not use for personal gain or make other 


improper use of privileged information which is acquired in connection with its services under this 


Agreement. In this connection, the term "privileged information" includes, but is not limited to, Design 


Development Documents, unpublished information relating to technological and scientific development, 


medical, personnel or security records of individuals, anticipated material requirements or pricing actions, 


and knowledge of selection of contractors and Subconsultants in advance of official announcement. No 


officer, agent or employee of the County is employed by Consultant or has a economic or financial interest 
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directly or indirectly in this Agreement or the compensation to be paid under this Agreement except as may 


be permitted in writing by the County’s Ethics Ordinance. No payment, gratuity or offer of employment will 


be made in connection with this Agreement by or on behalf of any Subconsultants to the Consultant or 


anyone associated with them, as an inducement for the award of a subcontract or order. No member of the 


governing body of the County or other unit of government and no other officer, employee or agent of the 


County or other unit of government who exercises any functions or responsibilities in connection with the 


Services to which this Agreement pertains is permitted to have any economic or financial interest, direct or 


indirect, in this Agreement. No member of or delegate to the Congress of the United States or the Illinois 


General Assembly and no Commissioner of the Cook County Board or County employee is allowed to be 


admitted to any share or part of this Agreement or to any financial benefit to arise from it. 


 Consultant's Work Restrictions. 


The Consultant, and its Subconsultants are expressly prohibited and restricted from serving as a general 


contractor or subcontractor in any other aspect of the Project, including but not limited to serving as a 


construction manager or general contractor for the Project, and serving as a subcontractor or prime 


contractor for the construction manager or general contractor. 


 Consultant's Promotional Materials.  


The Consultant will not include representations of the design of the Project in the Consultant's 


promotional and professional materials without the express prior written consent of the County, which 


may be granted or withheld in the County’s sole discretion. The Consultant's materials will not include the 


County’s confidential or proprietary information. 


 


 Compliance with Laws and Cooperation with Inspector General.  


The Consultant will observe and comply with the laws, ordinances, regulations and codes of the Federal, 


State, County and other local government agencies which may in any manner affect the performance of 


this Agreement including, but not limited to, those County Ordinances set forth in the Certifications 


attached hereto and incorporated herein. Assurance of compliance with this requirement by the 


Consultant 's employees, agents and Subconsultants will be the responsibility of the Consultant. The 


Consultant Subcontractor, licensees, grantees or persons or businesses who have a County contract, 


grant, license, or certification of eligibility for County contracts shall abide by all of the applicable 


provisions of the Office of the Independent Inspector General Ordinance (Section 2-281 et. seq. of the 


Cook County Code of Ordinances). Failure to cooperate as required may result in monetary and/or other 


penalties. The Consultant shall secure and pay for all federal, state and local licenses, permits and fees 


required hereunder. 


 Lobbyist Ordinance and Use of Federal Funds.  


The Consultant will take notice of the County Lobbyist Registration Ordinance, Chapter 2, Article VII, 


Division 3, Subdivision II and will comply with all the provisions therein. The Consultant will not, under 


circumstances which might reasonably be interpreted as an attempt to influence the recipient in the 


conduct of its duties, accept any gratuity or special favors from individuals or organizations with whom 


the Consultant is doing business or proposing to do business, in accomplishing the services under this 


Agreement. If any federal funds are to be used to compensate or reimburse the Consultant under this 


Agreement, the Consultant represents that it is and will remain in compliance with federal restrictions 


on lobbying set forth in Section 319 of the Department of the Interior and Related Agencies 


Appropriations Act for Fiscal year 1990, 31 U.S.C. § 1352, and related rules and regulations set forth at 
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54 Fed. Reg. 52,309 ff. (1989), as amended. If federal funds are to be used, the Consultant will execute a 


Certification Regarding Lobbying, which will be provided by the County. 


 Accident Reports.  


The Project Director and Chief Procurement Officer will be given immediate written notification of any 


occurrence, on the site or otherwise, which pertains in any way to this Agreement and involves the 


Consultant's own personnel, or those of any of its sub-consultants whether said occurrence be in the 


nature of bodily injury to employees or third parties or property damage. The report will include the 


name of person(s) injured, name of his or her employer, date, time and location of occurrence, extent of 


injury and/or damage, name(s) of eyewitnesses, and who treated such person(s) for injuries sustained, 


and such other information as may be relevant. The local police will be notified by the Consultant of any 


occurrence requiring an official police record. The accident report will indicate whether the police were 


notified and, if so, the number of the police report. 


 Use of Premises. 


The Consultant will confer with the County to ascertain full knowledge of all rules and regulations of the 


County facilities relative to this Agreement and will comply therewith. The Consultant will confine the 


operations of its employees, agents and subcontractors to the limits indicated by laws, ordinances, 


permits and/or direction of the Project Director and will not unreasonably or unnecessarily encumber 


the premises with materials or debris. The County reserves the right to prohibit any person from 


entering a County facility for any reason. All contractors and subcontractors of the Consultant will be 


accountable to the Project Director while on the County's property and will abide by all security 


regulations imposed by the County. The Consultant will not load or permit any part of the structure to 


be loaded with weight that will endanger the structure's safety.  The County reserves the right to 


prohibit any person from entering any County facility for any reason. 


  Patents, Copyrights and Licenses. 


If applicable, Consultant shall furnish the Chief Procurement Officer with all licenses required for the 


County to utilize any software, including firmware or middleware, provided by Consultant as part of the 


Deliverables.  Such licenses shall be clearly marked with a reference to the number of this County Contract.  


Consultant shall also furnish a copy of such licenses to the Chief Procurement Officer. Unless otherwise 


stated in these Contract documents, such licenses shall be perpetual and shall not limit the number of 


persons who may utilize the software on behalf of the County.  


Consultant agrees to hold harmless and indemnify the County, its officers, agents, employees and affiliates 


from and defend, as permitted by Illinois law, at its own expense (including reasonable attorneys', 


accountants' and consultants' fees), any suit or proceeding brought against County based upon a claim 


that the ownership and/or use of equipment, hardware and software or any part thereof provided to the 


County or utilized in performing Consultant's services constitutes an infringement of any patent, copyright 


or license or any other property right.  


In the event the use of any equipment, hardware or software or any part thereof is enjoined, Consultant 


with all reasonable speed and due diligence shall provide or otherwise secure for County, at the 


Consultant's election, one of the following: the right to continue use of the equipment, hardware or 


software; an equivalent system having the Specifications as provided in this Contract; or Consultant shall 


modify the system or its component parts so that they become non-infringing while performing in a 


substantially similar manner to the original system, meeting the requirements of this Contract. 
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 Examination of Records and Audits. 


The Consultant agrees that the Cook County Auditor or any of its duly authorized representatives shall, 


until expiration of three (3) years after the final payment under the Contract, have access and the right to 


examine any books, documents, papers, canceled checks, bank statements, purveyor's and other invoices, 


and records of the Consultant related to the Contract, or to Consultant's compliance with any term, 


condition or provision thereof.  The Consultant shall be responsible for establishing and maintaining 


records sufficient to document the costs associated with performance under the terms of this Contract.   


The Consultant further agrees that it shall include in all of its subcontracts hereunder a provision to the 


effect that the Subcontractor agrees that the Cook County Auditor or any of its duly authorized 


representatives shall, until expiration of three (3) years after final payment under the subcontract, have 


access and the right to examine any books, documents, papers, canceled checks, bank statements, 


purveyor's and other invoices and records of such Subcontractor involving transactions relating to the 


subcontract, or to such Subcontractor compliance with any term, condition or provision thereunder or 


under the Contract. 


In the event the Consultant receives payment under the Contract, reimbursement for which is later 


disallowed by the County, the Consultant shall promptly refund the disallowed amount to the County on 


request, or at the County's option, the County may credit the amount disallowed from the next payment 


due or to become due to the Consultant under any contract with the County. 


To the extent this Contract pertains to Deliverables which may be reimbursable under the Medicaid or 


Medicare Programs, Consultant shall retain and make available upon request, for a period of four (4) years 


after furnishing services pursuant to this Agreement, the contract, books, documents and records which 


are necessary to certify the nature and extent of the costs of such services if requested by the Secretary 


of Health and Human Services or the Comptroller General of the United States or any of their duly 


authorized representatives.   


If Consultant carries out any of its duties under the Agreement through a subcontract with a related 


organization involving a value of cost of $10,000.00 or more over a 12 month period, Consultant will cause 


such subcontract to contain a clause to the effect that, until the expiration of four years after the 


furnishing of any service pursuant to said subcontract, the related organization will make available upon 


request of the Secretary of Health and Human Services or the Comptroller General of the United States 


or any of their duly authorized representatives, copies of said subcontract and any books, documents, 


records and other data of said related organization that are necessary to certify the nature and extent of 


such costs.  This paragraph relating to the retention and production of documents is included because of 


possible application of Section 1861(v)(1)(I) of the Social Security Act to this Agreement. If Section 


1861(v)(1)(I) of the Social Security Act should be found to be inapplicable, then this paragraph shall be 


deemed inoperative and without force and effect. 


 SERVICES 


The Consultant’s Services consist of all those services described in this Article 2. 


 Deliverables; Project Documents.  


In carrying out its Services, Consultant must prepare or provide to the County various Deliverables. 


"Deliverables" or “Project Documents” include work product, such as written reviews, recommendations, 


reports and analyses, preliminary or final design documents, including drawings, specifications, or related 
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materials, produced by Consultant for the County.  The County may reject Deliverables that do not include 


relevant information or data, or do not include all documents or other materials specified in this 


Agreement or reasonably necessary for the purpose for which the County made this Agreement or for 


which the County intends to use the Deliverables.  If the County determines that Consultant has failed to 


comply with the foregoing standards, it has 30 days from the discovery to notify Consultant of its failure.  


If Consultant does not correct the failure, if it is possible to do so, within 30 days after receipt of notice 


from the County specifying the failure, then the County, by written notice, may treat the failure as a 


default of this Agreement under Article 9. 


Partial or incomplete Deliverables may be accepted for review only when required for a specific and well-


defined purpose and when consented to in advance by the County.  Such Deliverables will not be 


considered as satisfying the requirements of this Agreement and partial or incomplete Deliverables in no 


way relieve Consultant of its commitments under this Agreement. 


 Maintenance. 


During the performance of this Agreement, the Consultant will assemble and maintain such Project 


Documents in good order, at the office of the Consultant as designated and located by the County and the 


County will have full access to same. The County and its designees shall be afforded full access to the 


Documents and the work at all times. The Consultant will be responsible for the restoration or 


replacement of same in the event of any loss or damage. At the conclusion of the Consultant's 


performance of this Agreement, the Consultant will transmit such Project Documents to the County at a 


place designated by the County. 


 Project Documents Corrections/Revisions. 


The Consultant will promptly, upon notice or discovery, make necessary revisions or corrections of errors, 


ambiguities or omissions in the Project Documents. Acceptance of the Project Documents by the County 


will not relieve the Consultant of responsibility for subsequent corrections of its errors or omissions or for 


the clarification of any ambiguities in the Project Documents.  


 Submittals/Deliverables. 


Any and all document submissions/deliverables required to be produced by the Consultant pursuant to 


this Agreement will be delivered to the Project Director or such individuals as designated by the Project 


Director. The Consultant will, as a part of its Services and not as Reimbursable Expenses, submit six (6) 


hard copies and one (1) copy in PDF format of written report-type submissions/deliverables. As part of 


Services and not as Reimbursable Expenses, the Consultant will submit six (6) hard copies, one 1) copy in 


PDF format and one (1) copy in original dwg or other format of all drawing-type submissions/deliverables. 


If more than the required six (6) hard copies of submissions/deliverables described in this Section 2.1.3 


are requested by the County, then only such additional copies will be reimbursed as Reimbursable 


Expenses, if submitted in accordance with Section 6.3. Compensation for Reimbursable Expenses. Where 


approval or acceptance is required on the part of the County of such submission/deliverable, the Project 


Director will, in accordance with Section 4.1 County’s Responsibilities, be responsible for notifying the 


Consultant whether such submission deliverable is accepted or approved by the County. The County 


reserves the right to revise these procedures, as it deems necessary. Any such revisions will be effective 


upon receipt of written notice thereof from the County to the Consultant. 
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 Specific Requirements for Correction of Documents not in Conformity with Government 


and Other Standards. 


Where the Project Documents prepared by the Consultant are not in conformity with the Government 


and Other Standards in existence at the time of issuance of a building permit, the Consultant will modify 


the Project Documents at no additional charge to the County. The Consultant will promptly notify the 


County in writing if any of the Project Documents need to be modified to be in compliance with 


Government and Other Standards currently in existence or adopted at any time prior to the issuance of 


all permits, approvals, licenses, accreditation and certifications needed for the construction, use and 


occupancy of the Project. The Consultant will also promptly notify the County in writing of any conflicts 


between the Government and Other Standards applicable to the construction, use and occupancy of the 


Project and its proposed resolutions of such conflicts. 


 Project Documents, Ownership. 


All documents, data, studies, drawings, specifications, CAD files, meeting minutes, schedules, notices, 


logs, supplemental information and reports, and any revisions or additions to any of the foregoing 


prepared or received pursuant to this Agreement by the Consultant, its subcontractors, agents and 


employees (the "Project Documents") will, upon the preparation thereof and at all times and in all events 


thereafter, be the property of the County; provided, however, that standard design details and 


specifications created prior to the date of this Agreement and not unique to the Project (the “Excluded 


Project Documents”) will remain the property of the Consultant, subject to an irrevocable license which 


is hereby granted to the County for full use and enjoyment of the Excluded Project Documents for any 


purpose for one hundred years or as long as the Project is in existence. For the purposes hereof, this 


Agreement constitutes a Bill of Sale from the Consultant and all of its sub-consultants in favor of the 


County for the Project Documents (other than the Excluded Project Documents). The Consultant, for itself 


and for and on behalf of its subcontractors, agents and employees, does hereby sell, assign and transfer 


to the County absolutely free and clear of all liens, interests, claims and encumbrances, all such Project 


Documents as and when prepared or received, subject only to a license in favor of the Consultant, its 


subcontractors, agents and employees to use the same in the performance of their duties and obligations 


under this Agreement. 


 Failure to Comply. 


The County may reject Deliverables that do not include relevant information or data, or do not include all 


documents or other materials specified in this Agreement or reasonably necessary for the purpose for 


which the County made this Agreement or for which the County intends to use the Deliverables.  If the 


County determines that Consultant has failed to comply with the foregoing standards, it has 30 days from 


the discovery to notify Consultant of its failure.  If Consultant does not correct the failure, if it is possible 


to do so, within 30 days after receipt of notice from the County specifying the failure, then the County, by 


written notice, may treat the failure as a default of this Agreement under Article 11. 


 Confidentiality and Ownership of Documents. 


The Consultant acknowledges and agrees that information obtained as a result of this Agreement is 


confidential and will not be disclosed, directly, indirectly or by implication, or be used by the Consultant 


in any way, whether during the term of this Agreement or at any time thereafter, except solely as required 


in the course of the Consultant's performance of services hereunder, or under compulsion of law. In the 


event the Consultant has been served with a subpoena or request for documents filed in any action in any 


court or administrative agency in connection with the execution, negotiation or implementation of this 
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Agreement, the Consultant will give prompt and timely notice to the County so that the County will have 


an opportunity to contest such subpoena or request for documents unless such notice cannot be provided 


because of a court order issued by a court of competent jurisdiction. The Consultant will comply with the 


applicable privacy laws and regulations affecting the County and will not disclose any of the County’s 


records, materials, or other data to any third party, other than its attorneys or other individuals within 


the Consultant's related business entities who have a need to know and who agree in advance not to 


make further disclosure. The Consultant will not have the right to distribute statistical analyses and reports 


utilizing data derived from information or data obtained from the County without the prior written 


approval of County, other than to its attorneys or other individuals within the Consultant's related 


business entities who have a need to know and who agree in advance not to make further disclosure. In 


the event such approval is given, any such reports published and distributed by the Consultant will be 


furnished to the County without charge. 


All documents, data, studies, reports, work product or product created as a result of the performance of 


the Contract (the “Documents”) shall be included in the Deliverables and shall be the property of the 


County of Cook.  It shall be a breach of this Contract for the Consultant to reproduce or use any 


documents, data, studies, reports, work product or product obtained from the County of Cook or any 


Documents created hereby, whether such reproduction or use is for Consultant’s own purposes or for 


those of any third party. During the performance of the Contract Consultant shall be responsible of any 


loss or damage to the Documents while they are in Consultant’s possession, and any such loss or damage 


shall be restored at the expense of the Consultant. The County and its designees shall be afforded full 


access to the Documents and the work at all times. 


 Cost Loaded Schedule. 


 Cost Loaded Schedule. 


The Consultant will, within 14 days after the Effective Date, prepare and submit to the County for its 


review and acceptance the Cost Loaded Schedule. The Consultant will update the Cost Loaded Schedule 


quarterly or when requested by the County; provided, however, that any changes in the Cost Loaded 


Schedule shown in such update will not become effective unless and until such changes are first approved 


by the County.  


 Monthly Progress Reports. 


Throughout the term of this Agreement, the Consultant will prepare monthly progress reports which 


relate to the complete Project status. The monthly progress reports will include such records and 


information are requested by the County, but will include, as a minimum, the following: (a) executive 


summary; (b) updated site plan and photos; (c) the most recently accepted Schedule for the Project; (d) 


status of compliance with Government and Other Standards, and an updated copy of the checklist 


described in Section 2.7 Checklist of Government and Other Standards; (e) activities completed since the 


last report; (f) items pending since the last report (g) projected progress; (h) outstanding decisions 


required from others; (i) change order summary; (j) a lien claim summary; (k) a list of known defects and 


status of corrections taken; (l) a list of any known problems that may have a material, adverse impact on 


the design, construction or cost of the Project; and (l) and all matters of which the Consultant believes 


the County should be aware. Monthly progress reports will be provided to the County once a month and 


no later than seven (7) days after the end of the calendar month considered in such report. Monthly 


Progress Reports may not contain more than one month in a report. 
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 Budget. 


 General. 


The County has developed a Budget which establishes the cost quality standards for the Project. The 


County reserves the right to modify the Budget from time to time. 


 Notifications and Recommendations. 


Should the Consultant determine that the Project cannot be accomplished within the Budget approved 


by the County, the Consultant will promptly notify the County, in writing with sufficient detail and with 


explanation of the reasons therefore, together with recommendations representing the best judgment of 


the Consultant, so that the Project scope in relation to Budget can be reviewed and modified as necessary 


at the direction of the County. 


 Statement of Probable Cost. 


Prior to commencement of the Schematic Design Phase, the Consultant will prepare and submit for the 


County’s review, a preliminary Statement of Probable Cost based on available information, including, 


without limitation, design objectives and the Budget. 


 Detailed Cost Estimates. 


Unless noted otherwise within Exhibit 2 Scope of Services, the Consultant will prepare detailed cost 


estimates and, based on the cost estimates, update its Statement of Probable Cost at the completion of 


the following stages: (a) completion of 100% Schematic Design Phase; (b) completion of 50% Design 


Development Phase; (c) completion of 100% Design Development Phase; (d) completion of 50% Contract 


Documents; (e) completion of 95% Contract Documents; and (f) completion of 100% Contract Documents.  


 Coordination with Other Professionals. 


The Consultant will coordinate with the County’s other design and engineering professionals hired for the 


Project whose services are not included in the scope of Services for the Consultant. 


 Presentations. 


The Consultant will be responsible for attending and making presentations at various meetings, including 


County Board, County committee and community group meetings, in order to inform and advise County 


officials and the public on the status of the Project. 


 Phasing. 


The Consultant will advise the County concerning the advisability and feasibility of separating the Project 


into various phases of work and the advisability and feasibility of the County’s assignment of any portion 


of the construction of the Project to the County’s own forces.  


 Checklist of Government and Other Standards. Prior to the commencement 


of the Schematic Design Phase. 


The Consultant will identify all governmental agencies having statutory or regulatory authority over the 


Project and prepare a checklist of Government and Other Standards, including all permits and approvals 


required for the completion of the Project, which relate to the construction, use and occupancy of the 


Project. The Consultant will provide such checklist to the County, and will update the checklist during the 


course of the Project. 


 Preliminary Permit Approvals.  


While it is the responsibility of the appropriate Contractor to obtain building permits required for this 


Project, it is the responsibility of the Consultant to obtain written approvals from the appropriate 
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governmental authorities, including but not limited to building departments and fire department or 


marshals, to the extent such written approvals are issued by such authorities, reflecting that the Project 


Documents satisfy local codes and ordinances, and have been approved for issuance of required permits. 


Written approvals required by this Section 2.7.1 must be secured and transmitted to the County prior to 


the Bidding/Negotiation Phase. 


 Assistance with Permits.  


The Consultant will assist the County and its consultants and Contractor in the obtaining of all necessary 


permits and approvals for the Project. In connection therewith, the Consultant will: (a) for the approval 


of the County, prepare or make changes to such Project Documents as are needed to obtain all permits, 


approvals, licenses, accreditation and certifications needed for the Project and the construction, use and 


occupancy of the Project; (b) assist the County in connection with the County’s responsibility for filing 


documents required for the issuance of such permits, approvals, licenses, accreditation and certifications; 


and (c) as requested by the County, attend and participate at hearings before such governmental 


authorities and other agencies as may be needed to obtain such permits, approvals, licenses, accreditation 


and certifications. The Consultant's responsibilities under this Section 2.7.2 will continue throughout the 


term of this Agreement. For Projects sited in the City of Chicago, the Consultant will have additional 


responsibilities as to building permits, which are specifically outlined in Section 2.7.1 Preliminary Permit 


Approvals. 


 Project Schedule. 


Prior to the commencement of the Schematic Design Phase, the Consultant will prepare and submit for 


the County's review and approval, a Schedule for all related management, design, construction and other 


Project activities. The reflection of construction activities and durations will be preliminary, since the 


Contractor, once the Contract is awarded, will be submitting a construction schedule for review and 


approval by Consultant and County. 


 Milestones.   


Milestones. The Schedule will identify key Project Milestones, durations and completion dates and will 


address appropriate County review periods. The Consultant will prepare refinements, with reasonable 


explanation therefore, of its Schedule detailing and coordinating component elements of design 


responsibility as well as other aspects of Project related activities. 


 Other Specific Schedule Requirements. 


The Consultant will prepare the Schedule so that it: (a) includes adequate allowances for the County’s 


review of the Consultant's work and for such governmental, regulatory and accrediting agency approvals 


as may be required in connection with the Project; (b) is consistent with building design and 


construction industry customs and practices in and about Cook County, Illinois and with the County’s 


practices and procedures; and (c) is consistent with the other schedules developed and accepted by the 


County for this Project. 


 Adherence to Schedule.  


Time limits established by the Schedule will not, except for reasonable cause or following written 


approval, which approval will not be unreasonably withheld, be exceeded by the Consultant or the 


County. The Consultant's services will be performed in accordance with the Schedule and as 


expeditiously as is consistent with the Standard of Care and the orderly progress of the Work. Once the 


Contractor’s Time Schedule is approved, the Time Schedule will govern the construction activities of the 
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Project, and the Consultant will utilize the Time Schedule in administering the Contract Documents 


during the construction phase. From and after approval of the Time Schedule, references in this 


Agreement to the “Schedule” will be deemed to refer to the Time Schedule. The Consultant is not 


responsible for updated the Time Schedule, but will review updates and advise the County on updates 


to the Time Schedule. 


 Notice of Failure to Adhere to Schedule.  


Once the Schedule and the Time Schedule are approved by the County, it is the responsibility of the 


Consultant to promptly notify the County of any failure of strict adherence to the Schedule or the Time 


Schedule by any party or entity. The Consultant will promptly notify the County of any conditions, 


events or the occurrence of any other known matter which has or may cause a delay in the Schedule or 


the Time Schedule. 


 Notification of Milestones.  


Seven (7) days prior to each Milestone within the Schedule or the Time Schedule, the Consultant will 


notify the County of the Consultant’s opinion, based upon information available at the time, whether 


such Milestone will be met and if Consultant believes such Milestone cannot or will not be met, the 


nature of the delay, the cause of the delay and whether such delay will affect the Schedule. Failure to 


comply with this Section 2.8.5 will waive the Consultant's right to seek additional compensation in the 


event of any delay in the Project. 


 Submittals.  


Unless otherwise directed by the County, the Consultant will submit all milestone submittals required 


for the Project complete and in an organized format. Partial submittals will not be accepted. 


Notwithstanding any milestone submittal date accepted by the County, the actual submittal date will be 


when all required documents for the submittal are received by the County. 


 Program Phase. 


The Consultant will provide professional Program services to develop a Program for review for approval 


by the County and will perform its services in compliance therewith. 


 Review Project Requirements.  


The Consultant will review the needs and requirements of the Project based on site investigations and 


any available information provided by the County and will obtain and review such additional information 


which the Consultant deems necessary or useful in the performance of its duties and obligations under 


this Agreement. The Consultant will coordinate and conduct interviews with designated representatives 


from the User Agencies under the auspices of the Department of Capital Planning and & Policy. During 


this phase, the Consultant will gather and compile all relevant data required to set forth the objectives 


for the design of the Project. This will include but not be limited to number and type of users, net and 


gross space analyses, an itemization of rooms required, their sizes and function, technical, MEP, HVAC, 


IT, telecommunications, security, equipment, energy usage and requirements, LEED, sustainability, other 


green objectives, special challenges, limitations and all other necessary criteria and requirements of the 


Project. The Consultant will organize the results into a comprehensive Program, including relationship 


and flow diagrams and include an estimate of probable cost with the 100% Program Phase Report. 
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 Information to Be Provided by County.  


The County will provide the Consultant with the relevant documentation and information pertaining to 


the Project that the County has in its possession to facilitate the Consultant's review of Project needs 


and requirements and will reasonably cooperate with the Consultant with respect to such review.  


 Site Visits.  


The Consultant will have the appropriate personnel perform such site visits to the Project site as are 


necessary such that the Consultant and Subconsultants become thoroughly familiar with the Project site 


and its surroundings and make all reasonable efforts to verify the accuracy of any County "as-built" 


drawings related to the Consultant's work. In the event such "as-built" drawings do not exist, the 


Consultant will make all reasonable efforts to determine existing site conditions, including requirements 


for asbestos removal and abatement plans. Invasive investigations (above and beyond any such 


investigations) included in Services pursuant to Section 2.9.4 Recommend Additional Studies will not be 


required unless recommended by the Consultant and accepted by the County. 


 Recommend Additional Studies.  


In connection with such site visits, the Consultant will correlate its observations with all the 


requirements of this Agreement and determine whether any studies not already specified as part of the 


Consultant’s Services, including, without limitation, soil, environmental, flood plain, utility and traffic 


analyses, and any surveys and title searches are required by law or by the requirements of the Project 


and will advise the County in writing of its determination.   


 Consultant Responsible for Adequate Investigation.  


Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Agreement and without limitation on any 


other rights and remedies of the County, the Consultant will be obligated at its cost and expense to 


revise any document prepared by the Consultant, its subcontractors, agents or employees for the 


Project if the matters covered by such revisions could and should reasonably have been discovered by 


the Consultant in the performance and observance of its services under this Agreement. 


 Consultant’s Statement of Scope.  


The Consultant will confirm in writing its understanding of the scope of the Project, analyze all potential 


issues and provide a statement that the information provided by the County and obtained by the 


Consultant from other sources is complete enough to begin design services, and if such information is 


not complete enough, the Consultant will identify and procure obtain any information necessary to 


enable the Consultant to begin design services. In the event the Consultant is unable to procure obtain 


the information it requires to commence design services or the cost to procure obtain such information 


is excessive, the Consultant will advise the County of such facts and the County may either procure such 


information for the Consultant or direct the Consultant to proceed without such information if the 


County deems that such information is non-essential. Such review will be submitted to the County in the 


form of a written report which will include, among other things, a detailed identification of the 


information relied upon by the Consultant, and will be submitted to the County within 30 days after the 


Effective Date of this Agreement. 


 Program Analysis Report.  


The Program Analysis Report will serve as a basis for the design logistics of the Project. The Consultant 


will, after consultation with the County and based on the program development described in Section 


2.9. Program Phase, determine design objectives, flexibility, expandability, limitations and design 
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criteria. The Consultant will prepare, for review and approval by the County, a Program Analysis Report 


containing the recommended Project criteria supplemented by all other information deemed necessary 


by the Consultant and the County to form a complete basis for the Project design logistics. The 


Consultant will upon notice from the County correct any weaknesses and inconsistencies in the Program 


Analysis Report as it relates to the Project and submit a revised report.  


 Conditional Approval of the Program Analysis Report.  


The Consultant will obtain the County’s conditional approval for the Program Analysis Report prior to 


proceeding to the Schematic Design Phase. Failure to do so will not relieve the Consultant from any 


responsibility or revision required for this service. The Program Analysis Report will not constitute or be 


construed to be a system design of any type and the acceptance and approval of a Program Analysis 


Report by the County will not constitute an approval of such. 


  Schematic Design Phase. 


 Schematic Design Documents. 


The Schematic Design Phase will explore the most reasonable alternative design solutions. The 


Schematic Design will establish the general scope, conceptual design, scale and relationships of the 


Project components. Based on the approved Program, Schedule and Budget, the Consultant will prepare 


rough plans showing the general arrangement of rooms systems components, other spaces identified in 


the approved Program Analysis Report and of the building on the site (the “Schematic Design 


Documents”) for review and approval by the County at 50% completion and 100% completion. As part of 


Services and at no additional charge to the County, the Consultant will prepare such revisions to the 


Schematic Design Documents as the County may request. The Schematic Design Documents will also 


specifically address any phasing requirements of the Project, and the planning will be directed to 


minimizing both construction and operating costs. Provide a cover letter shall be provided with each set 


up updated drawings and specifications to identify what additions, revisions and deletions have been 


made from the previous submittal. 


 Preliminary Circulation Plan.  


The Consultant will develop a preliminary Circulation Plan which sets forth the access, delivery and 


removal and storage of materials on the Project site for ingress and egress. The Consultant will provide 


Schematic design phase services as required for the preliminary development of the Circulation Plan. 


 Weekly Schematic Design Meetings.  


The Consultant will schedule and conduct weekly schematic design review meetings and other meetings 


as needed with the County and such of the County’s consultants as appropriate, and will provide 


minutes of all such meetings to all participants within five days of each meeting. Times, dates and 


locations of meetings will be subject to approval by the County. 


 Continuation of Information Gathering.  


The Consultant will continue to meet and consult with the County for purposes of developing and 


obtaining information deemed necessary for preparation of the Schematic Design Documents and to 


inform the County of the status and progress of such Schematic Design Documents. 


 Alternative Approaches; 50% Schematic Design.  


Unless noted otherwise, the Consultant will provide to the County, a minimum of three (3) alternative 


conceptual approaches to the design and construction of the Project for the County’s review and 
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selection.  The Consultant will revise the selected concept as requested by the County where such 


concept requires refinement to meet the Program needs. Such requests may be made for any purpose 


including, but not limited to, design considerations, constructability, value engineering and scheduling 


considerations. The Consultant will provide additional alternative approaches without additional 


remuneration where the selected concept does not meet the Program needs. The final concept which 


will include preliminary circulation will comprise the 50% Schematic Design Documents. 


 100% Schematic Design.  


Upon the County’s conditional approval of the 50% Schematic Design documents the Consultant will 


prepare the 100% Schematic Design Documents which will further refine the general arrangements and  


 Update Detailed Cost Estimates.  


The Consultant will update its Statement of Probable Cost at the completion of 100% Schematic Design 


Phase, in accordance with Section 2.3.4 Detailed Cost Estimates. 


 Continuation of Schematic Design Services.  


The Consultant's responsibilities under this Schematic Design Phase will continue through the end of the 


Bidding/Negotiation Phase. Should it become apparent during a later phase, up to and including the 


Bidding/Negotiation Phase that an error or omission was made by the Consultant during this phase, the 


Consultant will provide all corrections required to all documents without further remuneration from the 


County. 


 Conditional Approval of Schematic Design Phases.  


The Consultant will obtain the County’s conditional approval for the 50% Schematic Design submittal 


prior to proceeding to the 100% Schematic Design phase and approval for the 100% Schematic Design 


submittal prior to proceeding to the Design Development. The Schematic Design Phase is intended to 


establish the general layout, scales, components and their relationships as enumerated in this Section 


2.10 Schematic Design Phase and generally established industry practice. The County’s review and 


conditional approval of Schematic Design concepts will not constitute or be construed to be an 


acceptance or approval of any specific system design.   


 Design Development Phase. 


During the Design Development Phase, the Consultant will expand upon and develop the approved 


Schematic Design concept. 


 Design Development Documents. 


The Consultant will develop detailed drawings the (“Design Development Documents”) illustrating the 


components and other aspects of the proposed design including phasing, site circulation plans and other 


logistics affecting the Project. The Consultant will prepare design development documents for approval 


by the County at 50% completion and 95% completion and 100% completion. Each set of design 


development drawings and specifications shall be accompanied with a cover letter that will identify 


what additions, revisions and deletions have been made from the previous submittal.  


 Development: Minimum Requirements.  


The Design Documents will minimally consist of drawings and other documents to fix and describe the 


size and character of the Project as to architectural, civil, structural, mechanical, electrical, fire 


protection and life safety engineering components, security features, materials and such other elements 
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as may be appropriate. The design documents will include cross referenced sections, details and plans, 


column lines, equipment clearances and dimensions for finished rooms, corridors, building and other 


components, elevations, design details, sections and plans and all other information required to 


adequately convey the scope of work. The Consultant will make any adjustments authorized by the 


County in the Program, Schedule or the Budget. 


 Revisions to Conform to County Approvals.  


As part of Services and at no additional charge to the County, the Consultant will prepare such revisions 


to the Design Development Documents as the County may request if the documents deviate from 


approvals given by the County. The Consultant will be compensated if the County requests changes that 


are contrary to previous approvals and substantially increase the scope of the Project. The Consultant 


will prepare the Design Development Documents so that such are in conformance with the Budget.  


 Phasing.  


The Design Development Documents will specifically address any phasing requirements of the Project, 


and the design will be directed to minimizing both construction and operating costs.  


 Continuation of Information Gathering. 


 The Consultant will continue to meet and consult with the County for purposes of developing and 


obtaining information deemed necessary for preparation of the Design Development Documents and to 


inform the County of the status and progress of such Design Development Documents. 


 Information and Product Sheets. 


 The Consultant will provide the County, for review and approval information and product sheets for 


components and building systems the Consultant proposes to use in the design of the Project. The 


County reserves the right to request specific products or components where the County wishes to 


standardize systems or for special use areas such as hospitals, detention facilities, courthouses and 


other building types. 


 Choice of Materials.  


The Consultant will design the Project with materials and equipment it determines from its knowledge 


and experience to be in the best economic interest of the Project; provided, however that the County 


will have the authority to direct the Consultant to utilize specific materials or equipment for the Project 


design, as long as such equipment or materials conform to the Budget. The County may request changes 


in texture, finish or materials affecting the appearance, decoration or utility of the Project. If during the 


course of design or construction, the Consultant becomes aware of conditions which make material, 


equipment or labor unavailable or which will materially affect the supplies thereof; the Consultant will 


so advise the County so that appropriate planning may be considered. 


 Coordination with Information Technology. 


 The Consultant will coordinate its design for the Project with the County’s selections of telephone, data 


communications, audiovisual, security and computer systems. 


 Long Lead Items.  


The Consultant will identify and prepare a schedule for the procurement of long lead items. In preparing 


this schedule, the Consultant will coordinate with the County for the method of purchase for timely 


delivery of such long lead items. 
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 Update Detailed Cost Estimates.  


The Consultant will update the Statement of Probable Cost at the completion of 50%, and 100% Design 


Development documents, in accordance with Section 2.3.4 Detailed Cost Estimates. 


 Conditional Approval of Design Development Documents.  


The Consultant will obtain the County’s conditional approval for the 50% Design Development 


Document submittal prior to proceeding to the 100% Design Development Document phase and 


approval for the 100% Design Development Document Phase prior to proceeding to the Construction 


Documents Phase. The County’s review and conditional approval of Design Development Documents 


will not constitute or be construed to be an acceptance or approval of any specific system design where 


the County is required to rely upon the Consultant’s knowledge for such design. 


 Construction Documents Phase. 


Based on the approved Design Development Documents, the Consultant will prepare Construction 


Documents for approval by the County at 50% completion, 95% completion and 100% completion. 


 Construction Documents.  


The Construction Documents will include drawings and specifications setting forth in detail the 


requirements for the construction of the Project, as well as cost estimates updated for the appropriate 


stage of completion. During the Construction Documents Phase, the Consultant will periodically, as 


necessary to keep the County fully advised of the status of the Consultant's work, issue to the County 


progress drawings and individual specification sections for the Project.  Each set of design construction 


drawings and specifications shall be accompanied with a cover letter, that will identify what additions, 


revisions and deletions have been made from the previous submittal.  


 County’s Option to Contract Early. 


In order to minimize construction problems and change orders, Consultant’s standard practice requires 


the completion of detailed working drawings prior to the County bidding and entering into firm 


construction contracts. However, the County may choose to accelerate the completion of the Work so 


that it is completed in a shorter time period than would normally be required, and therefore, may 


choose to issue Bid Documents prior to completion of final Contract Documents. The County 


understands that if construction or furnishings contracts are let prior to the completion of final Contract 


Documents, there may be increases in costs and change orders caused by the difficulty of coordinating 


Construction Documents and the inability to make various decisions until after early bids are received 


and some construction undertaken. 


 Preparation of Special Conditions.  


The Consultant will also prepare for the County’s review and approval, special conditions for inclusion in 


the Contract Documents.  If the site will continue to be occupied during the Work, the special conditions 


may include requirements for the phasing of the Project to accommodate the performance of work 


while the site continues to be occupied and operated. If this is the case, the occupancy requirements are 


more fully described in Exhibit 2 Scope of Services. 


 Continued Information Gathering.  


The Consultant will continue to meet and consult with the County for purposes of developing and 


obtaining information deemed necessary for the preparation of the Construction Documents and to 


inform the County of the status and progress of such Construction Documents. 
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 Preparation of Bid Documents.   


The Consultant will prepare the necessary bidding information, documents, specifications, bidding forms 


and the conditions of the Contract for the Contract Documents and make any revisions required after 


review for by the County. 


 Correction of Construction Documents.  


The Consultant will promptly upon notice or discovery make necessary revisions or corrections of errors, 


omissions, ambiguities or inconsistencies in the Construction Documents, at no additional charge to the 


County. 


 Update Detailed Cost Estimates. 


The Consultant will update the Statement of Probable Cost at the 50 % completion of Contract 


Documents and 100% completion of Contract Documents, in accordance with Section 2.3 Budget. 


 Conditional Approval of Construction Documents.  


The Consultant will obtain the County’s conditional approval for the 50% Construction Documents 


submittal prior to proceeding to the 95% Construction Documents and approval for the 95% Design 


Construction Documents prior to proceeding to the 100% Construction Documents. The County’s review 


and conditional approval of the Construction Documents will not constitute or be construed to be an 


acceptance or approval of any specific system design or details or specifications where the County is 


required to rely upon the Consultant’s knowledge for such design. 


 Bidding/Negotiation Phase. 


In preparation for the project to be advertised and bid out, the Consultant will provide the approved and 


completed bid documents to the County and during the Bidding/Negotiation phase assist the County in 


accordance with the Cook County Procurement Code and other applicable County Ordinances, federal, 


state and local laws in bidding out the project, preparing and transmitting addenda and other duties as 


described in this Section 2.13. 


 Providing Bid Documents. 


The Consultant will provide bidding documents for the use of prospective bidders. Unless noted 


otherwise in Exhibit 2 Scope of Services, the Consultant will provide the bid documents in electronic 


format as well as ten (10) sets of printed bidding documents as part of Services. If more than the 


foregoing ten (10) sets are requested by the County, then only such additional Sets may be reimbursed 


as Reimbursable Expenses, if documented in accordance with Article 6. A “Set” of bidding documents 


will be defined as three (3) copies of Volume I (Instructions to Bidders; General Conditions; Special 


Conditions; Miscellaneous and Execution Forms), one (1) copy of Volume II (Specifications) and One (1) 


set of Drawings. Additionally, as part of the Services, the Consultant will provide four (4) complete 


record bid sets to the County. Each “record bid set” will be defined as one (1) copy of Volume I, one (1) 


copy of Volume II, one (1) copy each of all additional volumes of technical and other specifications, and 


one (1) copy of the drawing set. Additionally, the Consultant will provide one (1) copy of the record bid 


set to the County on CD or a flash drive in PDF format. All costs of printing specified in this Section 


2.13.1 are included in Services and are not Reimbursable Expenses. 


 Evaluation of Bids.  


Following the County’s approval of the Construction Documents, the Consultant will, in accordance with 


the Cook County Procurement Code and other applicable County Ordinances, federal, state and local 
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laws: assist the County in soliciting bids; coordinate and issue documents; evaluate and make 


recommendations on proposed substitutions; attend pre-bid conferences; answer all questions 


regarding the interpretation of documents; prepare and issue all addenda necessary to clarify 


documents; and assist in the review and evaluation of bids and recommend contract awards. 


 Application for Building Permit; City of Chicago.  


The following provisions apply only if the Project site is located in the City of Chicago. Due to the 


extended period of time typically required to obtain a building permit in the City of Chicago, the 


Consultant will be responsible for initial application for the permit and for pursuing the permit process 


until award of the Contract for Construction. Therefore, following the County’s approval of the 


Construction Documents, the Consultant will apply for a building permit in accordance with the 


following process, or any other process instituted by the City of Chicago. 


 Authority Having Jurisdiction.  


The Consultant will be responsible for coordinating and submitting the Construction Documents and 


required forms for permit review to the Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ).  If the AHJ requires changes 


to the Construction Documents prior to issuing a permit application number, Consultant will make any 


necessary changes to the Construction Documents, and after obtaining the County’s approval of such 


changes, will set an appointment to resubmit corrected Construction Documents. Consultant will 


schedule and attend any meetings necessary and make any necessary corrections so as to obtain a 


building permit application number as soon as possible. 


 Revisions.  


After issuance of a building permit number, the Consultant will track comments from the City and revise 


drawings within five (5) business days of receiving comments. The Consultant will keep the County 


advised of progress with the permit process. 


 Plan Review Meeting.  


The Consultant will schedule the open plan review meeting with the Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ) 


to ensure that the permit is issued to the Contractor without delay. The Consultant will provide revised 


drawings to the Contractor and notify the Contractor of the scheduled open plan review meeting with 


the AHJ.  


 Changes to Meet Statement of Probable Cost. 


 If the lowest bona fide bid for construction of the Project exceeds the Consultant's final Statement of 


Probable Cost, the Consultant will perform such services as are necessary, in consultation with the 


County, to make changes in the Project which will allow construction of the Project in accordance with 


the final Statement of Probable Cost and the Budget. Such actions may include re-design, revision of 


Construction Documents and re-issuance of Construction Documents, if necessary. All such services are 


part of Services and Consultant will not be entitled to additional compensation for such services. 


 Preconstruction Phase Services. 


The responsibilities of the Consultant set forth in this Section 2.14, through commencing the Project and 


prior to the commencement of construction, will continue throughout the Construction Phase.  


 Governmental and Regulatory Agency Permits.  


The Consultant will assist the County and the Contractor in obtaining all required governmental and 


regulatory agency permits or approvals required for the Project. The Consultant will assist the County 
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and the Contractor in obtaining fee waivers from governmental and regulatory agencies and in resolving 


any code or regulatory disputes. The Consultant will be responsible for notifying the County in a timely 


manner of any potential delays with regard to obtaining such permits or approvals where such potential 


delays may have an impact on the Schedule. 


 Review of Contractor’s Schedule of Submittals.  


The Consultant will review and approve the Contractor's schedule for the submittal of shop drawings, 


samples and other required submissions of the Contractor. Schedules are subject to the County's 


approval. 


 Review of Contractor’s Submittals. 


The Consultant (through its specialty engineers, where appropriate) will review or take other 


appropriate action upon Contractor's submittals such as shop drawings, product data and samples such 


that the Work, when completed, will be in general conformance with the Contract Documents and 


Government and Other Standards. Review of such submittals is not conducted for the purpose of 


determining the accuracy and completeness of other details such as quantities or for substantiating 


instructions for installation or performance of equipment or systems designed by the Contractor, all of 


which remain the responsibility of the Contractor to the extent required by the Contract Documents. 


The Consultant shall be allowed a reasonable amount of time to review the submittals but in no case, 


shall the review be longer than 10 business days per submittal. The Consultant will promptly notify the 


County of any observations regarding the quality, appropriateness or timeliness of the submittals.  


 Repeated Review. 


 The Consultant will be responsible for reviewing all of the Contractor's submittals as many times as is 


necessary to assure that such submittals are in accordance with the Contract Documents. The 


Consultant's review and action will be taken with such reasonable promptness as to cause no delay in 


the Work, while allowing sufficient time, in the Consultant's professional judgment, to permit adequate 


review. Such submittals will be approved by the Consultant only if they are in conformance with the 


design concept of the Project and in compliance with the Contract Documents. If such submittals are not 


approved, the Consultant will reject such submittals with comments as to why such submittals were not 


satisfactory. 


 Significance of Consultant’s Review and Approval.  


The Consultant's review will not constitute approval of safety precautions or of construction means, 


methods, techniques, sequences or procedures. The Consultant's approval of a specific item will not 


indicate approval of an assembly of which the item is a component. When professional certification of 


performance characteristics of materials, systems or equipment is required by the Contract Documents 


or Government and Other Standards, the Consultant will be entitled to rely upon such certification to 


establish that the materials, systems or equipment will meet the performance criteria required by the 


Contract Documents and Government and Other Standards. 


 Retention of Other Services.  


When requested by the County, the Consultant will in accordance with the Cook County Procurement 


Code and other applicable County Ordinances, federal, state and local laws assist the County in selecting 


and retaining the professional services of surveyors, special consultants and testing laboratories not 


already included in the Services. 
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 Construction Services Phase. 


The Consultant will provide administration of the Contract Documents in accordance with best practice 


standards and all other services required as noted in this Section 2.15. The County reserves the right to 


retain a Construction Management Administrator (CMA) for this portion of the Project. The provision of a 


CMA will not reduce the Consultant’s responsibilities. The Consultant will cooperate and coordinate with 


the County’s CMA for all Project related tasks and activities. 


 


 General Requirements and Provisions. 


The Consultant will provide administration of the Contract Documents. The Consultant will provide 


administrative, management and related services as required to monitor, and report on the activities of 


the Contractor with regard to the progress of the actual Work and the completion of the Project in 


accordance with the County’s objectives for cost, schedule and quality as provided in the Schedule, 


Budget, Statement of Probable Costs and Contract Documents. 


 


 Duration of Construction Phase Services. 


The Consultant's responsibility to provide Services for the Construction Phase, under this Agreement, 


commences with the award of the Contract for Construction and terminates upon the proper issuance 


to the County of a final certificate of payment for the Project and the completion of post Substantial 


Completion (punch list) inspections thereafter, as included in Exhibit 2. All of these inspections, both for 


purposes of determining Substantial Completion and post-Substantial Completion, will be part of the 


Services. For projects that include multiple Contract Documents/bid packages the Consultant’s 


responsibility as enumerated in this paragraph extends to each separate bid package. 


 Advise during Construction Phase. 


The Consultant will advise and consult with the County during construction until final payment to the 


Contractor is made and all other obligations under this Agreement are completed to the County’s 


satisfaction. The Consultant will have authority to act on behalf of the County only to the extent 


provided in this Agreement unless otherwise modified by written instrument. 


 


 Monitoring of Progress and Performance. 


The Consultant will monitor progress and performance of the Contractor. The Consultant will promptly 


give notice and recommend courses of action to the County if requirements of the Contract Documents 


are not being fulfilled and, with the concurrence of the County, initiate the directive that corrective 


action be taken by the appropriate responsible party. 


 


 Communication through Consultant. 


Except as may otherwise be provided in the Contract for Construction or when direct communications 


have been specially authorized by the County, the County and Contractor will endeavor to communicate 


through the Consultant on matters of Project design. Communications by and with the Consultant's 


subcontractors will be through the Consultant. 
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 Construction Progress Meetings. 


The Consultant will schedule and conduct construction progress meetings not less than once per week 


during the Construction Services Phase to discuss matters of, progress, problems and scheduling of the 


construction phase of the Project and will provide the County with minutes of all such meetings. Times, 


dates and locations of meetings will be subject to approval by the County. 


 


 Limitation of Consultant’s Responsibilities: Contractor’s Work. 


The Consultant will not have control over or charge of and will not be responsible for the Contractor's 


implementation of construction means, methods, techniques, sequences or procedures, or for safety 


precautions and programs in connection with the Work. The Consultant will not be responsible for the 


Contractor's schedules or failure to carry out the Work in accordance with the Contract Documents or 


Government and Other Standards. No provision of this Agreement will be interpreted to confer upon 


the Consultant any duty owed under the common law, under OSHA, or any other statute or regulation 


to construction workers or any other party regarding safety or the prevention of accidents at the site. 


 


 Access to Work. 


The Consultant will at all reasonable times have access to the Work site wherever it is in progress. 


 On-Site Construction Observation. 


During the Construction Services Phase, the Consultant will provide at least 20 hours per week of on-site 


construction observation of the progress of the Work to determine that the Work generally conforms to 


the requirements of the Contract Documents and Government and Other Standards.  
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 General Conformance with Contract Documents. 


The Consultant will review conformance of the materials and workmanship to the standards established 


by the Contract Documents and Government and Other Standards, review the Work and evaluate test 


reports and will notify the County promptly of any deficiencies observed in Contractor's Work. Project 


meetings or other meetings, including coordination meetings with the County or other consultants or 


contractors on site, will not be considered part of the hours allotted to construction on-site observation. 


 Specialized Site Observations. 


The Consultant will provide structural, mechanical, electrical, fire protection and life safety engineers, 


from its own employees or subcontractors, to perform on-site observation of the progress and quality of 


the Work, and to determine that the Work, when completed, will generally conform to the 


requirements of the Contract Documents and Government and Other Standards, at intervals 


appropriate to the stage of construction or to the Consultant's participation in the Project. On-site 


observation will consist of visual observations of materials, equipment and construction. Such on-site 


observation will not be relied upon by others as acceptance of the Work, nor will it be construed to 


relieve the Contractor in any way from its obligations and responsibilities under the Contract 


Documents. 


 


 Advice as to Observable Defects. 


On the basis of such on-site observation, the Consultant will keep the County informed of the progress 


and quality of the Work and will endeavor to guard County against observable defects and deficiencies in 


the Work and variances from the Contract Documents and Government and Other Standards, and will 


promptly report to the County any observed defects, deficiencies or variances. The parties acknowledge 


that during the progress of the Work, certain Work may not be in compliance with the Contract 


Documents, but will be in compliance by the time such portion of the Work is completed. Therefore, the 


Consultant’s obligation to “promptly” report defects, deficiencies, variances and other matters is 


intended to require the Consultant to notify the County at such time as the Consultant knows, should 


have known, or reasonably believes that the Work, when completed, will not be in conformance with the 


Contract Documents or Government and Other Standards. The Consultant acknowledges that early 


discovery of such defects, deficiencies, variances and other matters are important in avoiding rework and 


additional costs. 


 


 Field Reports. 


Within seven (7) days of each on-site observation, the Consultant will submit a field report to the 


County, with a copy to the Contractor. 


 Reporting and Documentation Requirements. 


In addition to the Monthly Progress Reports required under this Agreement, the Consultant will be 


responsible for the following reports. Any of the following may be included in the Monthly Progress 


Reports, unless otherwise requested by the Project Director. 
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 Updates of Statement of Construction Cost. 


The Consultant will update the Statement of Construction Cost at least monthly, incorporating changes 


accepted by the County as they arise, and submit to the County the updated Statement of Construction 


Costs within ten (10) days after the earlier of the preparation thereof, or the end of each month.  


 Cash Flow Reports. 


The Consultant will also be responsible for developing cash flow reports and forecasts on a quarterly 


basis and for submitting such reports of forecasts within ten (10) days after the end of each quarter. 


Such cash flow reports will identify variance between actual and budgeted cash flow and costs of the 


Project. The Consultant will promptly advise the County whenever the Consultant is in possession of 


information indicating that the actual Project costs exceeds the Statement of Construction Cost. The 


Consultant will submit a cash flow report identifying the variance between actual and budgeted cash 


flow costs of the Project. 


 


 Cost Accounting Records. 


The Consultant will maintain cost accounting records on authorized Work performed; additional Work 


performed on the basis of actual costs of labor and materials; and/or other Work requiring accounting 


records in accordance with standards and formats accepted in writing by the County. 


 Review and Certification of Contractor’s Payment Applications. 


The Consultant will review the Contractor's applications for progress payments and final payments, all 


documentation in support of such applications, including but not limited to waivers of lien and affidavits, 


and all other documents to be submitted by the Contractor as a precondition for payment including but 


not limited to progress reports and as built drawings. Based on this review, as well as its visits to the 


construction site and any other information it has, the Consultant will provide a written certificate to the 


County indicating: (a) whether the Contractor's Work has progressed to the point indicated on the 


application for payment based on documentation and observation of the quantity and quality of the 


Contractor's Work as furnished to and made by the Consultant; (b) whether the Contractor's application 


for payment is supported by all waivers; (c) whether the Contractor has submitted to the County all 


other documents required by the County as a precondition for payment; and (d) whether the Consultant 


recommends payment. 


 Special Reports. 


Where special requests for reports are made by the County, the Consultant will submit within seven 


days of the County’s request, a written statement of the Project progress; summary of payments made; 


and construction status in accordance with the Contract Documents. 


 


 Written Interpretations of Contract Documents and Responses to RFI’s 


The Consultant will issue written interpretations of the Contract Documents and written responses to all 


requests for information (“RFI’s”). The Consultant will make recommendations within seven days of 


receipt of the submission to the Consultant, on all requests of the County or the Contractor relating to 


the execution and progress of the Work and on all matters or questions related thereto. Any directive 


affecting construction costs and/or schedule will only be issued by the County. 


 


 Other Contractor Oversight and Assistance.  


 Review of Inspections, Testing, Systems, and Equipment.  
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The Consultant will review the Contractor's inspection and testing of utilities, operational systems and 


equipment for readiness and will monitor the initial start-up and testing of such systems and equipment. 


 Coordination of Reviews and Inspections.  


The Consultant will assist the County and the Contractor in coordinating federal, state, local 


governmental and regulatory agency reviews and or inspections as necessary for obtaining certificate(s) 


of Substantial Completion in accordance with the Contractor’s agreement with the County. 


 Evaluation of Substitutions.  


The Consultant will provide services/coordinate with any other consultants providing services in 


connection with evaluating substitutions proposed by the Contractor after issuance of Contract 


Documents and making subsequent revisions to drawings, specifications and other Project Documents 


resulting therefrom. 


 Review of Contractor’s Documentation of Work.  


During the course of construction, the Consultant will consult with the Contractor and review the 


Contractor's marked-up prints, as-built drawings and other data necessary for documentation of the 


Work and any changes in the Work, and will forward such documents to the County, with appropriate 


recommendations, for the County’s review and records. 


 Disputes; Non-Conforming Work. 


 Authority to Reject Nonconforming Work.  


The Consultant will have no authority to reject Work, except as otherwise provided herein. If the 


Consultant determines that the Work of the Contractor does not conform to the Contract Documents, 


the Consultant will promptly notify the County, in writing, of such nonconforming Work and will provide 


recommendations for corrective action regarding such Work so that the County can determine whether 


such Work should be rejected. In the event the County determines that such Work should be rejected, 


the Consultant will execute the County’s directive to reject such Work. Whenever the Consultant 


considers it necessary or advisable to comply with the intent of the Contract Documents, the Consultant 


will recommend to the County, in writing, when additional inspection or testing of the Work should be 


conducted, whether or not such Work is fabricated, installed or completed. 


 Recommendations Concerning Disputes; Questions of Interpretation.  


During the course of the Construction Phase of the Project, the Consultant will consult with the County 


regarding any questions or disputes which may arise between the Consultant and the Contractor 


concerning the interpretation of the plans, drawings, specifications and other Project Documents 


prepared by the Consultant. The Consultant will initially interpret the Contract Documents and provide 


recommendations concerning the Contractor's and the County’s performance thereunder. The 


Consultant will render interpretations necessary for the proper execution and progress of the Work with 


reasonable promptness on written request of either the County or the Contractor, concerning all claims, 


disputes and other matters in question between the County and Contractor relating to the execution or 


progress of the Work or the interpretation of the Contract Documents. Interpretations of the Consultant 


will be consistent with the intent of and reasonably inferable from the Contract Documents and will be 


in writing or in the form of drawings. When making such interpretations, the Consultant will endeavor to 


secure faithful performance by both County and Contractor, will not show partiality to either, and will 


not be liable to the County for results of interpretations so rendered in good faith.  
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 Revisions, Change Orders. 


The modification, amendment or waiver of any provision of the County’s agreement with the Contractor 


will be solely within the discretion of the County and no such action will void or otherwise affect this 


Agreement  provided that the County will promptly provide to the Consultant notice of any proposed 


modification, amendment or waiver that may have an impact on the Project, including but not limited 


to, program, quality, costs and/or schedule. The Consultant shall also promptly provide notice to the 


County if the Consultant seeks a modification, amendment or waiver of any provision of the Agreement.  


 Evaluation of Impact. 


In the event a modification, amendment or waiver of a provision of the agreement with the Contractor 


does have an impact on the Project, the Consultant will evaluate the proposal to determine its impact 


on the Project and, within five (5) working days after receipt of the County’s notice, will provide a 


written response to the County that: (a) the proposal will not have an adverse impact on the Project and 


is accepted; (b) the proposal will have an adverse impact on the Project ; (c) additional information is 


needed to determine the impact of the proposal on the Project; or (d) additional study is needed to 


determine the impact of the proposal on the Project.  


 


 Need for Additional Information.  


If the Consultant's review of to the Contractor's proposed modification or change order notes a need 


for additional information or study, the Consultant will include a description of the information or 


studies required in its recommendation to the County. The Consultant will, upon the County’s request 


and upon written agreement and approval by the County, undertake to obtain the additional 


information and to perform the additional studies identified in its response. Such efforts will be made 


in a timely manner so as not to delay the progress of the Work.  


 Evaluation of Revisions to the Contract for Work. 


If the Consultant's response notes a need for additional information or study, the response also will 


include a description of the additional information or studies required. The Consultant will, upon the 


County’s request, undertake expedited efforts to obtain the additional information and to perform the 


additional studies identified in its response 


 Preparation of Change Orders; Reimbursement for Negligent Design.  


The Consultant will prepare change orders and construction change directives with supporting 


documentation and data, for the County’s approval and execution in accordance with the Contract 


Documents, including any change orders and construction change directives as is needed to rectify any 


errors, omissions, ambiguities or inconsistencies in the Project Documents. The Consultant will 


reimburse the County for all costs of corrective Work, extra Work, claims for additions or replacement 


Work required as a result of errors, omissions, ambiguities or inconsistencies in the, Project Documents.  
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 Substantial and Final Completion. 


 Inspections for Substantial Completion.  


The Consultant will conduct inspections to determine the date or dates of Substantial Completion under 


the terms of the Contract Documents and the date or dates of Final Completion.  


 Phased Substantial Completion.  


If the County has determined that the Project is to be accomplished in phases, to allow for continued 


occupancy and operation of the site for the County’s purposes during the Project, then “Substantial 


Completion” will occur at different times for the various phases, and the Consultant will perform its 


responsibilities of inspecting, determining if Substantial Completion has occurred, preparing a punch list, 


certifying as to Substantial Completion, and performing post-Substantial Completion inspections, as 


many times as necessary given the number of phases. 


 Receipt of Required Documentation.  


As part of the process of certifying Substantial Completion, the Consultant will receive, review for 


compliance with the Contract Documents and forward to the County for the County's review and 


records, as-built drawings, test certifications, and related documents required by the Contract 


Documents and assembled by the Contractor. The Consultant will not issue a certificate of Substantial 


Completion until the requirements of this Section 2.15.25.3 have been met. Once it has been 


determined that the Contractor’s documentation conforms to the Contract Documents, the Consultant 


will, upon approval from the County, transmit the documentation to all individual(s) designated by the 


County. 


 Final Completion; Documentation.  


Consultant will issue a final certificate for payment upon compliance with the requirements of the 


Contract Documents. The Consultant will secure and transmit to the County required guarantees, 


affidavits, releases, bonds and waivers. In addition, the Consultant will deliver all information that it 


obtains from the Contractor, or a subcontractor including keys, manuals, record drawings and 


maintenance stocks. The Consultant will promptly notify the County if, in the Consultant's judgment, any 


of the documents assembled by the Contractor fails to conform to the Contract Documents. 


 Punch List(s) and Inspection(s) Pursuant to Final Completion.  


Upon date or dates of Substantial Completion for the Project, the Consultant will participate in the 


development of completion punch list(s) prepared by the Contractor for the Project and will prepare a 


statement as to the Contractor's completion of corrective Work. The Consultant will arrange for an 


inspection for Final Completion and will review whether all Work performed by the Contractor is in 


accordance with the requirements of the Contract Documents. 


 Contractor’s Final Payment Certification. 


The Consultant will review and certify the Contractor’s final payment application once it has been 


established that the Work is complete and in conformance with all Contract Documents. 


 Closeout Reports.  
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After Final Completion of Work, the Consultant will prepare a close-out report in a format approved by 


the County. The report will contain but not be limited to the following information: Overall project 


budget, schedule summaries; detailed financial summaries for Contractor and Architect of Record; AOR 


Errors and Omissions Summary; Warrantees and related items. The Consultant will submit two original 


copies and one electronic copy in PDF format as part of the Services. 


 Post Close Out Services. 


 Commencement of Clouse Out Services. 


The Post-Completion Services required pursuant to this Agreement will commence upon the issuance of 


a final certificate of payment for the Project. 


 Close Out Meetings. 


As part of Services, the Consultant will schedule and attend all Project close-out meetings scheduled by 


the County after Final Completion. 


 Services Following Project Closeout. 


For a period of three (3) months following the date of Final Completion, the Consultant will make the 


Key Personnel available to the County as needed up to a maximum of forty (40) hours, to resolve any 


outstanding issues in connection with the work of this Project. The Consultant will not expend any of the 


forty (40) hours without the prior authorization of the County.  


 COUNTY’S RESPONSIBILITIES AND ADDITIONAL RIGHTS 


 


The County will have the following specific responsibilities and rights under this Agreement. 


 County’s Responsibilities. 


 Cooperation with Consultant.  


The County will cooperate with the Consultant in order to enable the Consultant to perform its work 


hereunder and will direct its employees, agents, Contractors and consultants to reasonably cooperate 


with the Consultant. 


 Approvals; Acceptances; Decisions.  


The County will render approvals, acceptances and decisions required by the Consultant in a reasonably 


expeditious manner for the orderly progress of the Consultant's services and the Project.  


 Faults; Defects.  


The County will promptly advise the Consultant if the County becomes aware of any fault or defect in 


the design or construction of the Project.  


 Point of Contact.  


The Project Director will, on behalf of the County, act as the primary point of contact for the Consultant 


with the County and render decisions in a timely manner where such decisions do not result in any 


change or modification of this Agreement or of the Project. The Consultant's communications with the 


County, including but not limited to all reports, should be directed through the Project Director to the 


greatest extent possible, except for written notices, which will be made in accordance with Section 12.6 


Written Notice.  
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3.1.4. Change Orders/Contract Amendments  


In case of Contracts approved by the Chief Procurement Officer, the Chief Procurement Officer may 


amend a contract provided that any such amendment(s) does not extend the Contract by more than on 


(1) year, and further provided that the total cost of all such amendments does not increase the total 


amount of the Contract beyond $150,000.00. In the case of contracts approved by the Board, the CPO 


shall have the authority to execute Contract amendments on Contracts approved by the Board; provide, 


however, that the total of such amendments does not extend the Contract by more than one (1) year 


and does not increase the original Contract by more than $150,000.00 during the term of the Contract. 


The “amount” of a Contract shall mean the maximum amount payable under such Contract.  


No person has the power or authority to approve, authorize or execute an amendment to the Contract 


in the amount of $150,000.00 or more without approval of the County Board. Where a change order is 


deemed necessary for the successful completion of the Work of the Project, as determined by the 


Owner, Contractor shall perform the change order Work during any dispute resolution proceeding 


concerning the value of the change order Work.  


No County department or employee thereof has authority to make any modifications or amendments to 


his Contract. Any modifications or amendments to this Contract made without the express written 


approval of the Chief Procurement Officer is void and unenforceable. 


 Authorization to Issue Written Notices. 


The Director of the Department of Capital Planning & Policy, or his authorized representative, is 


authorized to issue all written notices to the Consultant which the County may find necessary or 


appropriate in connection with this Agreement, except where otherwise provided. 


 Approval or Acceptance of Consultant’s Work.  


The County will approve or accept work of the Consultant only where such work conforms with the 


following conditions: (i) the work has been performed in accordance with this Agreement; (ii) cost 


estimates are below the Budget; and (iii) cost estimate and design quality deviations and discrepancies 


are reconciled or in the process of reconciliation to the satisfaction of the County. The County is not 


obligated to authorize any work or accept advice, recommendations or directives of the Consultant 


which knowingly increase the cost of the Project beyond the approved Budget. 


 Existing Information.  


Upon the Consultant's request, the County will furnish any documentation or surveys in the County’s 


possession describing physical characteristics, legal limitations and utility locations for the site of the 


Project and any legal description of the site that the County has in its possession. 


 Geotechnical Engineers.  


The County will furnish the services of geotechnical engineers to the extent necessary for the Project. 


The Consultant will, on a timely basis, recommend the scope of such services and will be responsible for 


the sufficiency of its recommendations, but will not be liable for the engineers' performance. 


 Services of Other Consultants. 


The County, at its discretion, will furnish the services of other consultants when such services are 


outside the scope of Services but otherwise necessary for the Project, upon the Consultant's request. 


The County will have the sole discretion in determining what services are necessary for purposes of the 


Project. 
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 Additional Rights of County. 


 Review of Certificates/Certifications.  


The proposed language of certificates or certifications requested of the Consultant or the Consultant's 


consultants will be submitted to the County for review and approval at least seven (7) days prior to 


execution. The County will not request certifications that would require knowledge or services beyond 


the scope of this Agreement. 


 Materials Inspection and Responsibility.  


The County will have a right to inspect any material to be used in carrying out this Agreement, but such 


inspection will not constitute acceptance or approval by the County of such material and will not relieve 


the Consultant or any other person from the performance of and compliance with the provisions of this 


Agreement or any other contract in respect of the Project. The County does not assume any 


responsibility for the availability of any materials and/or equipment which the Consultant provides 


under this Agreement. 


 Reduction of Professional Services.  


The County reserves the right to reduce the scope of services set forth in this Agreement. In the event 


the County reduces the scope of services, the Consultant will be entitled to compensation for services 


actually rendered and authorized Reimbursable Expenses actually incurred in accordance with Articles 6 


Basis of Compensation and 7 Payments to the Consultant.  


 INSURANCE AND INDEMNIFICATION 


 Insurance. 


 Insurance Requirements (to be adjusted per contract). 


Prior to the effective date of this Contract, the Contractor, at its cost, shall secure and maintain at all 


times until completion of the term of this Contract the insurance listed below unless specified 


otherwise. Nothing contained in these insurance requirements is to be construed as limiting the extent 


of the Contractor's responsibility for payment of damages resulting from its operations under this 


Contract.  Contractor shall require all Subcontractors to provide the insurance required in this 


Agreement, or Contractor may provide the coverages for Subcontractors. All tiers of Subcontractors are 


subject to the same insurance requirements as Contractor except paragraph (d) Excess Liability or as 


specified otherwise. The Cook County Department of Risk Management maintains the right to modify, 


delete, alter or change these requirements.  


 Workers Compensation and Employers Liability. 


Workers' Compensation Insurance shall be in accordance with the laws of the State of Illinois or any 


other applicable jurisdiction. The Workers Compensation policy shall also include the following 


provisions: Employer’s Liability coverage with a limit of: 1) $100,000 each Accident; 2) $100,000 each 


Employee; and 3) $1,000,000 Policy Limit for Disease. 


 Commercial General Liability (Primary and Umbrella). 


The Commercial General Liability shall be on an occurrence form basis (ISO Form CG 0001 or equivalent) 


to cover bodily injury, personal injury and property damage, as follows: 1) Each Occurrence $1,000,000; 


2) General Aggregate Per Project $2,000,000; and 3) Completed Operations Aggregate $2,000,000. 
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The General Liability policy shall include the following coverages: 1) All premises and operations;  2) 


Contractual Liability;  3) Products/Completed Operations; and 4) Severability of interest/separation of 


insureds clause. 


Subconsultants performing Services for Consultant must maintain limits of not less than $1,000,000 with 


the same terms in this Section 5.1.3. 


 Commercial Automobile Liability Insurance. 


When any vehicles are used in the performance of this contract, Contractor shall secure Automobile 


Liability Insurance for bodily injury and property damage arising from the Ownership, maintenance or 


use of owned, hired and non-owned vehicles with a limit no less than $1,000,000 per accident. 


 Umbrella/Excess Liability. 


Such policy shall be excess over the Commercial General Liability, Automobile Liability, and Employer’s 


Liability with limits not less than the following amounts: Each Occurrence $2,000,000. 


 Professional Liability. 


Consultant shall secure Professional Liability insurance covering claims arising out of the performance or 


nonperformance of professional services for the County under this Agreement.  This professional liability 


insurance shall remain in force for the life of the Consultant’s obligations under this Agreement, and 


shall have a limit of liability of not less than $2,000,000 per claim. If any such policy is written on a 


claims-made form, the retroactive date shall be prior to or coincident with the effective date of this 


contract. Claims-made form coverage, or extended reporting following the expiration or termination of 


this contract, shall be maintained by the Contractor for a minimum of three years following the 


expiration or early termination of this contract and the Contractor shall annually provide the County 


with proof of renewal. Subcontractors performing professional services for the Contractor must 


maintain limits of not less than $1,000,000 with the same terms in this Section 5.1 Insurance. 


 Valuable Papers. 


When any designs, drawings, specifications and documents are produced or used under this Agreement, 


Valuable Papers Insurance must be maintained in an amount to insure against any loss whatsoever, and 


must have limits sufficient to pay for the re-creation and reconstruction of such records. 


 Additional Insured. 


The required insurance policies, with the exception of Worker’s Compensation and Professional Liability, 


shall name Cook County, its officials, employees and agents as additional insureds with respect to 


operations performed on a primary and non-contributory basis.  Any insurance or self-insurance 


maintained by Cook County shall be excess of the Contractor’s insurance and shall not contribute with it. 


The full policy limits and scope of protection shall apply to Cook County as an additional insured even if 


they exceed the minimum insurance requirements specified herein 


 Qualification of Insurers 


All insurance companies providing coverage shall be licensed by the Illinois Department of Insurance or 


eligible to transact insurance in the State of Illinois and shall have a financial rating no lower than (A-) VII 


as listed in A.M. Best's Key Rating Guide, current edition or interim report.  Companies with ratings 


lower than (A-) VII will be acceptable only upon consent of the Cook County Department of Risk 
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Management. The insurance limits required herein may be satisfied by a combination of primary, 


umbrella and/or excess liability insurance policies.    


 Insurance Notices 


Contractor shall provide the Office of the Chief Procurement Officer with thirty (30) days advance 


written notice in the event any required insurance will be cancelled, materially reduced or non-


renewed. Contractor shall secure replacement coverage to comply with the stated insurance 


requirements and provide new certificates of insurance to the Office of the Chief Procurement Officer. 


Prior to the date on which Contractor commences performance of its part of the work, Contractor shall 


furnish to the Office of the Chief Procurement Officer certificates of insurance maintained by 


Contractor. The receipt of any certificate of insurance does not constitute agreement by the County that 


the insurance requirements have been fully met or that the insurance policies indicated on the 


certificate of insurance are in compliance with insurance required above. 


In no event shall any failure of the County to receive certificates of insurance required hereof or to 


demand receipt of such Certificates of Insurance be construed as a waiver of Contractor's obligations to 


obtain insurance pursuant to these insurance requirements. 


 Waiver of Subrogation Endorsements 


The required insurance policies, with the exception of Workers Compensation and Professional Liability, 


shall name Cook County, its officials, employees and agents as additional insureds with respect to 


operations performed on a primary and non-contributory basis.  Any insurance or self-insurance 


maintained by Cook County shall be excess of the Contractor’s insurance and shall not contribute with it. 


The full policy limits and scope of protection shall apply to Cook County as an additional insured even if 


they exceed the minimum insurance requirements specified herein. 


 Indemnification. 


The Consultant agrees to pay and reimburse and defend, indemnify, keep and hold harmless the County, 


its commissioners, officials, employees, agents and representatives and their respective heirs, executors, 


administrators, successors and assigns from and against any and all liabilities of all kinds, individually or 


collectively, including but not limited to, losses, demands, obligations, costs, fines, damages, liabilities, 


suits, actions, judgments, settlements, claims (including, but not limited to, claims for injury, death or 


damage to any person or property, except damage to the Construction work itself, the Consultant’s 


failure to perform or cause to be performed its promises and obligations under this Agreement, 


including its obligations to any Subconsultants unless due to the owner’s failure to make payments of 


any amounts due and owing to the Consultant under this Agreement, the infringement of any patents, 


copyrights, licenses or other intellectual property rights) and expenses, including, but not limited to, 


attorneys' and experts' fees and expenses at trial and on appeal and litigation expenses (collectively all 


such liabilities are referred to as “Losses”), arising out of or connected with: (a) the Consultant's 


negligent performance or nonperformance of this Agreement; (b) any negligent or intentional 


misstatement contained in any representation made by the Consultant in or pursuant to this 


Agreement; (c) any breach of any warranty made by the Consultant in this Agreement or in any 


documents or certifications required by this Agreement; or (d) any negligent or otherwise wrongful 


errors, omissions or acts of the Consultant, its Subconsultants, agents or employees; or injuries or death 


of any employee of Consultant or any Subconsultants under any worker’s compensation statute. The 


Consultant expressly understands and agrees that any insurance protection required by this Agreement 
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will in no way limit its responsibilities or liabilities or serve as a limit in recovery under this Section 5.2. 


The provisions of this Section 5.2 are applicable to the full extent allowed by the laws of the State of 


Illinois and not beyond any extent which would render them void or unenforceable. At the option of the 


County, Consultant will defend all suits related to Losses and which involve the County and will pay the 


expenses and costs incidental to them, but the County has the right, at its option, to participate at its 


cost in defense of any suit, without relieving the Consultant of any of its obligations under this 


Agreement. Any settlement will be made only with the prior written consent of the County, if the 


settlement requires any action on the part of the County. To the extent permissible by law, Consultant 


waives any limits to its obligations to defend, indemnify, hold harmless or contribute any sums due 


under any Losses, including any claims by any employee of Consultant that may be subject to the 


Workers Compensation Act, 820 ILCS 305/1 et. seq. or any other related law or judicial decisions (such 


as, Kotecki v. Cyclops Welding Corporation, 146 Ill.2d 155 (1991)). The County, however, does not  waive  


any  limitations  it  may  have  on  its  liability  under  the  Illinois  Workers Compensation Act, the Illinois 


Pension Code, or any other statute or judicial decision. The indemnities in this section survive expiration 


or termination of this Agreement for matters occurring or arising during the term of this Agreement or 


as the result of or during Consultant’s performance of Services beyond the term. 


 BASIS OF COMPENSATION 


The County will compensate the Consultant as follows and in accordance with the payment procedures 


set forth in Article 7 Payments to the Consultant: 


 Compensation for Services. 


For the faithful and complete performance of the Consultant's Services under this Agreement, as 


described in Article 2 Services, compensation will be based on a “Not To Exceed” amount of 


_____________________________________________________ ($_________________) for the 


aggregate of the task orders. Payment Applications for Services for this Agreement shall be submitted 


monthly beginning one month after the Notice to Proceed Date issued to the Consultant and will not 


exceed the monthly rate agreed. Payments for partial months of service will be prorated by dividing the 


monthly fee by the number of days in the months and multiplying the result by the number of days of 


service for that month. Payments may never exceed the progress of the project. The County may reject a 


Payment Application where reports and other Services specified have not been submitted or performed 


until such time as the delinquent report or service has been submitted/performed.  


 Reimbursable Expenses. 


The Consultant's budget for Reimbursable Expenses will not exceed ______________________________ 


($________) for previously authorized expenses falling within the following categories: (a) document 


printing and distribution through Pre-Construction Services and Construction Services Phases (but only to 


the extent such printing and distribution exceeds the copies of submissions/deliverables and printing of 


bidding documents included in  Services pursuant to Sections 2.1.3 Submittals/Deliverables and 2.13.1 


Providing Bid Documents or elsewhere in this Agreement); (b) out of town travel requested by the County; 


(c) messenger services requested by the County; (d) expense of renderings, models and mock-ups 


requested by the County. All other out of pocket expenses generally incurred in performing the Basic 


Services will not be considered reimbursable by the County, such as long distance phone calls and faxes, 


clerical and secretarial services, in house copying, study models, overnight deliveries to team members, 


local hotel stays, meals, taxi cab expenses, mileage and parking expenses. 
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The Consultant will submit receipts and any other documentation reasonably requested by the County to 


support the claim for Reimbursable Expenses. Reimbursable Expenses are subject to audit by the County 


at least annually and within ninety (90) days of the date of Final Completion for the Project. The County’s 


advance written approval of all Reimbursable Expenses is required. 


 Records of Work Performed; Cook County Code, Chapter 34, Sec. 34-210. 


Regardless of compensation structure, the Cook County Code requires that the Consultant maintain and 


submit for review upon request by the Director, itemized records indicating the dates that services were 


provided, a detailed description of the work performed on each such date, and the amount of time spent 


performing work on each such date. 


 Compensation for Extensions of Project Duration. 


Except as provided in and subject to Section 11.4 Project Suspension, if the Project duration is extended 


beyond the scheduled completion date as defined by the Schedule without fault on the part of the 


Consultant and where the Consultant has given all required notices of Project delay as set forth in Sections 


2.8.4 Notice of Failure to Adhere to Schedule and 2.8.5 Notification of Milestones, then the Consultant 


will be entitled to assert claims for additional compensation provided that, within fourteen (14) days after 


the Consultant has knowledge of any circumstance which may give rise to an extension of the Project 


duration, it will submit written notice of its claim to the County, specifying such circumstance. The timely 


provision of this notice in proper form is a condition precedent to the making of a valid claim. If such 


notice is not given for any such period of delay, the Consultant waives any claim it may have for additional 


compensation for such period of delay 


 Error and Omission Retainage Fund. 


The County reserves the right in certain circumstances as described below to retain a portion of the 


Consultant's pay application requests in accordance with the procedures set forth in this Section 6.5 to 


serve as a security for any claims the County may have against the Consultant due to alleged errors and 


omissions of the Consultant in the performance of its services pursuant to this Agreement. The retained 


funds (hereinafter the “Error and Omission Retainage Fund”) will not be deemed a penalty or liquidated 


damages by reason of such errors and omissions of the Consultant. 


 “E & O Costs” Defined.  


The cost of change orders made necessary by reason of alleged errors and omissions of the Consultant 


and determined by the County to be directly related to such alleged errors and omissions are 


hereinafter referred to as “E & O Costs”.  


 “1 % Threshold” Defined.  


The 1% Threshold is the point at which the aggregate E & O Costs exceed one percent (1 %) of the 


Contract for Construction (the “1 % Threshold"). 
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 Retainage Amount Defined. 


The County acknowledges that the measure of damages attributable to errors and omissions may not be 


the full amount of the change order necessary to correct such error or omission, and that the damages 


may be difficult to quantify until the change is completed. Therefore, the amounts that will be withheld 


and allocated to the Error & Omission Retainage Fund from time to time are limited to ten percent 


(10%) of the E & O Costs in excess of the 1 % Threshold (the “Retainage Amount”), as an estimate of the 


actual damages, to be determined later. The Error & Omission Retainage Fund will not exceed Two 


hundred fifty thousand dollars ($250,000.00) and no additional withholding for the Error and Omission 


Retainage Fund after such limit is reached. 


 Commencement of Withholding. 


When the County determines that E & O Costs exceed the 1 % Threshold, the County will withhold the 


estimated amount from the next pay application(s) request received; provided, however, that if the pay 


application request is less than the Amount the County will withhold the balance from succeeding pay 


application requests until such Retainage Amount has been fully withheld. The Retainage Amount will be 


adjusted as any additional change orders are processed to reflect E & O Costs included in such change 


orders. 


 Release of Fund.  


If at Final Completion of the entire Project, the County’s damages due to the Consultant's errors and 


omissions are less than the 1 % Threshold, the County will release the full Error and Omission Retainage 


Fund to the Consultant. If at Final Completion of the entire Project, the County's damages resulting from 


errors and omissions of the Consultant exceed the 1 % Threshold, the County will retain that portion of 


the Error and Omission Retainage Fund necessary to satisfy the County’s damages, and release the 


balance to the Consultant. To the extent that the Error and Omission Retainage Fund is insufficient to fully 


satisfy the County’s damages, the County will have the right to seek compensation from the Consultant 


directly for that portion of the County’s damages which are not satisfied. 


 In Effect beyond Termination.  


This Section 5.5 Error and Omission Retainage Fund will remain in effect, enforceable and applicable 


notwithstanding the termination of this Agreement for any cause. 


 PAYMENTS TO THE CONSULTANT 


 Payments for Services. 


The Consultant will submit a payment application once a month for Services. Payments for Services will 


be made monthly and will be governed by this Section upon presentation of the Consultant's statement 


of services rendered or expenses incurred. No late payment interest or penalties will accrue for any 


payment due (including any and all payments made on disputed claims) pursuant to the terms of this 


Agreement. 


 Invoicing. 


For each payment hereunder, the Consultant will compile and submit its payment application in 


conformance to the County’s Payment Application Guidelines which includes the submittal of the 


following documentation to the Project Director. All documentation will be provided in the County’s 


standard format or such format as is requested by the Project Director. The County may at any time 


modify invoicing requirements or request additional information. 
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 Form 29A.  


Invoices will be submitted in triplicate for each payment, using County Invoice Form 29A. Invoices will 


include an itemization of the services provided during the period covered by such payment in 


accordance with the Cost Loaded Schedule.  


All invoices submitted by the Consultant shall be in accordance with the cost provisions contained in 


the Contract Documents and shall contain a detailed description of the Deliverables, including the 


quantity of the Deliverables, for which payment is requested.  All invoices for services shall include 


itemized entries indicating the date or time period in which the services were provided, the amount of 


time spent performing the services, and a detailed description of the services provided during the period 


of the invoice.  All invoices shall reflect the amounts invoiced by and the amounts paid to the Consultant 


as of the date of the invoice.  Invoices for new charges shall not include “past due” amounts, if any, 


which amounts must be set forth on a separate invoice.   Consultant shall not be entitled to invoice the 


County for any late fees or other penalties. No payments shall be made without such invoices having 


been submitted along with three copies of County Voucher Form 29A. 


In accordance with Section 34-177 of the Cook County Procurement Code, the County shall have a right 


to set off and subtract from any invoice(s) or Contract price, a sum equal to any fines and penalties, 


including interest, for any tax or fee delinquency and any debt or obligation owed by the Consultant to 


the County. 


The Consultant acknowledges its duty to ensure the accuracy of all invoices submitted to the County for 


payment.  By submitting the invoices, the Contractor certifies that all itemized entries set forth in the 


invoices are true and correct.   


The Consultant acknowledges that by submitting the invoices, it certifies that it has delivered the 


Deliverables, i.e., the goods, supplies or equipment set forth in the Contract to the Using Agency, or that 


it has properly performed the services set forth in the Contract.  The invoice must also reflect the dates 


and amount of time expended in the provision of services under the Contract.  The Consultant 


acknowledges that any inaccurate statements or negligent or intentional misrepresentations in the 


invoices shall result in the County exercising all remedies available to it in law and equity including, but 


not limited to, a delay in payment or non-payment to the Consultant, and reporting the matter to the 


Cook County Office of the Independent Inspector General. 


When a Consultant receives any payment from the County for any supplies, equipment, goods, or 


services, it has provided to the County pursuant to its Contract, the Consultant must make payment to 


its subcontractors within 15 days after receipt of payment from the County, provided that such 


subcontractor has satisfactorily provided the supplies, equipment, goods or services in accordance with 


the Contract and provided the Consultant with all of the documents and information required of the 


Consultant.  The Consultant may delay or postpone payment to a subcontractor when the 


subcontractor’s supplies, equipment, goods, or services do not comply with the requirements of the 


Contract, the Consultant is acting in good faith, and not in retaliation for a subcontractor exercising legal 


or contractual rights. 


 Certification of Sub-Consultants to be Paid. 


Consultant will submit a list (Consultant’s Sworn Statement) in the County format of the sub-consultants 


providing services during the period covered by such payment, and the amounts billed by and to be paid 
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to such sub-consultants. Such list will be certified by the senior financial officer of the Consultant as true, 


correct and complete. 


 Cook County Code, Chapter 34, Sec. 34-310. 


Pursuant to the Cook County Code, Consultant shall be required to submit itemized records as a 


condition of payment, indicating the dates or time period during which the services being invoiced were 


provided, a detailed description of the work performed for the time period being invoiced and the 


amount of time spent performing work for the time period in question. In addition, Consultant shall be 


required to submit documentation of the types and amounts of expenses when submitting invoices for 


Reimbursable Expenses, as a condition of payment. 


 Schedule of Payments. 


The schedule for payments under this Agreement are set forth in Section 6 Basis of Compensation under 


this Agreement will not exceed the “not to exceed” dollar amounts shown in Section 6 without a written 


amendment, as permitted by the County Procurement Code. 


 


 Federal Excise Tax. 


Federal Excise Tax does not apply to materials purchased by the County by virtue of Exemption 


Certificate No. 36-75 -0038K. Illinois Retailers' Occupation Tax, Use Tax and Municipal Retailers' 


Occupation Tax do not apply to deliverables, materials or services purchased by the County by virtue of 


statute. The price or prices quoted herein will include any and all other Federal and/or State, direct 


and/or indirect taxes which apply to this transaction. Cook County's State of Illinois Sales Tax Exemption 


Identification is E-9998-2013-07. 


 NON-DISCRIMINATION AND AFFIRMATIVE ACTION 


 Non-Discriminations. 


The Consultant in performing under this Agreement, will not discriminate against any worker, employee 


or applicant, or any member of the public because of race, creed, color, religion, age, sex, marital status, 


handicap, national origin, sexual orientation, gender identity, or status of discharge from military nor 


will the Consultant otherwise commit an unfair employment practice. The Consultant further agrees 


that this Section 8.1 will be incorporated in all contracts entered into with suppliers of labor, materials, 


equipment or services, contractors and subcontractors and all labor organizations furnishing skilled, 


unskilled and craft union skilled labor, or who may perform any such labor or services in connection with 


this Agreement.  The Consultant will further comply with all applicable federal and State of Illinois 


statutes and regulations regarding unlawful employment practices, civil rights and human rights. 


 Cook County Human Rights Ordinance (adopted March 16, 1993); Cook 


County Code, Chapter 42, Section 42-30, Et. Seq. 


No person who is a party to a contract with the County will engage in unlawful discrimination or sexual 


harassment against any individual in the terms or conditions of employment, credit, public 


accommodations, housing, or provision of County facilities, services or programs. The Consultant is to 


certify its compliance with these policies and its agreement to abide by such policies as a part of its 


contractual obligations. 
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 Minority and Women Business Enterprises. 


Cook County Code, Chapter 34, Section 34-260-300., Et. Seq. Cook County Code, Chapter 34, Section  34 


260-24-300.1, et. seq. 


 Policy and Goals.  


It is the policy of the County to prevent discrimination in the award of, or participation in, County 


contracts and to eliminate arbitrary barriers for participation as both prime and sub-consultants in such 


contracts by local businesses certified as Minority Business Enterprises (MBE) and Women-Owned 


Business Enterprises (WBE). In furtherance of this policy, the County Board of Commissioners has 


adopted a Minority- and Women-Owned Business Enterprise Ordinance (the "Ordinance") which 


establishes a "best efforts" goal of awarding not less than thirty-five (35%) of the annual total dollar 


amount of professional and consulting service contracts and sole source agreements to certified MBE 


and WBE firms. The Ordinance is found in the Cook County Code, Chapter 34, Sections 34-275 through 


285. The Consultant shall comply with the MBE/WBE requirements set forth in Exhibit 5.  


 CONSULTANTS REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES 


 Consultant’s Representation of Authority.  


The Consultant represents and warrants that the Consultant is authorized to do business in the State of 


Illinois and is properly licensed as an architect (or as an engineer, in cases where the Services are not 


architectural services but engineering services) by all necessary governmental and public and quasi-


public authorities having jurisdiction over the services required hereunder. The Consultant hereby 


represents and warrants that the person executing this Agreement on behalf of the Consultant is duly 


authorized to do so and has submitted documentation evidencing such authority, and this Agreement is 


a legal, valid and binding obligation of the Consultant, enforceable against the Consultant in accordance 


with its terms, subject to bankruptcy, equitable principles and laws affecting creditor's rights generally. 


 Financial Capacity.  


The Consultant represents and warrants that the Consultant is financially solvent, able to pay its debts 


as they mature and possesses sufficient working capital to complete the services required and perform 


the obligations hereunder based on timely payments by the County and will promptly give to the County 


written notice of any material adverse change in the financial condition of the Consultant. 


 Independent Consultant. 


The Consultant represents and warrants that the Consultant is an independent contractor.  This 


Agreement is not intended to and will not constitute, create, give rise to, or otherwise recognize a joint 


venture, partnership, corporation or other formal business association or organization of any kind 


between Consultant and the County.  The rights and the obligations of the parties are only those 


expressly set forth in this Agreement.  Consultant must perform under this Agreement as an 


independent Consultant and not as a representative, employee, agent, or partner of the County.  


This Agreement is between the County and an independent Consultant and, if Consultant is an 


individual, nothing provided for under this Agreement constitutes or implies an employer-employee 


relationship such that: 


i) The County will not be liable under or by reason of this Agreement for the payment of any 


compensation award or damages in connection with the Consultant performing the Services required 


under this Agreement. 
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ii) Consultant is not entitled to membership in the County Pension Fund, Group Medical Insurance 


Program, Group Dental Program, Group Vision Care, Group Life Insurance Program, Deferred Income 


Program, vacation, sick leave, extended sick leave, or any other benefits ordinarily provided to 


individuals employed and paid through the regular payrolls of the County. 


iv) The County is not required to deduct or withhold any taxes, FICA or other deductions from any 


compensation provided to the Consultant. 


 Familiarity with Project.  


The Consultant represents and warrants that the Consultant is familiar with the requirements of the 


Project and this Agreement, and has carefully examined the provisions and requirements of this 


Agreement; it understands the nature of the Services required; from its own assessment it has satisfied 


itself as to the nature of all things needed for the performance of this Agreement; this Agreement is 


feasible of performance in accordance with all of its provisions and requirements, and the Consultant 


warrants it can and will perform, or cause to be performed, the Services in strict accordance with the 


provisions and requirements of this Agreement; and is experienced in the areas of planning, designing, 


and performing architecture and engineering services, and will employ the services of others 


experienced in the areas of planning, designing, and performing architecture and engineering, and other 


services required of the Consultant under this Agreement. The Consultant has the necessary skill, 


financial resources, and personnel to successfully complete its services under this Agreement.  


 Covenant to Use Professional Efforts.  


The Consultant covenants with the County to use its professional efforts, skill and judgment and abilities 


to design the Project and perform all services provided hereunder in accordance with the Standard of 


Care.  


 No Reliance on Matters Not in Agreement.  


Except only for those representations, statements or promises expressly contained in this Agreement, 


no representation, statement or promise, oral or in writing, of any kind whatsoever by the County, its 


officials, agents, or employees has induced the Consultant to enter into this Agreement or has been 


relied upon by the Consultant, including any  representation, statement or promise referring to: (i) the 


meaning, correctness, suitability, or completeness of any provisions or requirements of this Agreement; 


(ii) the nature, existence or location of materials, structures, obstructions; utilities or conditions, surface 


or subsurface, which may be encountered at or on the site; (iii)the nature, quantity, quality or size of the 


materials, equipment, labor and other facilities needed for the performance of this Agreement; (iv) the 


general or local conditions which may in any way affect this Agreement or its performance; (v) the price 


of performing the Consultant's obligations; or (vi) any other matters, whether similar to or different 


from those referred to in (i) through (v) immediately above, having any connection with this Agreement, 


the negotiation hereof, any discussions hereof, the performance thereof or those employed herein or 


connected or concerned herewith. 


 Adequate Review.  


The Consultant represents and warrants that the Consultant was given ample opportunity and time and 


was hereby requested by the County to review thoroughly all documents forming this Agreement prior 


to execution of this Agreement in order that it might request inclusion in this Agreement of any 


statement, representation, promise or provision that it desired or on that it wished to place reliance. 


The Consultant did so review these documents, and either every such statement, representation, 
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promise or provision has been included in this Agreement or else, if omitted, the Consultant relinquishes 


the benefit of any such omitted statement, representation, promise or provision and is willing to 


perform this Agreement in its entirety without claiming reliance on it or making any other claim on 


account of its omission. 


 No Criminal Proceedings.  


The Consultant represents and warrants that it has not received notice, or has no reasonable basis for 


believing, that it or any of its officers or employees are the subject of any criminal action, complaint or 


investigation pertaining to any felony charge, or any civil action or claim predicated on alleged acts of 


anti-trust violations; business fraud; discrimination due to race, creed, color, handicap, gender, marital 


status, age, national origin, religious affiliation, sexual orientation or gender identity; or failure to fulfill 


any obligation required by law or contract pertaining to affirmative action. The Consultant will secure 


the same representation and warranty from its Sub-consultants and agents performing the Consultant's 


obligations under this Agreement. 


 True and Correct Statements.  


The statements of the Consultant contained herein and any and all documents submitted by or on 


behalf of the Consultant pursuant to this Agreement are and will be true and correct in all material 


respects, and neither this Agreement nor any of such documents omits or will omit any material fact 


necessary to make the statements of the Consultant contained herein or therein, when delivered to the 


County, in light of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading. The Consultant will 


provide prompt notice to the County whenever any representation or warranty herein ceases to be true 


or correct. 


 Additional Representations Regarding Delinquencies Under County Codes; 


Setoff. 


The Consultant represents and certifies  that neither it, nor to the best of its knowledge, any of its 


Subconsultants, is disqualified from entering into an Agreement with the County because of (a) a 


delinquency in the payment of any tax, fee or debt to the County or a determination of status as a “ 


predatory lender” under Section 34-171 of the County Codes; (b) a disqualification for noncompliance 


with child support orders under Section 34-172 of the County Codes;  (c)  a  disqualification  for  illegal  


activities  under  Section  34-173  of  the  County  Codes;  (d)  a disqualification for willful violation of the 


Cook County Independent General Ordinance under Section 34-174 of the County Codes ;(e) has been 


found liable for making false statements of material fact to the County under Section 34-175 of the 


County Codes; or (f) disqualification for failing to comply with law related to the payment of wages as 


set forth in Section 34-179; or (g) disqualification due to contract default or termination for cause by the 


County within the last 24 months under Section 34-170 of the County Codes. Pursuant to the authority 


of Section 34-177 of the County codes, the Consultant acknowledges that the County may set off against 


the fees paid to the Consultant a sum equal to any fines and penalties, including interest, for each tax or 


fee delinquency and any debt or obligation owed by the Consultant to the County. 


 No Auditing Services.  


The Consultant represents and certifies that neither it nor any of its “Affiliates” has any agreement or 


contract with the County regarding Auditing Services for or with the County. The Consultant will not 


consent to a subcontract with Subconsultants which Subconsultants or any of its “Affiliates” has an 
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agreement or contract with the County regarding Auditing Services. The terms “Auditing Services” and 


“Affiliates” have the meanings set forth in Section 34-193 of the County Codes. 


 Ability to Perform.  


The Consultant represents and warrants that the Consultant is able to furnish the professional services, 


and any materials, supplies, equipment and labor required to complete the Services required hereunder 


and perform all of its obligations and has sufficient experience and competence to do so. All personnel 


providing services on the Project will be qualified by training, licensing, and experience to perform their 


assigned tasks. 


 Representations and Warranties. 


In connection with signing and carrying out this Agreement, Consultant: 


(i) warrants that Consultant is appropriately licensed under Illinois law to perform the Services 


required under this Agreement and will perform no Services for which a professional license 


is required by law and for which Consultant is not appropriately licensed;  


(ii) warrants it is financially solvent; it and each of its employees, agents and Subcontractors of 


any tier are competent to perform the Services required under this Agreement; and 


Consultant is legally authorized to execute and perform or cause to be performed this 


Agreement under the terms and conditions stated in this Agreement;  


(iii) warrants that it will not knowingly use the services of any ineligible consultant or 


Subcontractor for any purpose in the performance of its Services under this Agreement; 


(iv) warrants that Consultant and its Subcontractors are not in default at the time this 


Agreement is signed, and has not been considered by the Chief Procurement Officer to 


have, within 5 years immediately preceding the date of this Agreement, been found to be in 


default on any contract awarded by the County; 


(v) represents that it has carefully examined and analyzed the provisions and requirements of 


this Agreement; it understands the nature of the Services required; from its own analysis it 


has satisfied itself as to the nature of all things needed for the performance of this 


Agreement; this Agreement is feasible of performance in accordance with all of its 


provisions and requirements, and Consultant warrants it can and will perform, or cause to 


be performed, the Services in strict accordance with the provisions and requirements of this 


Agreement; 


(vi) represents that Consultant and, to the best of its knowledge, its Subcontractors are not in 


violation of the provisions of the Illinois Criminal Code, 720 ILCS 5/33E as amended; and   


(vii) acknowledges that any certification, affidavit or acknowledgment made under oath in 


connection with this Agreement is made under penalty of perjury and, if false, is also cause 


for termination under Article 10. 


 Ethics. 


In addition to the foregoing warranties and representations, Consultant warrants:  


(i) no officer, agent or employee of the County is employed by Consultant or has a financial 


interest directly or indirectly in this Agreement or the compensation to be paid under this 


Agreement except as may be permitted in writing by the Board of Ethics, and  


(ii) no payment, gratuity or offer of employment will be made in connection with this 


Agreement by or on behalf of any Subcontractors to the prime Consultant or higher tier 
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Subcontractors or anyone associated with them, as an inducement for the award of a 


subcontract or order. 


 Joint and Several Liability. 


If the Consultant, or its successors or assigns, if any, is comprised of more than one individual or other 


legal entity (or a combination of them), then under this Agreement, each and without limitation every 


obligation or undertaking in this Agreement to be fulfilled or performed by Consultant is the joint and 


several obligation or undertaking of each such individual or other legal entity. 


 Business Documents. 


At the request of the County, Consultant must provide copies of its latest articles of incorporation, by-


laws and resolutions, or partnership or joint venture agreement, as applicable.   


 Conflicts of Interest. 


No member of the governing body of the County or other unit of government and no other officer, 


employee or agent of the County or other unit of government who exercises any functions or 


responsibilities in connection with the Services to which this Agreement pertains is permitted to have 


any personal interest, direct or indirect, in this Agreement.  No member of or delegate to the Congress 


of the United States or the Illinois General Assembly and no Commissioner of the Cook County Board or 


County employee is allowed to be admitted to any share or part of this Agreement or to any financial 


benefit to arise from it. 


Consultant covenants that it, and to the best of its knowledge, its Subcontractors if any (collectively, 


"Consulting Parties"), presently have no direct or indirect interest and will not acquire any interest, 


direct or indirect, in any project or contract that would conflict in any manner or degree with the 


performance of its Services under this Agreement.  


Upon the request of the County, Consultant must disclose to the County its past client list and the 


names of any clients with whom it has an ongoing relationship.  Consultant is not permitted to perform 


any Services for the County on applications or other documents submitted to the County by any of 


Consultant’s past or present clients.  If Consultant becomes aware of a conflict, it must immediately stop 


work on the assignment causing the conflict and notify the County. 


Without limiting the foregoing, if the Consulting Parties assist the County in determining the advisability 


or feasibility of a project or in recommending, researching, preparing, drafting or issuing a request for 


proposals or bid specifications for a project, the Consulting Parties must not participate, directly or 


indirectly, as a prime, Subcontractor or joint venture in that project or in the preparation of a proposal 


or bid for that project during the term of this Agreement or afterwards. The Consulting Parties may, 


however, assist the County in reviewing the proposals or bids for the project if none of the Consulting 


Parties have a relationship with the persons or entities that submitted the proposals or bids for that 


project.  


The Consultant further covenants that, in the performance of this Agreement, no person having any 


conflicting interest will be assigned to perform any Services or have access to any confidential 


information, as defined in Section 2.1.7 Confidentiality and Ownership of Documents of this Agreement.  


If the County, by the Chief Procurement Officer in his reasonable judgment, determines that any of 


Consultant's Services for others conflict with the Services Consultant is to render for the County under 
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this Agreement, Consultant must terminate such other services immediately upon request of the 


County. 


 DISPUTES 


 Presentation of Dispute.  


If the Consultant disputes any decision by the County, then the Consultant will present such dispute to 


the Director of the Department of Capital Planning & Policy. If any disputes remain unresolved after 


twenty (20) days of such presentation, the Consultant may give written notice thereof to the County, 


requesting that the Chief Procurement Officer decide the dispute. The notice will include a description 


of the dispute, specify the provisions of this Agreement relating to the dispute, and state whether the 


dispute was previously presented to the Department of the Office of Capital Planning & Policy. Upon 


request of the Chief Procurement Officer, the Department of the Office of Capital Planning & Policy will 


submit to the Chief Procurement Officer a written response to the notice, and will send a copy of the 


response to the Consultant. The Chief Procurement Officer's decision on the dispute will be rendered in 


writing, and will be furnished to both the Director of the Department of Capital Planning & Policy and 


the Consultant.  The decision of the Chief Procurement Officer will be final and binding.  Dispute 


resolution as provided herein will be a condition precedent to any other action by the Consultant at law 


or in equity.   However, unless a notice is issued by the Chief Procurement Officer indicating that 


additional time is required to review a dispute, the parties may exercise their contractual remedies, if 


any, if no decision is made within sixty (60) days following notification to the Chief Procurement Officer 


of a dispute.  No inference shall be drawn from the absence of a decision by the Chief Procurement 


Officer.   


 Continuation of Services. 


Notwithstanding a dispute, Consultant shall continue to discharge all its obligations, duties and 


responsibilities set forth in the Contract during any dispute resolution proceeding unless otherwise 


agreed to by the County in writing. 


 DEFAULT, REMEDIES, TERMINATION, SUSPENSION AND RIGHT TO 


OFFSET 


 Default by County.  


The County will be in default hereunder if any material breach of this Agreement by the County occurs 


which is not cured by the County within ninety (90) days after written notice has been given by the 


Consultant to the County, setting forth the nature of such breach. 


 Default by Consultant. 


The following constitute material breaches of this Agreement, which if not cured as set forth in Section 


10.6.1 County Remedies will constitute a default. 


(i) Any material misrepresentation, whether negligent or willful and whether in the inducement or 


in the performance, made by the Consultant to the County. 


(ii)  The Consultant's material failure to perform any of its obligations under this Agreement 


including the following: 
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a. Failure due to a reason or circumstances within the Consultant's reasonable control to 


perform the Services with sufficient personnel and equipment or with sufficient material 


to ensure the performance of the Services;  


b. Failure to perform the Services in a manner reasonably satisfactory to the Project 


Director, the Director of Capital Planning and Policy, or the Chief Procurement Officer or 


inability to perform the Services satisfactorily as a result of insolvency, filing for 


bankruptcy or assignment for the benefit of creditors;  


c. Failure to promptly re-perform within a reasonable time Services that were rejected as 


erroneous or unsatisfactory;  


d. Discontinuance of the Services for reasons determined by the Chief Procurement Officer 


to be within the Consultant's reasonable control; and  


e. Failure to comply with any other material term of this Agreement, including the 


provisions concerning insurance and nondiscrimination.  


f. Failure to comply with Section 1.13 Compliance with Laws and Cooperation with 


Inspector General in the performance of the Agreement. 


(iii) Any change in ownership or control of the Consultant without the prior written approval of 


the Chief Procurement Officer, which approval the Chief Procurement Officer will not 


unreasonably withhold.  


(iv) The Consultant 's default under any other agreement it may presently have or may enter 


into with the County during the life of this Agreement.  The Consultant acknowledges and 


agrees that in the event of a default under this Agreement the County may also declare a 


default under any such other Agreements. 


(v) The Consultant’s repeated or continued violations of County ordinances unrelated to 


performance under the Agreement that in the opinion of the Chief Procurement Officer 


indicates a willful or reckless disregard for County laws and regulations. 


 Reimbursement.   


The County will be entitled to reimbursement from the Consultant for any costs or expenses incurred by 


County due to such breach, but will not be entitled to terminate this Agreement until the expiration of 


the Notice to Cure or the Notice of Default, whichever is later. 


 Project Suspension. 


The County will have the absolute right to suspend the Project by giving 5 business days prior written 


notice to the Consultant or informal or no notice in the case of an emergency. Any such notice shall be 


given by the Chief Procurement Officer at the request of Director of Capital Planning & Policy. Where 


the County suspends the Project any work performed by the Consultant during such suspension period 


will be at the Consultant 's sole risk and the County will not be responsible for any compensation or 


delay damages on account of such suspension period. Consultant will promptly resume its performance 


of the Services under the same terms and conditions as stated in this Agreement upon written notice by 


the Chief Procurement Officer and such equitable extension of time as may be mutually agreed upon by 


the Chief Procurement Officer and Consultant when necessary for continuation or completion of 


Services. Any additional costs or expenses actually incurred by Consultant as a result of recommencing 


the Services will be treated in accordance with the compensation provisions under this Agreement. No 


suspension of this Agreement is permitted in the aggregate to exceed a period of 90 days within any one 
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year of this Agreement. If the total number of days of suspension exceeds 90 days, Consultant by 


written notice may treat the suspension as an early termination of this Agreement under Section 10.5.  


 Termination for Convenience.    


At the request of the Department, the Chief Procurement Officer may terminate this Agreement in 


whole, terminate a portion of the Consultant’s services under this Agreement, or reduce the scope of 


the Project, the Consultant’s services or both, at any time by notice in writing from the Chief 


Procurement Officer to the Consultant. The County will give notice to Consultant in accordance with the 


provisions of Article 12.6. The effective date of termination will be the date the notice is received by 


Consultant or the date stated in the notice, whichever is later.  If the Agreement is terminated in whole 


by the Chief Procurement Officer, all services under the Agreement will cease and the Consultant will 


restrict its activities to completing any reports, analyses or other tasks previously begun and as 


requested and approved by the Chief Procurement Officer in the notice of termination.  The County will 


not be liable to the Consultant for any services provided after the date of termination that does not 


have the County’s written approval. No costs incurred after the effective date of the termination will be 


allowed.  The Consultant will deliver to the County all finished or unfinished documents, data, studies 


and reports prepared by or on behalf of the Consultant under this Agreement within 10 days after the 


date notice is considered received or upon the effective date for such termination given in the notice 


and these will be and become the property of the County. Payment for the work performed before the 


effective date of such termination will be based upon services actually and satisfactorily rendered and 


authorized Reimbursable Expenses actually incurred in accordance with the Cost Loaded Schedule. Such 


payment so made to the Consultant will be full settlement for services rendered under this Agreement 


and Consultant's sole remedy. If the Chief Procurement Officer terminates a portion of the Consultant’s 


services under this Agreement or reduces the scope of the Project or the Consultant’s services, the 


County and Consultant will negotiate in good faith a reduction in the Consultant’s compensation to 


reflect the value of the services performed and to be performed.  No amount of compensation, 


however, is permitted for anticipated profits or on unperformed services. The Consultant will include in 


its contracts with Subconsultants a provision in form and substance equivalent to this termination 


provision to prevent claims against the County arising from termination of subcontracts in the event of a 


termination for convenience. The Consultant waives any claims against the County resulting from any 


Subconsultant’s claims due to termination for convenience. If the County's election to terminate this 


Agreement for default under Section 10.1 Default by County is determined in a court of competent 


jurisdiction to have been wrongful, then in that case the termination is to be considered to be 


termination for convenience under this Section 10.5. 


10.5.1 Termination for Related to Lack of Receipt of Necessary Approvals.  


Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Agreement, this Agreement is expressly 


contingent upon receipt by the County of all necessary approvals to complete the Project from 


applicable federal, state and local authorities; provided however, that nothing contained herein will be 


deemed to impose upon the County a requirement for obtaining any permits or other approvals that are 


generally required to be obtained by the Contractor. In the event the County does not obtain approval 


for the Project or any phase, portion thereof or if such approval has been cancelled, rescinded or 


modified, this Agreement or, at the County’s election, that part of this Agreement attributable to the 


phase or portion not approved, cancelled, rescinded or modified will be terminated without further 


action by either party and thereupon neither party will have any further liability or obligation to the 
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other with the exception of the payment by the County to the Consultant of services actually rendered 


and authorized Reimbursable Expenses actually incurred in accordance with the Cost Loaded Schedule. 


Such payment so made to the Consultant will be full settlement for services rendered under this 


Agreement and the Consultant's sole remedy.  


 


10.5.2 Termination for Convenience related to Lack of Sufficient Funds. 


If no funds or insufficient funds are appropriated and budgeted in any fiscal period of the County for 


payments to be made under this Agreement, then the County will notify the Consultant in writing of that 


occurrence, and this Agreement will terminate on the earlier of the last day of the fiscal period for which 


sufficient appropriation was made or whenever the funds appropriated for payment under this 


Agreement are exhausted. Payments for Services completed to the date of notification will be made to 


the Consultant and any payment so made shall be in full settlement for services satisfactorily performed 


under the Agreement. No payments will be made or due to the Consultant and under this Agreement 


beyond those amounts appropriated and budgeted by the County to fund payments under this 


Agreement. 


 Remedies. 


 County’s Remedies.  


The occurrence of any material breach permits the County at the County’s sole option and discretion, to 


declare the Consultant in default. The Chief Procurement Officer may, in his or her sole discretion, give 


the Consultant an opportunity to cure the default within a certain period of time, which period of time 


will not exceed seven (7) days, unless extended by the Chief Procurement Officer. Whether to declare the 


Consultant in default is within the sole discretion of the Chief Procurement Officer and neither that 


decision nor the factual basis for it is subject to review or challenge under the Disputes provision of this 


Agreement. The Chief Procurement Officer will give the Consultant written notice of the default, either in 


the form of a cure notice ("Cure Notice"), or, if no opportunity to cure will be granted, a default notice 


("Default Notice"). If the Chief Procurement Officer gives a Default Notice, he or she will also indicate any 


present intent to terminate this Agreement, and the decision to terminate (but not the decision not to 


terminate) is final and effective upon giving the notice. The Chief Procurement Officer may give a Default 


Notice if the Consultant fails to affect a cure within the seven (7) day cure period given in a Cure Notice. 


When a Default Notice with intent to terminate is given, the Consultant will discontinue any Services, 


unless otherwise directed in the notice, and deliver all materials accumulated in the performance of this 


Agreement, whether completed or in the process, to the County. After giving a Default Notice, the County 


may invoke any or all of the following remedies: 
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 Take Over and Complete Services.  


The right to take over and complete the Services, or any part of them, at Consultant’s expense and as 


agent for Consultant, either directly or through others, and bill Consultant for the cost of the Services, 


and Consultant must pay the difference between the total amount of this bill and the amount the 


County would have paid Consultant under the terms and conditions of this Agreement for the Services 


that were assumed by the County as agent for the Consultant under this Section 10.6.1.1. 


 Terminate.  


The right to terminate this Agreement as to any or all of the Services yet to be performed effective at a 


time specified by the County; 


 Specific Performance.   


The right of specific performance, an injunction or any other appropriate equitable remedy; 


 


 Damages.   


The right to money damages; 


 


 Withhold Compensation.   


The right to withhold all or any part of Consultant's compensation under this Agreement; 


 


 Non-Responsible.   


The right to consider Consultant non-responsible in future contracts to be awarded by the County. 


 


 Default or Terminate Agreement. 


If the Chief Procurement Officer considers it to be in the County’s best interests, he/she may elect not to 


declare default or to terminate this Agreement.  The parties acknowledge that this provision is solely for 


the benefit of the County and that if the County permits Consultant to continue to provide the Services 


despite one or more events of default, Consultant is in no way relieved of any of its responsibilities, 


duties or obligations under this Agreement, nor does the County waive or relinquish any of its rights. 


 Remedies Not Exclusive.  


The remedies under the terms of this Agreement are not intended to be exclusive of any other remedies 


provided, but each and every such remedy is cumulative and is in addition to any other remedies, 


existing now or later, at law, in equity or by statute.  No delay or omission to exercise any right or power 


accruing upon any event of default impairs any such right or power, nor is it a waiver of any event of 


default nor acquiescence in it, and every such right and power may be exercised from time to time and 


as often as the County considers expedient. 


 


 Right to Offset. 


In connection with performance under this Agreement, the County may offset any excess costs incurred: 


if the County terminates this Agreement for default or any other reason resulting from Consultant’s 


performance or non-performance; 


if the County exercises any of its remedies under this Section 11.6 of this Agreement; or  
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if the County has any credits due or has made any overpayments under this Agreement.   


The County may offset these excess costs by use of any payment due for Services completed before the 


County terminated this Agreement or before the County exercised any remedies. If the amount offset is 


insufficient to cover those excess costs, Consultant is liable for and must promptly remit to the County 


the balance upon written demand for it.  This right to offset is in addition to and not a limitation of any 


other remedies available to the County. 


  Delays. 


Consultant agrees that no charges or claims for damages shall be made by Consultant for any delays or 


hindrances from any cause whatsoever during the progress of any portion of this Contract.   


 Refund and Prepaid Fees. 


In the event this Contract is terminated by either party, for cause or otherwise, and the County has 


prepaid for any Deliverables, Consultant shall refund to the County, on a prorated basis to the effective 


date of termination, all amounts prepaid for Deliverables not actually provided as of the effective date 


of the termination. The refund shall be made within fourteen (14) days of the effective date of 


termination. 
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 Non-Performance; Delays.  


The Consultant will be liable to the County for reasonable expenses incurred by the County, including 


court costs, as the result of the Consultant's non-performance or delay in the performance of the service 


required by the terms of this Agreement, to the extent that such expenses are not caused by persons or 


events beyond the Consultant's control. 


 


 Compensation Due as of Termination.  


All compensation due the Consultant will be calculated based upon the terms of Article 6 Basis of 


Compensation to the effective date of termination and will be paid to the Consultant except where the 


County may have a claim or dispute with regard to such payment. 


 


 Taking Over of Work.  


If this Agreement is terminated by the County as a result of the Consultant's default and the County 


does not elect to continue using the Consultant's services, the termination will be effective at the 


expiration of the five (5) day notice period and the County may take over and complete the Consultant's 


work or it may contract with others for such completion. In such event, the Consultant will be liable to 


the County for any additional costs incurred by the County for such completion. After the County has 


secured replacement services or taken over the work itself, the Consultant will within fourteen (14) days 


remove any and all of the Consultant's personnel, products and equipment, unless such items remain 


with the County pursuant to the terms of this Agreement. 


 


 Turnover of Project Documents.  


In the event of termination of this Agreement by the County, all finished and unfinished documents, 


data, studies and reports prepared by the Consultant, its subcontractors, agents and employees and any 


other County property in the Consultant's custody will be transmitted to the County within seven (7) 


days after the date of termination of this Agreement. The Consultant hereby assigns to the County all 


the right, title and interest of the Consultant in and to all subcontracts and consulting agreements and 


contracts to be effective without further action of the parties hereto upon the termination of this 


Agreement. 


 


 Consultant's Remedies.  


If the County has been notified of default and fails to remedy a material breach during the seven (7) day 


cure period pursuant to Section 10.6 County’s Remedies, the Consultant will have the right to terminate 


this Agreement; provided, however, that the Consultant will give the County thirty (30) days prior 


written notice of termination. The Consultant will agree to cooperate with the implementation of any 


replacement services should the County so request.  
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 Compensation for Services Completed.  
All compensation due the Consultant will be calculated based upon the terms of Article 5 to the date of 


termination and will be paid to the Consultant except where the County may have a claim or dispute 


with regard to such payment. 


 


 Removal of Consultant’s Personnel, Property.  


The Consultant shall within twenty-four (24) hours after the date of termination of this Agreement 


remove any and all of Consultant's personnel, products and equipment, unless such items remain with 


the County pursuant to the terms of this Agreement. 


 


 Excess Costs.  


The County may offset any excess costs incurred: a) if the County terminates this Agreement for default 


or any other reason resulting from the Consultant’s performance or non-performance; b) if the County 


exercises any of its remedies under Section 10 of this Agreement; or c) if the County has any credits due 


or has made any overpayments under this Agreement 


 All Remedies Available.   


Subject to the requirement of dispute resolution under this Agreement, the Consultant will have the 


right to pursue remedies available in law or equity. In all cases the Consultant 's damages will be those 


provable direct monetary damages not to exceed the value of this Agreement as awarded by the 


County’s Board of Commissioners, less the expenses saved in not having to perform this Agreement. 


This notwithstanding, due to the critical nature of this Agreement, the Consultant will not unilaterally 


disrupt the operation or unilaterally repossess any component thereof. The Consultant agrees that no 


charges or claims shall be made by the Consultant for any delays or hindrances whatsoever during the 


progress of this Agreement. 


 GENERAL CONDITIONS 


  


 No Omissions. 


Consultant acknowledges that Consultant was given an opportunity to review all documents forming this 


Agreement before signing this Agreement in order that it might request inclusion in this Agreement of 


any statement, representation, promise or provision that it desired or on that it wished to place reliance.  


Consultant did so review those documents, and either every such statement, representation, promise or 


provision has been included in this Agreement or else, if omitted, Consultant relinquishes the benefit of 


any such omitted statement, representation, promise or provision and is willing to perform this 


Agreement in its entirety without claiming reliance on it or making any other claim on account of its 


omission. 


 Cooperation. 


Consultant must at all times cooperate fully with the County and act in the County's best interests.  If 


this Agreement is terminated for any reason, or if it is to expire on its own terms, Consultant must make 


every effort to assure an orderly transition to another provider of the Services, if any, orderly 


demobilization of its own operations in connection with the Services, uninterrupted provision of 


Services during any transition period and must otherwise comply with the reasonable requests and 


requirements of the Using Agency in connection with the termination or expiration. 
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 Comparable Government Procurement. 


As permitted by the County of Cook, other government entities, if authorized by law, may wish to 


purchase the goods, supplies, services or equipment under the same terms and conditions contained in 


this Contract (i.e., comparable government procurement). Each entity wishing to reference this Contract 


must have prior authorization from the County of Cook and the Consultant. If such participation is 


authorized, all purchase orders will be issued directly from and shipped directly to the entity requiring the 


goods, supplies, equipment or services supplies/services. The County shall not be held responsible for any 


orders placed, deliveries made or payment for the goods, supplies, equipment or services 


supplies/services ordered by these entities. Each entity reserves the right to determine the amount of 


goods, supplies, equipment or services it wishes to purchase under this Contract. 


 Disqualification for Non-Performance, Cook County Ordinance Chapter 34, 


Article 4, Section 170. 


No person or business entity will be awarded a contract or subcontract if that person or business entity 


has had an awarded contract terminated for cause by the Chief Procurement Officer. The period of 


ineligibility will continue for 24 months from the date the Chief Procurement Officer terminates the 


contract. The Consultant hereby represents and warrants to the County that the Consultant has not had 


an awarded contract terminated for cause by the Chief Procurement Officer within 24 months prior to the 


Effective Date. 


 Force Majeure. 


Neither Consultant nor County shall be liable for failing to fulfill any obligation under this Contract if 


such failure is caused by an event beyond such party's reasonable control and which is not caused by 


such party's fault or negligence.  Such events shall be limited to acts of God, acts of war, fires, lightning, 


floods, epidemics, or riots. 


 Written Notice. 


All notices required pursuant to this Agreement will be in writing and addressed to the parties at their 


respective addresses set forth below. All such notices will be deemed duly given if personally delivered or 


if deposited in the United States mail, postage prepaid registered or certified, return receipt requested. 


Notice as provided herein does not waive service of summons or process. 


 Governing Law and Venue (Jurisdiction). 


This Agreement will be governed by and construed under the laws of the State of Illinois. The Consultant 


irrevocably agrees that, subject to the County’s sole and absolute election, any action or proceeding in 


any way, manner or respect arising out of this Agreement, or arising from any dispute or controversy 


arising in connection with or related to this Agreement, will be litigated only in the courts having situs 


within the City of Chicago, the County of Cook, the State of Illinois, and the Consultant consents and 


submits to the jurisdiction of any local, state or federal court located within such City, County and State. 


The Consultant waives any right it may have to transfer or change the venue of any litigation brought 


against it by the County in accordance with these provisions. 


 Waiver. 


Nothing in this Agreement authorizes the waiver of a requirement or condition contrary to law or 


ordinance or that would result in or promote the violation of any federal, state or local law or ordinance. 


Whenever under this Agreement the County by a proper authority waives Consultant's performance in 


any respect or waives a requirement or condition to either the County's or Consultant's performance, the 


waiver so granted, whether express or implied, only applies to the particular instance and is not a waiver 
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forever or for subsequent instances of the performance, requirement or condition.  No such waiver is a 


modification of this Agreement regardless of the number of times the County may have waived the 


performance, requirement or condition.  Such waivers must be provided to Consultant in writing. 


 


 Rules of Interpretation. 


The following rules of interpretation shall apply to this Agreement. 


The term "include" (in all its forms) means "include, without limitation" unless the context clearly 


states otherwise. 


All references in this Agreement to Articles, Sections or Exhibits, unless otherwise expressed or 


indicated are to the Articles, Sections or Exhibits of this Agreement. 


Words importing persons include firms, associations, partnerships, trusts, corporations and other legal 


entities, including public bodies, as well as natural persons. 


Any headings preceding the text of the Articles and Sections of this Agreement, and any table of 


contents or marginal notes appended to it, are solely for convenience or reference and do not 


constitute a part of this Agreement, nor do they affect the meaning, construction or effect of this 


Agreement. 


Words importing the singular include the plural and vice versa. Words of the masculine gender include 


the correlative words of the feminine and neuter genders. 


All references to a number of days mean calendar days, unless expressly indicated otherwise. 


 Headings. 


The headings of articles and Sections in this Agreement are included for convenience only and will not be 


considered by either party in construing the meaning of this Agreement. 


 Entire Agreement. 


 General. 


This Agreement, and the exhibits attached to it and incorporated in it, constitute the entire agreement 


between the parties and no other warranties, inducements, considerations, promises or interpretations 


are implied or impressed upon this Agreement that are not expressly addressed in this Agreement. 


 No Collateral Agreements. 


Consultant acknowledges that, except only for those representations, statements or promises expressly 


contained in this Agreement and any exhibits attached to it and incorporated by reference in it, no 


representation, statement or promise, oral or in writing, of any kind whatsoever, by the County, its 


officials, agents or employees, has induced Consultant to enter into this Agreement or has been relied 


upon by Consultant, including any with reference to: 


a) the meaning, correctness, suitability or completeness of any provisions or requirements of this 


Agreement; 


b) the nature of the Services to be performed;  


c) the nature, quantity, quality or volume of any materials, equipment, labor and other facilities 


needed for the performance of this Agreement;  


d) the general conditions which may in any way affect this Agreement or its performance; 
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e) the compensation provisions of this Agreement; or  


f) any other matters, whether similar to or different from those referred to in (a) through (e) 


immediately above, affecting or having any connection with this Agreement, its negotiation, any 


discussions of its performance or those employed or connected or concerned with it. 


 Severability. 


If any provision of this Agreement is held or considered to be or is in fact invalid, illegal, inoperative or 


unenforceable as applied in any particular case in any jurisdiction or in all cases because it conflicts with 


any other provision or provisions of this Agreement or of any constitution, statute, ordinance, rule of 


law or public policy, or for any other reason, those circumstances do not have the effect of rendering 


the provision in question invalid, illegal, inoperative or unenforceable in any other case or 


circumstances, or of rendering any other provision or provisions in this Agreement invalid, illegal, 


inoperative or unenforceable to any extent whatsoever.  The invalidity, illegality, inoperativeness or 


unenforceability of any one or more phrases, sentences, clauses or sections in this Agreement does not 


affect the remaining portions of this Agreement or any part of it. 


 


 No Third Party Beneficiaries. 


The rights and duties contained herein will not inure to the benefit of any third party, except as specifically 


provided herein.  


 Survival. 


All the covenants, indemnities, representations and warranties of the Consultant and the County, 


respectively, contained in this Agreement will survive the consummation or termination of this 


Agreement. 


 Commencement of the Statute of Limitations. 


Notwithstanding anything provided herein or by applicable law, the parties agree that in no event will the 


statute or statutes of limitation applicable to any part of the Consultant’s services and the services 


provided by the Consultant’s sub-consultants and agents, be deemed to commence until Final Completion 


of the Project, or if the Project does not reach Final Completion, then the date on which this Agreement 


terminates. 


 Certifications Pursuant to County Ordinances and State Laws.  


Execution of this Agreement will be made by executing the Economic Disclosure Statement, including 


certifications and execution forms, attached to this Agreement and, by this reference, incorporated into 


and made a part of this Agreement. 


 Counter Parts & Order of Precedence.    


This Agreement is comprised of several identical counterparts, each to be fully signed by the parties and 


each to be considered an original having identical legal effect. 


 Order of Precedence of Component Parts.    


These Contract Documents shall be interpreted and construed based upon the following order of 
precedence of component parts. Such order of precedence shall govern to resolve all cases of conflict, 
ambiguity or inconsistency. 


1. Agreement and Exhibit 2 Scope of Services; 


2. Addenda, if any; 


3. Special Provisions, if any; 
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In the event of any conflict between the Agreement and its components parts, then the interpretation 


most favorable to the County will apply.  The parties shall all also reference Sections 2.15.22.2. 


Recommendations Concerning Disputes; Questions of Interpretation and 11.9 Rules of Interpretation.    


provisions. 


 


 AUTHORITY 


Execution of this Agreement by Consultant is authorized by a resolution of its Board of Directors, if a 


corporation, or similar governing document, and the signature(s) of each person signing on behalf of 


Consultant have been made with complete and full authority to commit Consultant to all terms and 


conditions of this Agreement, including each and every representation, certification and warranty 


contained in it, including the representations, certifications and warranties. 


 


TO THE COUNTY: 


CHIEF PROCUREMENT OFFICER 


County of Cook 


118 North Clark Street 


Room 1018 


Chicago, Illinois 60602 


DEPARTMENT OF CAPITAL PLANNING & POLICY 


Attn: Director 


69 West Washington Street, 30th Floor 


Chicago, Illinois 60602 


 


 


TO THE CONSULTANT: 


Firm Name:  ___________________ 


Attn:    ___________________ 


Address:   ___________________ 


City, State, Zip:   ___________________ 


Changes in these addresses will be in writing and delivered in accordance with the provisions of this Article 


11. Notices delivered by mail are considered received three days after mailing in accordance with this 


Article 11. Notices delivered personally are considered effective upon receipt. Refusal to accept delivery 


has the same effect as receipt. 
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FINAL ACCEPTANCE 
I. GENERAL 


 


A. Final acceptance is a condition which occurs when DCPP accepts the 
certification of the architect/engineer that the contractor has complied with all 
requirements of the contract, and that the contractor is authorized to receive 
payment in full, including all retainage. 


 
B. Final acceptance is dependent only on the individual contractor’s performance 


and is not related to the other contractors’ performance on a project. Upon 
completion of contractual obligations, a contractor's contract will be closed out. 
The coordinating contractor generally will not be closed out prior to the 
assigned contractors. 


 


II. FINAL ACCEPTANCE INSPECTION 
 


A. The contractor notifies the architect/engineer in writing that: 
 


1. All punch list items have been completed or corrected. 


2. Contract documents have been reviewed and the project has been 
inspected for compliance with the contract. 


3. Equipment and systems have been tested in the presence of the using 
agency representative and are operational. 


4. The using agency's personnel have been instructed in the operation 
and maintenance of all equipment and systems. 


5. The project is complete and ready for final inspection. 
 


B. A formal final acceptance meeting on or about the date indicated by the 
Contractor's Certificate of Substantial Completion for completion of punch list 
items is held at the option of the DCPP Project Director. Verification of the 
punch list completion will be made by the architect/engineer and the project 
manager. 


 
The final acceptance form may be signed at the meeting or forwarded to 
the appropriate parties for signature. 


 
III. CONTRACTOR’S FINAL SUBMITTAL TO ARCHITECT/ENGINEER 


 


A. Should the architect/engineer consider that the work is complete in 
accordance with contract requirements, the final acceptance and final 
payment submittal will be requested. 


 
B. The final close out package from each contractor to the architect/engineer 


consists of the following: 
 


1. The final payment package: 
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a. Invoice Voucher 
b. Revised CSV, if applicable, mark as “FINAL”. 


c. Contractors Affidavit and Sworn Statement (CASS) 
d. Contractors Final Declaration (CFD) with Power of Attorney 
e. Final Waivers of Lien (from each subcontractor and supplier) 


(1) For the full amount of the contract as shown on the CSV. 


(2) DCPP forms only. 


 


2. Testing and Balancing Reports 


3. Marked-up Specifications and Addenda  


4. Project Record Documents (marked up prints) 


5. Architect/Engineer Performance Evaluation (A/E-PE) (May be 
sent 
directly to the DCPP Project Director.) 


6. Contractor Performance Evaluations (CPE) on other contractors. 


7. Guarantees, Warranties and Bonds Form and Warranties for items on 
the 
Punch List 


8. All items not submitted at Substantial Completion 
 


IV. ARCHITECT/ENGINEER REVIEW AND SUBMITTAL 
 


A. The architect/engineer reviews the submittals for completeness and accuracy. 
 


B. If acceptable, the architect/engineer transmits the package to the DCPP 
Project Director. 


 
C. Upon receipt of architect/engineer’s package, the project manager reviews 


for completeness and initiates final processing and distribution. 
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Final Close-Out Package 


(To be submitted by the contractor to the architect/engineer) 
 
 
 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


 
 


 


Documents 


Specifications & 
 


Reports 


 


CFD w/ Power
 


CSV 
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Cook County 


CAPITAL PLANNING AND 


POLICY 
 


  FOR DCPP USE ONLY  


 


Contractor's Final Close-Out Package 


 
Project No:   - -  


 
Name:      
Project No:      
Contract No:        


     C.F. Locale:      
 


Contract No:    


Contract Work (Trade):      


 


Contractor (Name, Address)    Project (Name, Location, Using Agency) 
        _____________________________________   
       


 
A/E Firm: ________________________________ 


         
By:  _____________________________________ 


 
Date: ___________________________________ 


 
 


Project Manager:  Name: ______________________________________________________  
  
    Date:  _____________ Signature:  _______________________________   
 
End User:  Name: ______________________________________________________  
  
    Date:  _____________ Signature:  _______________________________  
  
 
DCPP Project Director: Name: ______________________________________________________  
  
    Date:  _____________ Signature:  _______________________________  
  
 


Final Payment Final Acceptance 


 Final Invoice   
Original Certificate of Final Acceptance with 
all original signatures 


 Schedule of Values marked as “Final”  Warranties for items on punch list 


 Contract Affidavit / Sworn Statement  
Certification of operations and training 
instruction (if applicable) 


 
Final Waivers for total Contract amount from 
each Subcontractor as shown on Sworn 
Statement 


 As Built Documents received by A/E 


 Test & Balance Reports (must be reviewed & 
approved by A/E) if applicable. 


 Warranties not submitted with Substantial 
Completion 
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Cook County has a goal to be carbon neutral by 2050 and is currently creating a strategy to 
provide 100% renewable energy for its electricity footprint.  The County has also implemented 
the Green Buildings Program.  This program looks holistically at the design, space utilization, 
operations and life cycle impact of County owned properties to become a model for sustainable 
asset management that minimizes environmental impacts, improves the health and wellness of 
communities, and increases the value of County assets to optimize taxpayer dollars.  


 


To further advance Cook County’s Green Buildings Program goals, capital projects will follow 
the guidelines outlined in this document. Integrating energy efficiency into the design and 
procurement phases of the project planning process will ensure that impacts of each project can 
reduce energy and improve health and wellness of communities. 


The following sections provide guidance to design firms for both new construction and 
renovations.  Design professionals will be expected to be familiar with these standards and 
incorporate the components that are applicable to their specific project. 


The following requirements should be applied to all capital projects.  Deviations from these 
requirements should be discussed with the project team prior to implementation and should be 
approved by the authorized representative from Cook County.  


Not all sections will apply to all projects.  The design team shall agree upon which sections 
apply to each project during the project kick-off. 
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GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 


 


Integrative Design Process 


The County prefers the use of an integrative design process for all capital projects.  At a 
minimum, the design team should draw participants from the end-user group, the design and 
construction team, and the facilities maintenance team.  Depending on the scope of the project, 
other groups to be engaged could include: 


 Bureau of Technology 
 Department of Facilities maintenance 
 Energy Manager 
 Commissioning agent 
 Procurement 
 Mechanical, electrical, or civil engineer 
 Landscape architect 
 Building managers 


 


As early as practical and preferably before schematic design, conduct an integrated 
design charrette with the project team as defined above. The goal is to optimize the integration 
of green strategies the support the Green Buildings Program across all aspects of building 
design, construction and operations, drawing on the expertise of all participants. 


Workplace Design Strategy 


Cook County has adopted workplace strategy design guidelines to provide more efficient and 
effective workplace design to accommodate employee work habits and technology.  These 
guidelines can be found here: (To be added) 


Net Zero Design 


Cook County has a goal to be carbon neutral by 2050.  All new construction and major 
renovation projects should have a goal to generate more energy than they consume. This 
process will focus on not only the production of energy but also the reduction of energy usage in 
the building design, using both active and passive strategies.  To facilitate this process, 
consultant teams should follow a performance-based design and construction process.  As part 
of the integrative design process, design teams shall set an energy use intensity (EUI) 
performance target for the project prior to or during schematic design.  The first goal should 
always be net zero or net zero ready, and only deviate from this when the design team and 
County representatives have determined that it is not feasible.  This target shall be based on the 
building type, with data gathered from the following locations.   


Energy Star Target Finder - https://portfoliomanager.energystar.gov/pm/targetFinder 
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High Performance Building Database - https://bpd.lbl.gov 


CBECS - https://www.eia.gov/consumption/commercial/ 


ComEd New Construction Program – www.comed.com/newconstruction 


Other sources are encouraged as determined by members of the design team and County 
representatives.  


Using this data, the design team, along with Cook County representatives, shall set a target EUI 
for the project.  This goal shall be communicated to all stakeholders and updated at every stage 
of the design process. 


Window-to-wall ratio 


The maximum window to wall ratio for any elevation shall be 40%.  The 40% is for each 
elevation, and elevations may not be aggregated to increase the glazing on a single elevation 
while decreasing the glazing on another elevation.  


Daylighting 


All regularly occupied spaces shall have access to daylight.  Interior rooms shall have glazing 
that allows occupants access to views.  Exceptions to this are storage rooms, mechanical 
rooms, janitor’s closets, and restrooms. 


A daylighting study shall be conducted as early as possible in the design process to maximize 
the amount of daylight to supplement artificial light, while minimizing the effects of glare and 
heat gain.  The use of light shelves is encouraged to increase the penetration of daylight into the 
floorplate. 


Solar Ready 


Accommodations shall be made on new construction and major renovation projects for the 
eventual installation of a photovoltaic system.  These preparations shall include: 


 Placement of large pieces of rooftop equipment should be as far to the north side of the 
roof as feasible to maximize the open roof area with southern exposure. 


 Provide (2) 2” metal conduits from the roof to the main electrical switchgear.  Conduit 
shall be flashed and capped at the roof to create a watertight condition.  Conduit shall 
not be run on the exterior of the building elevations. 


 Landscaping along the southern elevation shall not cast shadows on the roof when at 
maturity. 


New construction and major renovation projects shall incorporate bird-safe building materials 
and design features, including, but not limited to, those recommended by the City of Chicago's 
"Bird-Safe Building Design Guide for New Construction and Renovation," the City of Toronto's 
"Bird-Friendly Development Guidelines," and New York City Audubon's "Bird-Safe Building 
Guidelines." 
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Biophilia 


Designers are encouraged to incorporate biophilic components into the design of spaces to 
enhance employee and visitor experiences within the space. Elements could include the use of 
natural materials in finishes or the incorporation of naturally occurring patterns in the space. 


Landscaping 


All landscaping shall use native plant species.  Turf areas that require regular maintenance is 
discouraged.  Permanent irrigation systems are prohibited.  Plans to maintain plants until 
viability shall be included in the landscape drawings. 


Native plantings should follow the Forest Preserve District of Cook County native seed policy. 
http://fpdcc.com/downloads/policies/FPCC-Seed-Source-Policy-062718.pdf 


Bike racks that hold a minimum of 10 bikes shall be located within 100 feet of the main building 
entrance. 


Indoor Air Quality 


Finishes and Finish Materials 


All adhesives and sealants used on the interior of the building (i.e., inside of the weatherproofing 
system) must comply with the following requirements as applicable to the project scope. 
 
All regularly touched surfaces shall be non-porous and allow for easy cleanup.   


Bathroom floors shall be terrazzo flooring with coved joints between wall and floor. 


Spaces that produce fumes, store chemicals, or use chemicals shall be isolated to reduce 
contaminating adjacent spaces.  This can be accomplished through negative pressure, separate 
exhaust, etc. 


No Smoking is allowed within 50 feet of any building entrance or fresh air intake.  Signage shall 
be prominently displayed near each entrance and air intake. 


No smoking is allowed on any Cook County Health and Hospitals campus or property. Signage 
shall be prominently displayed throughout the campus and/or property.  See appendix for 
language and additional details. 


All paints and coatings wet-applied on site must meet the applicable VOC limits of the California 
Air Resources Board (CARB) 2007, Suggested Control Measure (SCM) for Architectural 
Coatings, or the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) Rule 1113, effective 
June 3, 2011. 


Adhesives, Sealants and Sealant Primers must comply with the latest amendments to the South 
Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) Rule 1168, latest edition.  
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Aerosol Adhesives must comply with Green Seal Standard for Commercial Adhesives GS-36 
requirements, latest edition. 
 


 In addition, the following requirements shall be met. 


Ceramic, Porcelain, 
Laminate and Vinyl 
Flooring 


Floor Score, Green Squared, or GreenGuard Rated 


Carpet  NSF 140 Gold certification and Green Label Plus 


 ≥10% post-consumer recovered content 


Wall-to-wall carpeting is prohibited 


Gypsum Board GreenGuard Gold certification 


Acoustical Ceiling Tiles Meets California DPH Section 01350 standard for low VOC materials 


Total recycled content ≥20% 


Environmental Product Declaration Available 


      


 


Indoor Air Quality during Construction 


The AOR/EOR shall prepare and make part of the construction documents, an Indoor Air 
Quality Construction Plan, that will include: 
  


 Provide walk-off mats at all entrances to the construction area  
 All mechanical vent openings not in use during construction shall be sealed until the 


equipment is made operational. 
 Protect stored on-site and installed absorptive materials from moisture damage. 
 Sweep site daily to minimize spread of construction debris 
 Keep the work area dry so porous materials do not absorb moisture. 
 If permanently installed air handlers are used during construction, filtration media must 


be used at each return air grille that meets the criteria below. Replace all filtration media 
immediately prior to occupancy. 


o Filtration media with a minimum efficiency reporting value (MERV) of 8 as 
determined by ASHRAE Standard 52.2-1999 or equal 


 Use safety meetings, signage, and subcontractor agreements to communicate the goals 
of the Indoor Air Quality Construction Plan.  


 No smoking is allowed on site during construction      
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Mechanical, Electrical and Plumbing 
 
Plumbing 
 
The following performance requirements should be met: 
 


 Toilets   1.28 gallons/flush, Tank type to meet EPA Water Sense                    
                                                 Standards 


 Urinals   .125 gallons/flush 


 Lavatory Faucet Un-metered - 0.5gpm at 60 psi 


 Lavatory faucet Metered – 0.20 gallons per cycle 


 Kitchen Faucets 1.8 gpm at 60psi 


 Showerheads  2.0 gpm at 80 psi, Water Sense Labeled 
 
 Water Heaters  Thermal efficiency ≥ 88%     
 
For the Department of Corrections and other detainee facilities, these standards do not apply to 
holding cells or other areas where detainees are held.   
 
Partitions shall be textured plastics and contain at least 25% recycled content.  Metal partitions 
and smooth finishes are not allowed. Color shall be a light tone. 
 
Equipment 
 
All equipment specified in the building should be Energy Star rated if available.  If an Energy 
Star rating is not available, total cost of ownership should be evaluated for at least 3 
alternatives.  The evaluation should incorporate first cost, anticipated energy usage, any 
maintenance costs, and any potential disposal costs.  The evaluation period shall be the 
anticipated useful life of the piece of equipment.  Evaluations should be completed using the 
form in the Appendix and included as part of the construction documents and/or specifications. 
 
Heating, Cooling and Pumping Equipment 
 
For new construction projects, the target EUI shall drive the selection of the HVAC and pumping 
equipment. 
 
For replacement of existing equipment, the following standards shall be incorporated. 
 


 New heating and cooling units should be the most efficient available on the market. 
 The minimum qualifications should meet the minimum requirements to qualify for 


rebates through the ComEd, People’s Gas, or Nicor energy efficiency programs. 
 New equipment will be tied into the building automation system. 
 Variable frequency drives and fans will be used. 
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 A total cost of ownership analysis will be done for at least 3 different models of 
equipment. The initial cost, expected energy use, and expected maintenance costs shall 
be evaluated over the expected life of the equipment.  See form in Appendix. 


 
 
Lighting 
 
Access to daylight should be a design priority on all projects.  When possible, daylight should be 
used to reduce the need for artificial light.   
 
All new lighting fixtures to be LED and should meet the following requirements. 
 


 Minimum efficacy of 110 lumens/watt 
 Color temperature of 4000K indoor, 3000K outdoor fixtures 
 L70 rating at 60,000 hours 
 CRI  ≥ 85 
 Fully dimmable (Except accent or specialty fixtures) 


 


Light levels 


 All light levels should meet the current average illuminance recommendations of the 
Illuminating Engineering Society (IES), but should not exceed these levels by more than 
10%.  Light levels shall be met with initial lumen output. 


 Outdoor light levels should average 2 fc with a max. to min. ratio of 4:1. If security is a 
concern, increase light level average to 3 fc. 


 Outdoor light fixtures shall provide shielding along all project boundaries to reduce light 
trespass to less than 0.1 fc average as measured at the property line and 0.01 average 
fc 10’ outside the property line. 


 No outdoor light fixture shall emit light above a line horizontal to the light source. 
 No up-lighting is allowed without approval from the County. 
 Controls shall be provided to dim outdoor lights to 50% between 11 PM and 5 AM. 
 Outdoor lighting shall be operation shall adjust to changing daylight conditions. 


Lighting Controls 


Lighting controls shall be provided to allow for timed on/off for all general lighting.  In addition, 
the following controls should be implemented.  Multiple controls may be required for some 
spaces, and lighting engineer should select best applicable technology. 


 


 


 


Building or Space Type Application Control 


All Buildings ≥10,000 SF Habitable spaces including 
parking garages 


Demand responsive control to 
lower building lighting power 
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by 15% 


All Common area spaces with 
glazing >24 SF  


Multi-level daylighting controls 
for daylight zones 


All Corridors and stairwells Automatic occupancy sensor 
per space, reduce power by at 
least 50% 


All Regularly un-occupied spaces Automatic full shut off 
occupancy sensor with 
override 


All Regularly occupied spaces 
without glazing 


Automatic full shut off 
occupancy sensors with 
partial-ON activation  


All Regularly occupied spaces 
with glazing >24 SF 


Vacancy sensors with 
Manual-ON activation 


Warehouse Aisles and Open areas Occupant sensor per aisle 
and open area with full shut-
off 


Parking garages  Occupancy sensors that 
reduce power by 50% 


 
 


Commissioning and Retro-commissioning 


Commissioning should occur if your project meets any of the following requirements: 
 Is a new construction project greater than 20,000 SF 
 In a major renovation, impacts the heating, ventilating, and air conditioning 


systems, lighting controls system, building automation system, renewable energy 
systems and domestic hot water system 


 The AOR/EOR shall create a commissioning plan as part of the construction 
documents. A Cx specification listing all equipment to be included in the 
commissioning plan. 


The commissioning agent shall execute the following tasks. 


 At least one design review, at a time determined by the project team 
 Submittal reviews of all equipment in the Cx scope of work 
 Conduct site visits during installation of Cx specified equipment 
 Observation of major equipment startup 
 Preparation of functional checklists and execution 
 Training review and O & M Manual review 
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 Seasonal testing 
 10-month warranty inspection.   
 In addition, monitoring based commissioning shall occur for a period of 1 year 


after substantial completion for new construction projects over 20,000 SF or 
major renovations of the mechanical systems on projects greater than 20,000 
SF. 


 
Building Automation Systems 
 
For all projects, major mechanical and electrical system components should be tied into the 
existing building automation system. 


Building Automation System (BAS) Direct Digital Controls (DDC) shall consist of native BACnet, 
microprocessor-based, peer-to-peer, networked, distributed devices utilizing the BACnet 
communication protocol in an open, interoperable system. 


If the project does not have a BAS, a direct digital control BAS should be included that can do 
the following: 
 Monitor and alarm all major building mechanical components 
 Allow for remote programming, adjustment, troubleshooting and monitoring 
 Provide trend data 
 Is Bacnet compatible 


 
The BAS shall be modular in nature and comprised of a network of stand-alone DDC devices. 
The System shall be designed and implemented in such a way that it may be expanded in both 
capacity and functionality through the addition of DDC Devices, sensors, actuators, etc. 


BAS shall be provided with a complete Web enabled operator interface. The Web enabled 
application shall operate on industry standard PC hardware. 


All BAS DDC Devices at all levels shall be fully custom-programmable using the standard 
Operators Workstation Software.  


Training of County staff shall be included in the scope of services for the building automation 
system. 


Submeter Requirements 


When possible, electrical panels shall be arranged to enable isolation of major mechanical 
systems such as lighting, heating and air conditioning, refrigeration and plug loads for sub 
metering purposes. Submeters shall also be installed across different space types (i.e. 
separately metering parking structures from building load).    


When the project contains multiple tenants, submeters shall be installed for each tenant that 
capture power consumed within that space. (lighting, plug loads, special equipment, etc.) Whole 
building heating and cooling loads only need to be sub-metered at the main panels as 
discussed above. 
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Please consult with the Energy Management Team in the Bureau of Asset Management if there 
are any questions regarding submeter installation. 


Project Closeout 


The following shall be supplied to the Cook County representative at project closeout 


 In a tabbed 3 ring binder and a USB drive, provide all warranty information and manuals 
for finishes and equipment installed in the building. Digital files should be provided as 
individual files with clear names for each file as well as a single combined PDF with 
functioning hyperlinks from a table of contents to each section. 


 Provide (1) full size set of construction documents and specification books to the building 
engineer.  This set should contain all changes made up to substantial completion. 


 Provide one digital copy of the specifications and a full set of building drawings in 
Autocad.  The drawings should reflect all changes made up to substantial completion 
and should be purges of unused layers and contain no referenced files.  Digital files shall 
be provided on a flash drive only, no CD’s. 


 Attic stock equaling 5% of installed quantity shall be provided for ceiling tiles, carpet 
tiles, floor tiles, light fixtures, drivers and paint unless requested otherwise in writing.  
 


Determine All Available Incentives 


Each project shall consider available energy efficiency incentives when selecting new 
equipment. The following resources in coordination with the Cook County Energy Manager can 
determine if any projects qualify for standard and/or custom incentives based on energy 
reduced or specific types of equipment introduced. 


ELECTRIC 


ComEd: https://www.comed.com/WaysToSave/ForYourBusiness/Pages/PublicSector.aspx 


 


NATURAL GAS 


Nicor: https://nicorgasrebates.com/Public-facilities 


People’s Gas: https://accel.peoplesgasdelivery.com/business/rebates_publicsector.aspx 
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Appendix 1 


Total Cost of Ownership Form 


This form can be found in an electronic form at www.cookcounty.gov/xxxxxxxx 


The fields in yellow need to be filled out by the project team. 


1.  Provide basic project information. 
2. Provide a description or model number for the equipment 
3. Provide the expected energy use (kW/therms/both) as well as the anticipated usage. 
4. Provide annual average maintenance costs over the useful life.  Calculate by adding all 


maintenance costs divided by the expected life. 
5. Use expected life from the tables in Appendix 1. If the item is not listed, use an industry 


standard.  The expected life should be the same for all options. 


 


 








 


 


Category:  
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1 of 9  


Policy #:  
04.04.12  


Title: Interim Life Safety Measures (ILSM)  Approval Date:  
10/5/2017  


Posting Date:  
10/6/2017  


  


PURPOSE  


This policy outlines the approach that will be take when The Interim Life Safety Measures are implemented 


to provide a level of life safety comparable to that required by the LSC (NFPA 101:2012).  
  


AFFECTED AREAS   


The ILSM apply to all hospital facilities and personnel including contractors.    


  


John H. Stroger Hospital Morton East Adolescent Health Center 


Austin Health Center Near South Health Center 


Children’s Advocacy Center Oak Forest Health Center 


Cicero Health Center Provident Hospital 


Cottage Grove Health Center Robbins Health Center 


Dr. Jorge Prieto Health Center Ruth M. Rothstein CORE 


Englewood Health Center Vista Health Center 


Fantus Health Center Woodlawn Health Center 


 Logan Square Health Center  


 


DEFINITONS  


ILSM – Interim Life Safety Measures  


Immediate abatement– If a deficiency cannot be returned to normal conditions within four hours during any 


8-hour shift. 


NFPA 101:2012 – National Fire Protection Association 101 life safety code (edition 2000)  


  


POLICY  


The Cook County health & Hospitals System (CCHHS) will implement the Joint Commission Interim Life 


Safety Measures required to be taken to compensate for the hazards posed by construction and general 


maintenance activities that cannot be immediately abated or is not compliant with Life Safety Code (LSC) 


deficiencies. This policy conforms to Joint Commission Standard LS 01.02.01.  


  


PROCEDURE  


I. Implementation of the ILSM is required in or adjacent to all construction areas when any one of the 


following conditions exist:  


1. Fire/Smoke compartments are compromised.  


2. Exits, or exit access is compromised or changed due to construction activities.  


3. Structural construction (moving corridor walls, etc.).  


4. Building-wide life safety systems (e.g., fire alarm) have operating deficiencies which must 


be corrected.  
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The ILSM consists of actions, inspections, testing, and training as outlined in this policy.  The 


implementation of each element of this policy shall be documented.  A report on the status of the ILSM 


is made to the Environment of Care Committee, when in effect, on a monthly basis.    
  


The Environment of Care Committee monitors and evaluates the effectiveness of this policy. 


Implementation of the ILSM which apply to construction and/or general maintenance and renovation 


projects is contained in the Buildings and Grounds Policy, “Construction Safety and Standards”, policy 


# 04-04-14.  


 


Implementation of the policy, which applies to construction and/or renovation is the joint effort of 


Buildings and Grounds and Safety Officer.  The Safety Officer or their designee will complete the 


“Interim Life Safety Measures Project Evaluation” form.  The Safety Officer or designee will complete 


this portion of the form and maintain a copy of records.  The original form will be kept by the Life Safety 


Office and an electronic copy will be on file on the Environment of Care Shared Drive.  See evaluation 


form Appendix A.  


  


II.  The ILSM Measures consists of the following actions, inspections, testing, and training:  


A. All exits are maintained free and unobstructed.  Personnel will receive training if alternate exits must 
be designated.  When normal access routes are affected by construction, safety alternate routes are 


developed by Buildings and Grounds and the Safety Officer.  Enforcement of the free and 


unobstructed exits is the responsibility of the Safety Officer.  When existing paths need to be 


changed or modified in any way, it is done only with the prior written approval of the Safety Officer 


and Director of Buildings and Grounds.  


B. Free and unobstructed access to emergency departments and services for emergency forces is 


maintained.  It is the responsibility of Hospital Police to maintain unobstructed access.  


C. Fire Alarm detection and suppression systems are maintained.  If the alarm system is impaired, the 
Powerhouse engineer will notify the electric shop foreman or on-duty electrician and the Buildings 


and Grounds Director, Safety Officer or their designees.  


D. Upon the temporary impairment of the Fire Alarm System for more than 4 hours in a 24-hour period, 
and prior to any repair which will interrupt the system, the following parties must be notified by the 


electrician:  


1. Chicago Fire Department (for alarm system to be taken off city tie)  


2. Powerhouse              


3. Hospital Police  


4. Telephone Operator/Communications Department    


5. Buildings and Grounds Administration  


6. Safety Officer      


7. ODA – On Duty Administrator  


       


If a fire watch is required for more than 4 hours in a 24-hour period, the Safety Officer or designee 


will convene a meeting and training of pertinent personnel to coordinate a fire watch.    


  


All modifications to the Fire Alarm System and suppression systems can only be scheduled with 


approval of the Director of Buildings and Grounds and the Safety Officer.  Testing of the fire alarm 


and suppression systems is the responsibility of the Department of Buildings and Grounds.   
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E. When required, temporary construction partitions are maintained smoke tight and of one-hour fire 


rated assembly.  All major construction is separated from patients, visitors, and employees by a 


proper closed and locked/secured construction partition.  Only authorized Buildings and Grounds 


personnel and Safety Officer are allowed into a construction area.  (Staff, patients, and visitors are 


not permitted to occupy or have access to these areas unless escorted by an authorized person).  


Inspection and enforcement of this requirement is the joint responsibility of Buildings and Grounds 


and Safety Officer.   


F. Additional firefighting equipment and user training for personnel is provided in construction sites and 
in such areas of the Hospital as determined by the Fire Marshal.  Appropriate types of portable fire 


extinguishers must be present and accessible at all times in construction areas and code compliant.  


G. The “Smoke Free Campus” policy # 01-01-16 is enforced at all times in Hospital buildings.  It is the 
responsibility of department heads to enforce the Smoke Free Campus Policy.  The Environment of 


Care Committee reviews and assesses the effectiveness of the No Smoking policy as necessary.  


H. Storage, housekeeping, and debris removal policies and procedures are enforced that reduce the 


flammable and combustible fire load to the lowest level necessary for daily operations.  (See 


“Construction Safety and Standards,” Policy # 04-04-14).  


I. It is the responsibility of each department head to develop and implement appropriate policies as 


applicable. It is the joint responsibility of Buildings and Grounds and the Safety Officer to monitor the 


enforcement and effectiveness of these policies.  


J. A minimum of one fire drill per shift per quarter may be conducted by a member of the Life Safety 


Department consistent with the “Fire Drill Frequency” policy #04-04-07.  


K. Hazard surveillance of buildings, grounds, and equipment shall be increased as conditions warrant. 
It is the joint responsibility of Buildings and Grounds and the Safety Officer to conduct the 


surveillance.   


L. Personnel training will be conducted when structural or compartmentation features of fire safety are 
compromised.  Structural or compartmentation features of fire safety will not be compromised 


unless alternate protection is in place as approved by the Director of Buildings and Grounds and the 


Safety Officer.  


M. A daily inspection will be conducted by using appendix B. The form will be posted at the site if is a 


construction or renovation site.  


N. Noise and vibration will be assessed by Safety Officer or their designee using Appendix C (Daily 
Construction Sign-Off).  


O. Training of this policy will be conducted as needed and documented.  The training is the 


responsibility of the Fire Marshal and consists of:  


1. Inclusion in the Employee Orientation Program  


2. Annual Safety Training of all employees (online program)  


3. Area specific training as part of the annual safety training as well as when areas are affected by 


the compromise of life safety systems  
  


CROSS REFERENCES   


Policy 01.01.16 Smoke Free Campus  


Policy 04-04-07 Fire Drill Frequency  


Policy 04-04-14 Construction Safety Standards  
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RELEVANT REGULATORY OR OTHER REFERENCES  


NFPA 101 Life Safety Code, 2012 edition  


Joint Commission Standards (LS 01.02.01 EP 3)  


Infection Control Manual for Construction and Renovation - Association for Professionals in Infection 


Control and Epidemiology  


  


APPENDIX A Interim Life Safety Measures Project Evaluation Form  


APPENDIX B ILSM Daily Inspection Form  


APPENDIX C Daily Construction Sign-Off Form  
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APPENDIX A  


            


Interim Life Safety Measures Project Evaluation  


Project Name: _______________________________      


Building Location: ________________________Floor:________________Area:_________________  


Start Date: ______________________   End Date:______________________  


Each major construction or renovation must be evaluated to determine if one or more Interim Life 


Safety Measures (ILSM) need to be implemented during the course of work.  This evaluation shall be 


completed prior to the start of any work to ensure the proper ILSM are implemented.   


  


Page 1 of 2  


Question   Yes  No  N/A  ILSM Plan  


Will fire/smoke compartments be 


compromised  
        


Will alternate structure be used 


to address compromised 


fire/smoke compartments  


        


Exits impaired  


  


        


Alternate exits required  


  


        


Exiting corridor being reduced  


  


        


Construction escape routes 


needed  
  


        


Patient access to emergency 


services impaired   
        


Police, Fire and EMS access to 


emergency services impaired  
        


Fire detection and suppression 


systems impaired  
  


        


Exhaust fans needed to reduce 


fumes/dust  
        


Evacuation of patients be 


hindered  
  


        


Smoke tight construction 


partitions needed  
        


Additional fire drills           
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Additional fire sprinklers or fire 


detection needed  
        


Additional firefighting equipment 


needed  
        


Additional Fire extinguisher 


training  needed for staff  
        


Increased hazard surveillance of 


are needed  
        


Organizational training in Life  


Safety Code deficiencies, 


construction hazards or ILSM be  
needed  


        


Training to compensate for 


structural or compartment 


deficiencies needed  


        


  


  


Frequencies for inspection, testing, monitoring and evaluation must be established and documented 


prior to work being started.   
  


  


Project Coordinator: ____________________________________       Date: _____________________  


  


Approved by:  


  


Buildings and Grounds:  ___________________________________   Date: _____________________  


  


 


Safety Officer:   __________________________________________   Date: ______________________  


        


  


  


  


  


  


 


 


 


 


 


 Page 2 of 2   
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Appendix B - ILSM Daily Inspection Form 


ILSM Description  _______________________      
Start Date:    _______________    
Projected Completion Date:____________  
Location:  _________________________       Contractor, if applicable: _________________________  


  
DATE AND TIME INSPECTED:         


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  
 Exits free and unobstructed for non-construction personnel?    


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  
Means of egress in construction areas are free and unobstructed?    


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  
 Fire alarm, detection and suppression systems are 


unimpaired/unblocked?  
  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  
 Above temporary & equivalent systems in place?  If yes, tested 


and inspected monthly?  
  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  
 Temporary partitions are smoke and dust tight and of 


noncombustible material?  
  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  
No smoking or evidence of smoking?    


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  
 Good housekeeping and debris removal?    


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  
 Proper fire extinguishers?   Accessible?    


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  
Proper signage, (no smoking, emergency numbers, construction 


area, etc.)?  
  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  
 Flammable liquids and gas cylinders properly stored properly?    


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  
 Electrical outlets, boxes, extension cords in proper condition?    


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  
 Penetrations are sealed in walls and floor.    


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  
 Construction site under negative air flow, if applicable    


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  
HVAC vents sealed or filtered.    


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  
 Fire/Safety Violation issued?         YES/NO    


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  
 All applicable personnel trained to fire safety?                      


HEPA filters in place?                      
Other (list):                      


Initials of person completing inspection:    
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   Appendix C - Daily Construction Sign Off        


 


                  


EC.02.06.05 EP 2 When planning for demolition, construction, or renovation, the hospital conducts a pre-constructin risk assessment for air quliy requirements, infection control, utility requirements  


  noise, vibration, and other hazards that affect care, treatment and 


services.             


Procedure: The Safety officer or fire marshal(s) will use this daily form to document noise, vibration and other safety-related 


hazards.       


Project Name:                   


Location:                   


 Concerns 


 


Date: Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No  Safety/FMs Contractor 


  


  


  


  


  


  


  







 


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


7//2017 
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Pre-Construction Risk Assessment    (Attachment L) 
The purpose of the Pre Construction Risk Assessment (PCRA) is to identify potential risks associated with the Project and 


develop risk mitigation recommendations (RMRs) to minimize these risks. The PCRA shall be completed prior to the start 


of construction. 


 
Project Description:  
 
 
Project ID: 


 


Other Required Assessments: Yes No 


Infection Control Risk Assessment Completed?   


Interim Life Safety Measures Form Completed?   


 


Project Manager: Department:   


                                            


 Yes No N/A 


Low VOC and minimally hazardous chemical products to be used:    


Air monitoring to be conducted:    


Work to be performed outside, near air intakes:    


Other: Describe; 


 


 Yes No N/A 


Shutdown policy shall be followed:    


Air Quality Impact - direct or via HVAC systems 


Please describe anticipated impacts to air quality. Examples of impacts: dust, fumes, VOCs, odors or hazardous air 


pollutants, etc. 
 


  


Air Quality RMRs to be implemented: 


Utility Impairments 
Please describe anticipated utility impairments. Examples of utilities: electricity, water, chilled 


water, natural gas, medical gas, steam, tele/data. 


Utility Impairment RMRs to be implemented: 
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Other: Describe; 


 


 Yes No N/A 


Noise generating work to be performed during least impactful times and 


with prior notification to those affected 


   


Vibration generating work to be perfonned during least impactful times 


and with prior notification to those affected: 


   


Other precautions to be taken to minimize noise/vibration: Describe; 


 


 Yes No N/A 


All hazardous waste to be stored, managed and disposed of in 


accordance with hospital, IL State and Federal regulations: 


   


Safety Data Sheets of all hazardous materials shall be available:    


Flammables and compressed gases:    


All applicable permits shall be obtained for Open Flame:    


Additional ventilation to be provided for open flame work:    


All abatement work to be done by licensed individuals in accordance 


with hospital, IL State and Federal regulations: 


   


Other hazardous material precautions to be taken: Describe; 


 


Noise and Vibration 
Please describe anticipated noise and vibration impacts; 
 


Noise and Vibration RMRs to be implemented: 


Hazardous and Flammable Materials 
Please describe hazardous materials or compressed gases which may be encountered. 


Examples: Flammable materials, bio-hazardous materials, radioactive materials, chemical, gases, asbestos, 


mold, etc. 


Hazardous and Flammable Material RMRs to be implemented: 
Fall Protection and Scaffolding 
Please describe any fall and scaffolding requirements. 
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 Yes No N/A 


Will fall protection be required for work:    


Will scaffolding be required for work:    


Job specific fall protection plan to be submitted to PM before the 


commencement of the work: 


   


Other measures to be taken: Describe; 


 


 Yes No N/A 


Will there be permit required confined space entry work:    


Other permit required confined space safety plans to be implemented: Describe; 


 


 Yes No N/A 


Appropriate PPE to be used by contractor and site visitors:    


Other PPE Precautions to be taken: Describe; 


Fall Protection RMRs to be implemented: 


Confined Spaces 
Please describe any permit required confined spaces 


Permit Required Confined Space RMRs to be implemented: 


Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 
Please describe PPE requirements. 


Examples: overhead, eye, respiratory, or hot/cold hazards. 


PPE RMRs to be implemented: SPD PPE requirements in work area; 
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 Yes No N/A 


Appropriate building permits obtained:    


Appropriate permits obtained:    


Contractors go through required hospital orientation:    


Temporary off-site storage requirements:    


Proper project signage in place:    


Obtain schedule from contractor (times on-site):    


Door locks and keys:    


Furniture and equipment relocation:    


Fire suppression system concerns:    


Computers/HIS issues:    


Dock personnel know about deliveries, materials, supplies or 


equipment: 


   


Long lead time items:    


Other: Describe; 


Sign-Offs: 


Contractor Project Manager: ______________________  Date: __________________ 


Building + Grounds: ______________________________ Date: __________________ 


Clinical Engineering: ______________________________ Date: __________________ 


Nursing Department: ____________________________  Date: __________________ 


Environmental Health Mngr: _______________________ Date: __________________ 


Life Safety Director: ______________________________ Date: __________________ 


Infection Control:     ______________________________ Date: __________________ 


Police:                         ______________________________ Date: __________________ 


Environmental Services: ___________________________ Date: __________________ 


Other: 
Please describe other: 


Other RMRs to be implemented: 
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CONTRACTOR/CONSULTANT BADGING PROCESS 
 
A contractor/consultant (referred to as contractor) is defined as a non-CCHHS employee working on-site at any 
CCHHS facility five (5) or more days in a calendar year. This classification of non-CCHHS employees is required to 
have a badge. These badges are referred to as ‘yellow’ badges. The attached documents outline the steps 
necessary to obtain a yellow badge. A contractor must receive a yellow badge through the CCHHS Human 
Resources department (CCHHS HR). A contractor failing to maintain a current yellow badge or using a temporary 
badge that has not been issued by CCHHS HR may be subject to revocation of privileges to work at CCHHS 
facilities. It is mandatory that all CCHHS contractors follow the steps outlined in the attached documents. 
 
Internally, this packet is intended for use by CCHHS departments for badging contractors only. It is not for use in 
badging CCHHS employees, volunteers, researchers, residents, students, fellows or interns.   
 
There are three (3) steps that must be completed to obtain a yellow badge to work at any CCHHS facility.  Steps 1 
and 2 can be completed simultaneously.  


1. Set up a GHX/Vendormate (referred to as Vendormate) account for the company and each contractor. 
a. Vendormate manages the CCHHS contractor background check, medical clearance; and 


credentialing and compliance monitoring system. 
b. CCHHS requires contractors to upload the original medical and drug screen clearance 


documents from the medical provider.  CCHHS DOES NOT ACCEPT Letters of Attestation for 
these clearances. 


2. Complete the CCHHS Non-Employee Badging Form. 
a. This document is approved by the CCHHS department head, manager or their designee 


responsible for managing the CCHHS relationship with the company and contractor. It should 
be completed and uploaded to Vendormate as early as possible the badging process. 


3. Attend CCHHS Contractor Orientation 
a. Orientation is held every two (2) weeks on Mondays starting at 7:00 AM.  


b. Steps 1 and 2 must be completed and approval by CCHHS HR in place to attend orientation. 


 
Contractor Requesting a Badge for the First Time through the Vendormate Process 
To ensure the contractor can meet the required start date, it is recommended the steps referenced above and 
outlined in the attached documents are initiated at least 30 days in advance of the contractor’s start date at 
CCHHS.  
 
New contractors must attend an on-site CCHHS contractor orientation. Orientation will be scheduled only after all 
documentation has been approved the Human Resources department. Approval to attend orientation must be in 
place by 3 pm on the Wednesday before the orientation date. You will receive notification, via email, from CCHHS 
HR that you are approved to attend Orientation with all necessary information for attendance.  
 
Renewals 
Whether a contractor has previously registered in Vendormate will determine which process to follow.  


A. Current contractor renewing for the first time utilizing Vendormate must follow the process outlined for a 
new to CCHHS contractor; or 


B. Current contractor with existing Vendormate account. 
a. Provide medical clearances as outlined in the attached process document.  


b. Complete the CCHHS Non-Employee Badging Form. 
  


We appreciate your attention to this critical requirement. If you have any questions or need additional information:  


• Lisa Capozzi, CCHHS Human Resources, at 312-864-2927 or lcapozzi@cookcountyhhs.org  


• GHX/Vendormate at 800-968-7449 or http://ghx.com/solutions/supplier-products/vendormate-credentialing/ 
 


Attached CCHHS Documents: 


• Process For Contractor Approval  


• Non-Employee Badging Form 


• 2017 Orientation Schedule 


• Sample Orientation Agenda  


• Identification Badge Policy 


• Mandatory Influenza Vaccine for Personnel 



mailto:lcapozzi@cookcountyhhs.org
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CONTRACTOR BADGING PROCESS 


GENERAL INFORMATION 
This packet is set up for contractor companies and their employees to use as a tool in navigating the steps to obtain a CCHHS non-employee badge. 
This classification of badges is referred to as a yellow badge. A contractor cannot receive a yellow badge and begin their work engagement without 
successfully completing the background and medical clearances, orientation and badging process. It is recommended that Steps 1 and 2 are 
completed simultaneously. A contractor failing to maintain a current yellow badge may be subject to revocation of privileges to work at CCHHS 
facilities.  
 
Internally, this packet is intended for use by CCHHS departments for badging non-CCHHS employees only. It is not intended for use in badging 
CCHHS new or existing employees, volunteers, researchers, residents, students, fellows or interns.   
 
Approval for a contractor to attend orientation cannot be granted until all document clearances have been issued by CCHHS HR. Registration for 
orientation closes at 3 pm on the Wednesday before the actual date. After that time, the contractor will be slotted to attend the next scheduled 
orientation.  
 
If you have questions, please contact Lisa Capozzi, CCHHS Human Resources, at 312-864-2927 or lcapozzi@cookcountyhhs.org 
 
DEFINITIONS 


TERM  DEFINITION 
Company The company refers to the non-CCHHS entity, business, company or corporation supplying on-site 


services and/or their employees to any clinical or non-clinical CCHHS department and/or at any 
CCHHS facility. 


Contractor Contractor refers to an individual employed by a company (as defined above) to provide services as 
contractors and consultants. These individuals are non-CCHHS employees who provide services to 
and/or work on-site at any CCHHS facility, clinic or hospital five (5) or more days in a calendar year. 
Vendormate refers to these individuals as ‘reps’. 


Company Job Description The job description provided by the company (as defined above) for the services and/or work the 
contractor will provide to CCHHS. 


Vendormate Vendormate is a subsidiary of GHX/Vendormate. GHX/Vendormate manages the CCHHS 
contractor/consultant background check, medical clearance; and credentialing and compliance 
monitoring system. It provides the online platform for companies and their employees to upload the 
necessary documentation to begin the vetting process and maintain the necessary clearances as 
the 1st step in the CCHHS non-employee badging process. 


Yellow Badge The badge used by this classification of non-employees.     
CCHHS HR CCHHS Human Resources Department 
CCHHS Department The CCHHS clinical or non-clinical department where the company has its employees working. 
CCHHS Department Lead The department head, manager or their designee responsible for managing the CCHHS relationship 


with the contractor. 
CCHHS Contractor Orientation A ½ day required orientation that occurs every two (2) weeks.  The current schedule is attached. 


 
STEP 1: VENDORMATE  
1. COMPANY REGISTRATION 
The company is required to maintain an active, validated account with Vendormate.  


A. Register the company at https://registersupplier.ghx.com/reg/network/vendor/ 
a. Access for assistance in registering the company and individual contractor accounts for your employees: 


i. GHX/Vendormate Supplier Support Center  
http://ghx.com/solutions/supplier-products/vendormate-credentialing/  


ii. Live assistance can also be reached through 800-968-7449 
b. When setting up the company account, select ‘Cook County Hospital’ as the location. 
c. Upload all required company documentation. 


B. Invite employees to set up individual accounts. 
a. Please note Vendormate refers to the company as the Vendor and the company’s employees as Reps.  
b. Each contractor must create an account to access to their individual Vendormate dashboard, documents & information. 
 



mailto:lcapozzi@cookcountyhhs.org
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2. CONTRACTOR ENROLLMENT - FIRST TIME ENROLLEES TO THE VENDORMATE PROCESS 
This process applies to a contractor that is new to CCHHS and/or new to the Vendormate process. Typically, Vendormate takes three (3) business 
days to validate documents once they have been successfully uploaded. After a contractor is notified Vendormate has completed validating their 
individual documents, the next step is to contact CCHHS HR to request approval to attend CCHHS contractor orientation.  


A. Contractor Account Set-up in Vendormate 
a. It is recommended this process is initiated at least 30 days in advance of desired orientation date 
b. This process applies to: 


i. New to CCHHS contractor  
ii. Existing contractor whose badge is expiring and is not currently registered with Vendormate  


c. Register individual contractor account  
iii. When setting up your account, please select ‘Cook County Hospital’ as the location 


 
WHEN REGISTERING, ANSWER THE QUESTION SERIES AS FOLLOWS -  
“ARE YOU AN ONSITE CONSULTANT AND/OR CONTRACTOR WORKING AT ANY 
CCHHS FACILITY?”  
ANSWER ‘YES’ TO THIS QUESTION AND ANSWER ‘NO’ TO ALL OTHER QUESTIONS IN 
THIS SERIES. 
 
d. Upload Required Documents  


iv. Medical Clearances 
1. Contractors are required to upload original clearance documents provided by a clinician.   


a. Documentation must include individual’s name, date of birth, and Physician/Registered Nurse 
name/signature and Name of Testing Facility  


2. CCHHS DOES NOT accept attestation letters in lieu of the original test results 
a. Please see the attached document ‘Cook County Health & Hospitals System Employee Health 


Services Contractor Instructions’ for a detailed explanation of the required medical and drug 
screenings 


v. Background Check Letter of Attestation  
1. This letter provides documentation that the individual contractor has cleared all company required 


background checks. 
a. It must be on company letterhead, and signed and dated by person (with their title) responsible for 


the verification process at the company 
2. At minimum, background checks must include but are not limited to, verification of present and past 


employment, employment reference checks, motor vehicle records and licensing, a Social Security Number 
trace, a search of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Office of the Inspector General List of 
Excluded Individuals/Entities (LEIE), GSA Excluded Parties List Systems (EPLS) via SAM.gov, OFAC 
Specially Designated Nationals (SDN), DEA registrant actions, TRICARE sanctions, FDA actions, state 
Medicaid exclusion lists, state debarment lists and disciplinary actions, Illinois Healthcare Worker Registry 
verification, an Illinois State Police and FBI criminal background check search, and a Sexual Offender 
Registry check.  


3. Additional checks may be required pursuant to CCHHS programs and contracts. 
B. Vendormate issues review of documents 


a. The individual contractor dashboard will track status of documents in process  
i. Rejected documents will include explanation to remedy rejected documents 


1. It is critical to review these explanations to remedy document rejections 
b. Validation of documents occurs once all documents are successfully uploaded and generally occurs within three (3) business 


days  
C. Post Vendormate Validation 


a. Contact lcapozzi@cookcountyhhs.org to begin process of setting up an orientation date 
i. Include preferred contact phone number and email address 


1. The contact information provided will be used by CCHHS HR for all future correspondence 
ii. CCHHS HR will review and confirm Vendormate process is complete 
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STEP 2: NON-EMPLOYEE BADGING FORM 
This document is approved by CCHHS Department Lead and is required for a new contractor to CCHHS as well as for badge renewal. It is 
recommended that this step is completed simultaneously with Step 1. 


A. A separate form MUST be completed for each individual contractor 
B. Documents 


a. There are 2 categories of documents 
i. Required  


1. Job Description 
Provided by the company (See definitions above) for the services and/or work the contractor will provide 
to CCHHS. 


2. CCHHS Non-Employee Badging Form 
a. This document is approved and signed by the CCHHS department lead within 30 days of the 


request for a badge  
b. A fillable form is attached  


i. To complete: 
1. Once open, click on Sign and Fill then click on Add Text. 
2. Save and print 
3. Physical signatures are required 


ii. Position Specific  
1. Licenses and/or certifications 


a. If working in a clinical and/or technical capacity attach a copy of the contractor’s current state 
license and/or any certifications to the submission packet. 


C. Document Submission Packet 
a. All completed and signed documents must be submitted to lcapozzi@cookcountyhhs.org 
b. All required documents must be submitted in the same email 
c. File naming convention for all documents  


i. CompanyName_EmployeeNameLast_EmployeeNameFirst_DocumentName_Date 
 
STEP 3: CONTRACTOR ORIENTATION 


A. CCHHS HR will contact the contractor via e-mail with information regarding orientation  
a. Request to CCHHS HR to attend orientation MUST be submitted for approval by 3 pm on the Wednesday before the scheduled 


orientation.   
B. Orientation is held every two (2) weeks on Mondays starting at 7:00 AM.  


a. Unless otherwise noted, the location for orientation is UIC Student Center West, 828 South Wolcott Ave., Chicago, IL Room 
218/219 SRH.   


b. A current orientation schedule and sample agenda are attached. 
c. Failure to arrive on-time will result in rescheduling until the next available orientation.   


C. Following successful completion of orientation, the contractor will be given a yellow badge.  
 
BADGE RENEWALS FOR GHX/VENDORMATE COMPANIES & CONTRACTORS 
This process must be completed prior to the badge expiration date on the current yellow badge. Not maintaining a current yellow badge 
may result in a suspension of privileges to work at CCHSS and/or a denial of privileges for a badge renewal.  


A. Badge renewal occur as follows: 
a. Contractor is to renew their badge, at minimum, on an annual renewal cycle; and/or 
b. If the contractor has not worked at a CCHHS facility for 30 days or more 


i. If the contractor’s previous badge has not been returned to CCHHS HR, it may result in a denial of privileges to work at 
CCHHS in the future. 


B. Required Medical Clearances 
a. Annual influenza vaccination verification  
b. TB - An IGRA or one TST result is required.  


i. Chest X-rays do not need to be repeated for individuals with a history of positive TST unless there is a change in 
health status.   


c. Other serology tests as needed 
C. Submit an updated Non-Employee Badging Form and Vendor Job Description via e-mail to lcapozzi@cookcountyhhs.org 
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CCHHS NON-EMPLOYEE BADGING FORM 
 A separate form must be completed for each badge holder. Click on 'Fill & Sign' to enter the required 
information. All information is required. Physical signatures are required. Once completed, this form 
and all attachments MUST be uploaded to Vendormate.


Section 1 - This section is completed by Company/Organization/Institution Name (Company) 
Complete this section for each employee your company provides to CCHHS. Attach separate sheet(s) for additional Information. Send this 


form, the job description and any additional documentation via e-mail to the CCHHS Department Head/Manager/Designee (CCHHS Lead) 
responsible for managing the relationship with your company. When the Approver returns this form to you with Section 2 completed, upload 


it with all attachments to the badgeholder's Vendormate account


Badge Holder Last Name Badge Holder First Name


Company Name


Job Title CCHHS Department


CCHHS Location  (Drop 


Down Menu


Level of Patient Contact 


(Drop Down Menu) Description of work to be done.  Attach a job description provided by the Company.


Section 2 - CCHHS Access Level Granted by CCHHS Department Head/Manager/Designee (CCHHS Lead)  
This section MUST be completed by the CCHHS  Lead responsible for managing the relationship with the company. Up to seven 


(7) locations can be selected for access for a badge holder. If less than seven (7) locations, leave additional slots blank. Once CCHHS 


Lead completes and signs, return this document and all attachments to the vendor via e-mail.


Location 1 Day(s) of Week/Time


Location 2 Day(s) of Week/Time


Location 3 Day(s) of Week/Time


 Location 4 Day(s) of Week/Time


Location 5 Day(s) of Week/Time


Location 6 Day(s) of Week/Time


Location 7 Day(s) of Week/Time







CCHHS Department Lead Name & Title Phone #


CCHHS Department Lead Department CCHHS Department Lead E-mail


CCHHS Department Lead Signature Date


This section is completed by CCHHS HR


Type of Process Initiated


GHX/Vendormate


Other


 Type of Badge New


Renewal


Replacement


Replacement/Cashier Receipt


Other


Professional License Type & Number (Or N/A)


PSV Expiration 


Date (Or N/A)


Badge Id # Badge Holder Extension/Pager/Cell Badge Expiration Date


HR Approver Name & Title


HR Approver Signature Date


Section 3 - BADGE HOLDER ACKNOWLEDGMENT - This section is signed when a badge is issued. 
I acknowledge the receipt of this security access card and all rules and regulations regarding its use. No access is to be 


given to unauthorized personnel. I will be held responsible for reporting the loss, theft or misuse of this card. The 


replacement cost of the card must be paid to the cashier prior to receiving a new card. To receive a new card, a receipt from 


the cashier with a new Non-Employee Badging form completed and signed by the CCHHS Approver of my work area must 


be provided to the CCHHS HR department. Any misuse of this card  may result in termination of access to all CCHHS 


facilities. 


 


Badge Holder Signature Date


HR Approver Name & Title


HR Approver Signature Date


August 2017







COOK COUNTY HEALTH & HOSPITALS SYSTEM EMPLOYEE HEALTH SERVICES CONTRACTOR INSTRUCTIONS 
 


Prepared by: CCHHS Employee Health Services  8.09.2017 
 


INFECTION CONTROL SCREENING 
REQUIREMENT 


PROCEDURES INTERPRETATION 
 


ACTION 


Tuberculosis (TB) Screening – Latent TB test 
results need to be negative for Tuberculosis 
Disease. There can be no Positive TST/IGRA 
test results or Signs/Symptoms of TB without 
further evaluation that yields results negative 
for active TB disease. 
 
TB Signs/Symptoms Review 
Individual can have no Signs/Symptoms of TB 
prior to start of work or occurring while 
working without further medical evaluation to 
determine whether there is TB disease. 
Seek further evaluation if:  


• Fever > 101.5, lasting 7 days or 
longer 


• Cough lasting more than 2 weeks 
• Increased or excessive sweating at 


night 
• Blood sputum 
• Weight loss without dieting 


 
 
 
Refer to:   http//www.cdc.gov/ 
if you have questions 


Latent TB Testing – as per 
CDC. 


• Interferon Gamma 
Release Assay 
(IGRA), as 
Quantiferon 
     OR 


• Tuberculin Skin 
Test (TST) –  
Initial – 2 Step 
followed by 
Annual – 1 step 
TST Results 


- Both IGRA and TST test 
results need to include: 
name, date, name of the 
facility where the test was 
administered. 
- TST results need to also 
include:  
-date of test administration  
-date of test reading 
-number of millimeters of  
test result  
-name/signature of 
Physician/Nurse reading test 
result 


IGRA – negative 
TST – negative  
2 step, now or in 
past, with 
subsequent annual 
TST negative 
 
IGRA – positive 
TST-positive 


Latent TB Testing/TB  
Signs/Symptoms Review 
Results 


• Negative 
Acceptable for work 
clearance. 
 


• Positive 
Refer to CCHHS EHS 
Include previous history 
related to TB Screening, 
including previous TB 
screening test records, 
Chest Xray results, or 
other. 
If there is a history of 
Positive IGRA/TST Test 
Results and/or history of 
TB disease, provide the 
documentation listed 
below for EHS  review: 
-Previous IGRA/TST 
Results 
-Previous Chest Xray 
Results 
-Previous Academic 
Medical Center Annual 
TB Screening Results 
-Medical Documentation 
related to previous 
treatment for Latent or 
Active TB Infection 


Measles Serology Test Results – 
positive for immunity 
Or 
Documentation of 2 MMR 
Vaccines 


Positive Immunity – 
mandated. 
Positive Results-no 
further testing 
 
Negative Results- 
refer to EHS 


Positive- acceptable for 
work clearance 
 
Negative – EHS Review 


Mumps Serology Test Results-  
positive for immunity 


Positive Immunity 
is not mandated. 
Positive or 
Negative Results 


Positive/Negative – 
acceptable for work 
clearance 


Rubella Serology Test Results – 
positive for immunity 
Or 
Documentation of 1 MMR 
Vaccine 


Positive Immunity – 
mandated. 
Positive Results-no 
further testing 
 
Negative Results- 
refer to EHS 


Positive- acceptable for 
work clearance 
 
Negative – EHS Review 


Urine Drug Screen 5 Panel Test – minimum, 
including tests for: 
Cocaine, Opiates, 
Phencyclidine, Marijuana, 
Amphetamines 


Need test result 
review certified by 
Medical Review 
Officer (MRO) 


Negative Result within 
past 30 days with MRO 
Documentation – 
required for work 
clearance 


 







 


July 2017 
 


                      


CCHHS 2017 ORIENTATION 


SCHEDULE 


 


Contractors and consultants, and their employees CANNOT attend orientation without preapproval from 


HR 


 


 


 


LOCATIONS


UIC – Student Center West 


828 S Wolcott Ave, Chicago, IL  


Room 218/219 SRH 


Hekteon 


2240 Ogden Ave 


Chicago, IL 


 


Orientation Scheduling 
Closes 


Orientation Date Location 


July 19 July 24 UIC 


August 2 August 7 UIC 


August 16 August 21 UIC 


August 30 September 5 (Tuesday) UIC 


September 13 September 18 UIC 


September 27 October 2 UIC 


October 11 October 16 UIC 


October 25 October 30 UIC 


November 8 November 13 UIC 


November 22 November 27 UIC 


December 6 December 11 UIC 


December 20 December 26 Hekteon 
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8:00 a.m. – 8:10 a.m.         Welcome & Introductions 
          
8:10 a.m. – 8:40 a.m.               Message from our Chief Executive Officer 
       Presenter:  Dr. Jay Shannon 
 
8:40 a.m. – 8:55 a.m.          Patient Safety 
          Presenter:  Jan DeCrescenzo, Director of Patient Safety 
                   Promoting a Culture of Safety 
       Note:  Patient Rights information is in the binder. 
 
9:00 a.m. – 9:25 a.m.          Patient Experience Initiative 
            Presenter:  Patty Looker, Director of Patient Experience   


 
9:30 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.          Infection Control/Hand Hygiene 
                           Presenter:  CCHHS Infectious Disease  
 
10:00 a.m. – 10:10 a.m.     BREAK 
 
10: 10 a.m. – 10:40 a.m.    Fire Safety  


Presenters: Lezah Brown-Ellington, Director of Life Safety 
- Fire Safety Training 
- CCHHS Smoke Free Campus  


 
10:40 a.m. – 10:50 a.m.          Medical & Clinical Equipment 


Presenter: Chris Edison, General Electric                   
 
10:50 a.m. – 11:20 a.m.     Information Security/Corporate Compliance/HIPAA 
            Presenters: Dianne Willard, Compliance Officer  
               CCHHS Corporate Compliance  
 
11:20 a.m. – 12:05 p.m.    Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) 
            Presenter: Shanee Madison, EEO Specialist 


- Cultural Diversity 
- Harassment 
- Maintaining a Safe and Secure Workplace 


 
12:05 p.m. – 12:15 p.m.    Morning Wrap-up/Next Steps 
 
12:15 p.m. – 1:00 p.m.     Employees Lunch (on your own) 
       Contractors ID Pictures (HR Dept.) 
 
 
 
 


 
 


 
 
 
 
  


 
 


ORIENTATION AGENDA 
 


(Morning Session) 
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I. PURPOSE  


 
The purpose of this policy is: to protect our Personnel from influenza; to protect the general 
health; to prevent the transmission of influenza between our Personnel  and their patients, 
visitors, family members and other Personnel; and to assure the availability of Personnel to 
provide quality health services. This policy provides direction to Personnel for influenza 
vaccinations. 
 


II. AFFECTED AREAS 
 


 All Hospital campuses within the Cook County Health and Hospitals System 
 Cermak Health Services of Cook County including the Juvenile Temporary Detention 


Center 
 Ambulatory Services including Ambulatory Care Health Network (ACHN) and the Ruth M. 


Rothstein CORE Center 
 Cook County Department of Public Health 


 
III. POLICY 


 
A. CCHHS - Personnel Influenza Immunization Requirements 


 
With the exception of Exempt Personnel, as defined in this policy, all Cook County Health 
and Hospitals System (CCHHS or Health System) Personnel shall be required to be 
immunized against influenza virus(es) on an annual basis and in circumstances of a 
threatened or actual pandemic of influenza for which vaccine is available. Vaccination(s) 
will be consistent with guidelines from the Centers for Disease Control (CDC), Joint 
Commission (JC) and Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP). 
 
Requirements applicable to additional influenza vaccines that are not included in the 
regular seasonal influenza vaccine and requirements applicable to preventive infection 
control measures that are not already implemented shall be established by the Chair of 
the Division of Infectious Diseases at the John H. Stroger, Jr. Hospital of Cook County in 
consultation with the System Director of Health Care Epidemiology and Infection Control  
and the System Director of Employee Health Services. 
 
If the Health System determines that vaccine supplies are inadequate given the numbers 
of Personnel to be vaccinated or that vaccines(s) are not reasonably available, the 
Health System may suspend the requirement(s) of this policy for some or all Personnel 
and/or change the annual deadline for such vaccinations(s). 
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B. CCHHS - Existing Personnel 
 


The Health System will provide or arrange for influenza vaccination(s) during work hours, 
at no cost to Personnel. Personnel may choose, on their own time, to receive influenza 
vaccination(s) from a source other than that arranged for by the Health System at their 
own cost and/or under their health coverage, in which case they shall provide verifiable 
documentation of vaccination(s) to Employee Health Services by December 1st  each 
year as provided in the Procedures section below. 
 


C. CCHHS - New Personnel 
 


New Personnel are required to comply with the Health System’s vaccination 
requirements. The requirement for vaccinations is a condition of employment. 
 


D. Exemption from Vaccination Requirements 
 


Employee Health Services may determine that certain Personnel shall be exempt from 
the vaccination requirements in this policy based upon a recognized medical 
contraindication or a religious exemption.  
Individual Personnel shall be responsible for submitting a written request for exemption 
on the basis of a recognized medical contraindication or a religious exemption in 
accordance with procedures established by Employee Health Services. Requests for 
exemptions must be completed, signed and submitted to Employee Health Services by 
the requesting employee by December 1st of each year for the seasonal influenza 
vaccine released that year.     
 


E. Preventive Infection Control Measures 
 


Non-vaccinated Exempt Personnel are required to comply with preventive infection 
control measures established by the Health System to reduce the risk of transmitting 
influenza to patients, visitors, family members and other Personnel. These conditions 
may include, but shall not be limited to, a requirement that non-vaccinated Exempt 
Personnel wear a face mask in patient areas and/or throughout the campus. As 
determined by the Chair of the Division of Infectious Diseases at Stroger Hospital, Jr. 
Hospital of Cook County in consultation with, the System Director of Health Care 
Epidemiology and Infection Control and the System Director of Employee Health 
Services, the implementation and enforcement of preventive infection control measures 
may vary in different settings based upon the risk of transmission by and/or exposure to 
individual Personnel or patients, family members, visitors or other Personnel. 
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IV. DEFINITIONS 
 


(a) “Personnel” means all persons who are employed or engaged in the provision of services, 
research or educational activity, within a Health System facility, whether paid or unpaid, 
including, but not limited to, employees, members of the medical staff, contractors and 
contractors’ staff, residents, students, trainees and volunteers. 


 
(b) “Exempt Personnel” means Personnel  identified by Employee Health Services as exempt 


from the influenza vaccination for medical or religious reasons.    
 


V. PROCEDURE(S): 
 


Annual influenza vaccination(s) of Personnel shall be documented by Employee Health Services.  
 
Personnel who choose to receive influenza vaccination(s) from a source other than that arranged 
for by the Health System shall provide verifiable documentation of the date of vaccination; place 
of vaccination and contact information for verification to Employee Health Services.  
 
Employee Health Services will provide  reports of the vaccination status of Personnel to the 
respective CCHHS managers responsible for enforcement of this policy. Failure of managers to 
enforce compliance with the policy including consistent application of discipline for non-
compliance, is negligent performance.  Pursuant to the CCHHS Personnel Rules, negligent 
performance is a major cause infraction which may lead to discipline, up to and including 
termination.  
  
Failure to comply with the requirements set forth in this Policy, including compliance with any 
required preventive infection control measures established by the System Director of Health Care 
Epidemiology and Infection Control  will constitute gross insubordination. Pursuant to the CCHHS 
Personnel Rules, gross insubordination is a major cause infraction which may lead to discipline, 
up to and including termination.  


 
CROSS REFERENCES:  NONE 
 
 
POLICY UPDATES SCHEDULE: At least every three years or more often as appropriate. 
 
 
 
POLICY LEADS:    Employee Health Services 


Infectious Disease  
 
REVIEWER:     Executive Medical Director 
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Attachment P 


Procedures for Consultant Pay Requests 


1. A draft copy of the schedule of values associated with the AIA G702 / 03 document will be presented to 


DCPP and or their consultants for review and approval, prior to submission of Consultants first pay 


application. 


2. Consultant to submit Pencil Draw copy of pay request no later than the 25th of each month for review by 


the County and/or their representative(s).  Pay request shall be on County Document Basic Services 


Invoice Itemization document. 


3. Comments/questions regarding the pay request will be returned to the consultant after receipt of the 


pencil draw for revisions and a meeting to be scheduled immediately to review the comments if 


necessary.   


4. Consultant to submit the revised pay request to the County and/or their representative(s) no later than 


the last day of the month.  This submission should include; 


a. Signed + dated letter of transmittal 


b. Request for payment on consultant letterhead 


c. Completed, signed and dated Cook County 29A Voucher form 


d. Completed, signed and dated Cook County Pay Application Check list 


 (documents to be issued to client in the order as noted on the checklist) 


e. Professional services invoice itemization Document 


f. AIA G702 / 03 Pay Application document, signed and notarized. 


g. Professional services Sworn Statement 


h. Subconsultant’s Certificate of Payments received to Date or Certificate for FINAL Payment 


Note – All signed documents must be originals, copies will not be accepted. 


5. County controller/accountant will review the final pay request and waivers and provide any comments 


within 2 days of receipt.   


6. Consultant to resubmit the revised final pay request the following day to the County. 


7. Final approved pay request to be signed by the accountant, the project manager, the project director, the 


Director of BAM, ….and then it is sent to the County Comptroller for payment. 


8. Payment to the Consultant expected within approximately 30 to 45 days from receipt of the final 


approved pay request. 








 


Document Control Date 3/9/2020 


 


ATTACHMENT G 


 


COOK COUNTY ENERGY REBATES 


 


The County intends to pursue rebates through the rebate programs offered by the energy service 


providers.  If rebates are found to be available for the equipment being replaced the design team shall 


specify equipment in compliance with the available rebate programs.  The County may require 


assistance from the design team in providing the information and documentation required to submit 


and receive such rebates.  If rebates are not available, the design team shall select equipment that 


reduces energy and maintenance costs. 


  


 







